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INTRODUCTION

People communicate with each other in order to exchange ideas and to spread knowledge through language. This communication can be done orally by speaking the language and literally by writing.

The existence of about three thousand different tongues in the world (exclusive of minor dialects whose number has never been exactly determined) constitutes a serious barrier to exchanging knowledge and progress in the sciences. The existence of many different writing systems constitutes an additional impediment.

Throughout history, people dealing with written texts in one language have attempted to cross the language barrier first by translations and then, where appropriate, by transcription into their own writing system.

The development of transportation means, the growth of international organizations, and the development of education have increased the communication among different nations, religions, languages and cultures and have brought a new awakening and eventually political independence to
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certain developing nations. Many of these nations now use languages and dialects in which there has been little scientific or literary production in the past.

In communication between cultures today there are innumerable occasions when readers need to refer to names and words which are originally derived from other cultures or other civilizations whose language is normally written in other alphabets.

This has gone so far that in many cases it has been suggested that people using certain little known and geographically circumscribed alphabets - including, as we shall see, the Hebrew - should change to an alphabet which is more widely utilized, or even to that of the politically dominant culture.

Certainly, the problem arises of conveying at least those names and words in the alphabetic writing of the reader or scholar. This arises frequently in the library world where names of authors, titles and geographic names need to be integrated into the alphabetical system of catalogs, bibliographies, etc.

This problem of conversion of names from one civilization into another alphabetic system is a central element in establishing the universality of science.
The mass production of scientific books and periodicals in many different languages - including those using other than the Roman scripts, such as Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Hindi, Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, etc. - in the last fifty years has increased the need for reading these languages.

The development of modern libraries increased their capacity for material written in different languages and different scripts. But, the difficulties of handling such material have increased the need for universal inter-alphabetic communication based on established principles.

The idea of decreasing the number of different writing systems seems at first glance reasonable as a practical solution. But attempts to develop an international alphabet which would include characters representing all the sounds used in all languages and which would at the same time be accepted by all nations have not yet succeeded.

In the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries there occurred new developments and new approaches, based on the science of linguistics, to transliteration or romanization of different scripts in accordance with the Roman alphabet. The general approach was to transliterate letter
by letter and to use diacritic signs when needed for Cyrillic, Arabic, Hebrew, etc.

Transliteration is the transcription of words letter by letter, from any alphabetic writing to any other alphabetic writing, taking into consideration the sound of the letters.

Romanization is the conversion of any writing into the Roman alphabet.

Romanization can be identical to transliteration as when we convert from alphabetic writing, such as Greek, Cyrillic, Hebrew, Arabic, etc. It could be identical to transcription as when we convert from the Chinese or Japanese. Romanization of these latter languages is based on the sound of the whole word since they have no alphabetic writing.

Another difference between transliteration and romanization is that transliteration can be done from any alphabetic writing to any other. It could be done from Hebrew into Roman, from Hebrew into Greek, into Cyrillic, etc., and vice versa, while romanization is done only into Roman and also from writings which do not have an alphabet.

For Hebrew and Arabic the tendency was to follow a system of compromise between phonetic transcription and
transliteration. This system of compromise is an attempt to represent the 'imaginated' or the 'oral' vowels of these languages by written ones. Thus, the romanization of Hebrew and Arabic can be considered as transliteration in the proper sense.

At the beginning of the twentieth century an important development in creating a universal alphabet was the international phonetic alphabet which was intended to use a transliteration of the exact sounds of all languages.

A more practical, if limited attempt at a universal alphabet could be undertaken for bibliographic and catalog needs. But such an attempt could face many difficulties such as whether or not to differentiate between characters sounding differently in several languages. French, English, and Arabic 'L'\(^1\)'s and 'R'\(^1\)'s are an example of many others.

Most successful of the attempts towards lessening the barriers was the creation of a series of different romanized systems for different languages and writing

\(^1\) By 'imaginated' or 'oral' vowels are meant the vowels which are not represented by letters, but are written over or under the letter by a type of diacritic mark.

In the Bible, in poetry and in books written for beginners in the language, these diacritic vowels are printed, but in books for adults they are left to the language knowledge of the reader who has to deduce the vowelling of the word, and therefore its meaning and pronunciation.
systems, such as one for Hebrew, another for Arabic, a third for Japanese, etc.

At present the scholarly universe of the Western World which is based mainly on Western Europe and the Americas, is generally accepted as the universal standard. The scholars of China, Russia, the Arab World, Black Africa are accepting this Western World as the core of communication between civilizations.

This Western World is the heir of the Latin civilization which has deeded the Roman alphabet to English, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, German, the Baltic languages, Rumanian, Croatian, the Czechoslovak languages, etc. In most of Eastern and South Eastern Europe and in some Asian countries (Outer Mongolia for instance) the Cyrillic is the current alphabet. In Greece it is the Greek writing. In China it is the Chinese ideographic word writing. In Japan it is the Japanese syllabic writing. In Arab countries, in Iran, Afganistan, West Pakistan and in part of Malaysia the Arabic alphabet is used and in Israel the Hebrew alphabet is the basis of writing.

In the context of communication between cultures the Hebrew language and literature occupy an important place. The ancient Hebrew heritage going back to the Bible has been a subject of the most intense concern for histor-
ians and students of religion and literature and has been developed through the millenia of the post-Biblical period. All of this is tremendously documented in many types of writing.

In recent years the revival of Hebrew largely in Israel has put Hebrew again in the category of living modern languages. So that like Russian, Japanese, Chinese and other languages of today its literature of science and current events needs to be integrated into the universal library of contemporary knowledge.

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century the English speaking countries have been the most interested in developing scientific transliteration of Hebrew, Arabic, Greek, Cyrillic and many other alphabets as well. They have progressed considerably in the transliteration of these scripts.

The international activities toward romanization of the different scripts had success in some countries. Albania which used three different scripts - Arabic, Cyrillic and Roman - decided to unify its writing and in 1909 adopted and adapted the Latin alphabet. Turkey, which had not adapted the Arabic script well enough for its own language, in 1928 accepted and supplemented the Roman alphabet with a considerable number of diacritic marks. Indo-
nesia which too has used several scripts – including Arabic – in its various regions, decided after it won its independence in 1950, to adapt the Roman alphabet to its single national language. Many nations in the Asiatic portion of the Soviet Union have adopted the Roman alphabet. In addition, most of the African nations, which have recently obtained their independence, have also adopted this alphabet.

But this trend towards romanization has been hindered in part by national pride and in part by the fact that many earlier scripts fit the languages they serve well and are interwoven with their cultures. The languages have been using these scripts for a very long period, have a rich literature written in them. Such is the case of the Arabic and the Hebrew.

En ce qui concerne l'hébreu des efforts analogues ont été poursuivis, toutefois les résultats obtenus ne sont pas encore considérables. Les milieux intéressés ont l'esprit conservateur et sont d'avis que l'adoption de caractères latins serait un acte de profontation et de destruction envers l'esprit de la race.
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However, between 1920 and the Second World War, there were trends of romanization in many countries of the world such as China, Persia, Egypt and Israel (then Palestine). But, these were mainly minor movements.

Progress in transliterating Hebrew has been well reflected in the A.L.A. Catalog Rules of 1908 which included a comprehensive table of transliteration of Semitic alphabet based on the system to be found in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901. It used more diacritic signs than digraphs for representing those Semitic characters which have no single equivalent in the Roman alphabet.

A similar approach is found in the later edition of the A.L.A. Cataloguing Rules, in the U.S. Transliteration Guide and in the U.S. Romanization Guide.


After the First World War the increase in the international exchange of bibliographical publications raised the need for a universal system of romanization of the different scripts. Thus, the International Committee of Intellectual Cooperation discussed the matter several times from 1929 until 1933. Eventually it was decided that the Roman alphabet should be accepted as the universal basis for all nations.

In 1928 the International Standard Association (I.S.A.) was established as a special section of the Fédération International de Documentation (F.I.D.). Its main aim was to establish standards in many fields of international communication and to prepare schemes for transliteration and romanization of many scripts, including the Hebrew. But until the Second World War it did not make much progress. It began to prepare a scheme for the transliteration of Cyrillic but the outbreak of the war paralyzed its activities.

During the eleventh session of the International Commission of Intellectual Cooperation, in July 1929, a proposal was made for a single alphabet which would lead to the 'rapprochement' of the intellectual world of the West to that of the Orient. The matter was referred to the Sub-Committee of Science and Bibliography which recommended
to all the interested nations to study the adoption of Roman characters for their national writing.

During the discussion about the practical application of the Roman alphabet to the several languages many difficulties were raised including the limitations of this alphabet, such as: 1) it has only five basic vowels a, e, i, o, u. 2) The use of its characters in different manners for the same pronunciation, i.e. a single sound will be spelled in different ways in the already romanized alphabets by different traditions. For instance the name Chicherin appears Tchitchérine in French, Cicern in Italian, Tsjitsjerin or Tjitjern in Danish, etc.

In spite of these difficulties, the sub-committee recommended that the Roman alphabet be adopted universally and the limits be resolved by diacritic marks, digraphs and even new characters if necessary for adjusting it to the requirements and the philological character of each language.

After the Second World War, in 1946, a new organ-

2. Ibid., p. 16-17.
ization, the International Organization for Standardization (I.S.O.), replaced the International Standard Association in the area of transliteration and romanization. It has supplied comprehensive schemes for the transliteration of the Cyrillic alphabet, the romanization of Chinese ideograms, of the Japanese syllabic writing and of the Hebrew and Arabic alphabets.

In 1962 it published, after seven years of preparation, its scheme for the romanization of the Hebrew alphabet which is known as ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew. This was the most comprehensive and the most scientific work done on the transliteration of Hebrew to the present time. It provided character symbols for "29 consonants and 16 vowels used in the Hebraic language\(^1\).\(^\text{1}\)

To prevent ambiguity and to render the scheme global, each Hebrew character has been represented by one Latin character. There was no use of digraphs for representing any of the Hebrew characters. Instead the scheme used diacritic marks to represent Hebrew characters which have no equivalent in the Latin alphabet. It used few signs which were not found on the Latin typewriter key-

---

board.

But, because Hebrew is pronounced differently in different Jewish communities and because there is no universally accepted pronunciation of Hebrew, the transliteration of Hebrew will probably pass several revisions and changes before being definitely accepted.
CHAPTER I

HEBREW ALPHABET

1. HISTORICAL NOTES ON THE HEBREW ALPHABET

The alphabet is considered as the latest and the most developed stage in the history of writing. It saves human beings a considerable amount of time and effort in learning language. Instead of learning hundreds of different symbols for the different word-roots in a language, as was the case in ancient times - before the invention of the alphabet - and as is the case with the Chinese language today, one needs to learn about two dozen characters and some diacritical marks.

Most authorities like M. Cohen, D. Diringer, G. Février and K. Irwin conclude that alphabetic writing originated in the area of Phoenicia and Palestine around 2,000 B.C.


Its invention shows that an adequate intellectual maturity was attained there at that time. An important part in this development is the Hebrew alphabet.

Let us first consider the origin of the Hebrew alphabet. The term Hebrew is not mentioned in the Old Testament nor is the Hebrew language and script, but many other names were given to this language in its early history. In II Kgs.XVIII.26 as well as in Is.XXXVI.11 and in the condensed narrative in 2 Chron.XXXII.18 and Neh.13:24 it is called יִתְנָה-יְהוּדִית, i.e., Jewish or the language of the Jews¹, while in the תֹּרגום יֵרֵעָלמִי -Targüm Yerushalmi it is called לֶשון הַקְּדָשָׁה-lesön haqqōdeš, i.e., holy tongue². This latter term has continued to be used, for a long time until the present day. In Is.XIX.18 it is called יִשְׁמֶשׁ-§efat Kena’an "the lip (or language) of Canaan"³.


HEBREW ALPHABET

The term יִבְרִית ('ibrit=Hebrew) as indicating the language appeared first in the prologue to Sirach. Then it appeared in the New Testament as Ἐβραῖσσ (John V.2). The English term Hebrew comes from the Greek Ἐβραῖος, which is a translation of the Aramaic יִבְרָי (‘ibray).¹

The history of the Hebrew alphabet can be divided into two main periods: Early Hebrew and Square Hebrew.

Early Hebrew script, which is also called Paleo-Hebrew, was adopted by the Hebrew people from the Canaanites in the twelfth or the eleventh century B.C. The Hebrews followed this script until the ninth century B.C., when they began to develop their own national script.²

The use of the Paleo-Hebrew script did not cease after the Babylonian exile. It was used by the people who remained in Judah. In addition, from the fifth century onward, when the Aramaic language and script became an official means of communication, the Paleo-Hebrew script continued in use for writing Hebrew both in Judah and Samaria. It was preserved mainly for biblical texts and survived, within limited groups, during the

¹. A.E. Breen, op. cit., p. 626; also Godfrey Rolles Driver, op. cit., p. 279.
entire period of the Second Temple. So as late as Qumran we found that the archaic Proto-Hebrew writing was still used to write the divine names יְהֹוָה (YHWH) and אלהים (גָּבור) and even a whole Exodus scroll.

The Talmudic tradition (Sanh.21b) ascribes the adoption of the Aramaic script (Assyrian Script), which eventually became the Square Hebrew after adaptation, to Ezra who brought it from Babylonian captivity. However, Aramaic language and script also arrived to Judea through the Babylonians and then through the Persians who succeeded the Babylonians. It became the colloquial language, first of the educated elite and then of the wider classes.

Diringer gives a more specific account: "Early Hebrew" - he wrote - "is the writing used by Israel from 1000 B.C. onwards, roughly in the pre-exilic period, that is, until the sixth century B.C." It originated in the common Semitic alphabet which was


2. Jacob Maimon, op. cit., p. 688.

used by the Moabites, the Hebrews, the Phoenicians and the Aramaeans, but gradually it took special shape and became an independent offshoot of the Canaanite branch.

It originally included, as did Phoenician, only twenty-two characters all consonants. Then by influence from Aramaic three of these letters: א (alef), ו (waw) and י (yod) came to be used also as vowels.

These three letters have been called by historians and linguists by several names such as: Vowel-consonants, weak-consonants, semi-vowels and matres lectionis (ימיות החרות). The latter term is sometimes used to designate all vowels when they are written in the text, including the diacritical marks.

The differentiation between letters of the Hebrew

1. Cross and Freedman state that some time after the tenth century B.C. (probably the middle of ninth) a system of final matres lectionis was introduced and since then all final vowels were indicated in the orthography.

alphabet are known and are still used, especially in prayer, by one or the other of the several Jewish communities of the world, except for the distinction between $w$-$w$($\sin$) and (s$\text{amek}$) which has been completely lost.

Our main sources for the pronunciation of the Hebrew characters are the following: 1) The traditional pronunciation of most Jewish communities which used Hebrew as their language of prayer throughout history and which attempted to conserve the original pronunciation as much as possible. 2) Transliteration of Hebrew words into the classical alphabets such as Greek and Latin. 3) Plays on words in Hebrew literature. 4) Variant spellings of Hebrew words.

According to all sources the traditional order of

---

1. The opinion of writers such as Diringer (The Alphabet, p. 188) and Levis (op. cit., p. 198-200), that the original pronunciation of $g$-$n$($\hat{h}et$), $\alpha$-$\upsilon$ ($tet$), $\alpha$-$\nu$ ($\text{ayin}$) $b$-$\beta$ ($\text{sadê}$), $\varphi$-$p$ ($\text{qôf}$) and $\chi$-$n$($\text{taw}$) has been completely lost, is not correct.

In fact, these letters are still pronounced correctly by Middle-Eastern as well as North-African Jews during their prayer. $\chi$-$n$($\text{taw}$) is pronounced correctly only by the Yemenite and the Iraqi Jews.

Moreover, the Middle Eastern-North African pronunciation of three of these letters: $g$-$n$($\hat{h}et$), $\alpha$-$\upsilon$ ($tet$) and $\alpha$-$\nu$ ($\text{ayin}$) has been recognized as the official pronunciation is Israel.
the original letters was as follows: 7-8 (‘alef), in early Hebrew and Square Hebrew respectively, 9-10 (bet) 7-1 (gimel or gimal), 8-7 (daleth), 3-7 (het), 7-8 (waw), 7-7 (zayin), 8-7 (het), 7-7 (teth), 7-7 (yod), 7-7 (kaf), 7-7 (lamed), 7-7 (mem), 7-7 (nun), 7-7 (samek), 2-7 (ayin), 7-7 (pe), 7-7 (sade), 7-7 (qof), 7-7 (res or rosh), 7-7 (sin), 7-7 (taw).

There is common consent among all Jewish communities about this traditional order. According to it, all characters bearing a 77 (dages qal - light dot) come before their similar characters which do not bear one, such as: 7 (bet) before 7 (bet or vet), 7 (gimel) before 7 (gimal), 7 (daleth) before 7 (daleth), 7 (pe) before 7 (fe) and

1. This character is called 77 (gimel) by Aškenazīm and 7 (gilal) by Sephardīm. The Aškenazic appellation is closer to the Aramaic appellation, while the Sephardic one is closer to Early Hebrew and Phoenician appellations.

2. This character is called res by Aškenazīm and rosh by Sephardīm. The Aškenazic appellation is closer to the Aramaic appellation, while the Sephardic one is closer to Early Hebrew and Phoenician appellations.
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The order would seem more reasonable if the undotted characters had appeared as original ones, i.e., if they had been placed before the dotted ones. However, none of the historians has mentioned how this classical order of the Hebrew alphabet was developed.

However, the twenty-two letters adopted from Phoenician were not sufficient to cover all the phonetic requirements of the Hebrew language. Thus, the Hebrew people made a special adaptation by using seven of the letters for two different sounds. In a later stage they added a dot to one of the two letters, representing two different sounds for distinction. In six of these letters, ב (bōt), ג (gīmal), ד (dāleṭ), כ (kāf), פ (pē) and ת (tāw), the dot is put inside the letter; while in the seventh one the dot is used for the two similar letters - it is put on the right side of the character in the case of the letter ש (šīn) and on the left side of the character in the case of the letter ת (šīn).

The ניקוד (Niqqud=pointing) for differentiating between

---

1. Only one modern source has deviated from the traditional order of Hebrew alphabet and put the undotted characters before their dotted “brothers”. This is the A.L.A. Cataloguing Rules for Author and Titles Entries, edited by Clara Beetle, Chicago, 1949, p.248.
sounds was not used during the period of Early Hebrew nor in the early use of Square Hebrew in the fifth century B.C. According to Harrelson the ניקוד has been introduced by the "Masoretes" (Massoretes) scholars, "in the period from A.D. 500-800 AD.

At that time all the non-letter vowels, i.e., sign and dot vowels, were introduced to the Hebrew texts to make Hebrew writing a complete alphabetical one.

Early Hebrew script remained in popular use by the Hebrew people until the Babylonian exile in the sixth century B.C. During this exile the Jews began to adopt the Aramaic script which was the ancestor of Square Hebrew. According to most sources dealing with alphabets Square Hebrew was not a mere adoption of Aramaic scripts, but was also a gradual adaptation. It was also influenced to some extent by Early Hebrew.

Early Hebrew script was called כְּתַב עבָר (kētāḇ ʿibrī = Hebrew script); כְּתַב רָאָשׁ (kētāḇ raʿaś = broken script) because


The classical Hebrew script was called קהן מ’Brien (kēṭāb mērubā‘ = Square Script) because of its straight lines. It was also called טבש תם (kēṭāb asūrī = Assyrian Script)².

In addition to the new shapes in Square Hebrew, five of the Square Hebrew letters - כ (kāf), מ (mēm), נ (nūn), פ (pē) and ש (šāde) - have also acquired final forms. These were introduced by the Arameans mainly as a means of separation between the words in the sentence. Another means of separation which was used between words is a dot.

The tendency in Square Hebrew script, as in Aramaic, is not to break the words at the end of the line. Following this tendency, the scribes used extending letters for five Hebrew characters - א (‘ālef), ה (hē), ל (lāmed), מ (final mēm) and ת (taw) - when they appear at the end of a line.

The modern Hebrew script which we find in the Holy

---


2. The term Assyrian is ascribed to the North-East of Palestine, which, after becoming the main part of the Assyrian Empire, was no longer called "Aram", but "Ashur" (Assyria) - in Greek Ἀσσυρία, Συρία (hence the modern geographic name Syria) - and Asūrīt meant Syriac, Aramaic. - Mark Lidzbarsky, op. cit, p. 445.
Scriptures, the scrolls of the Law and most reading matter from modern Israel is the same Square Hebrew script which was introduced during the fifth century B.C. It still consists of the ancient twenty-two Semitic characters which are mainly consonants. The letters are bold and well proportioned, although there exist certain but superficial resemblances between nine of the letters: -  ב (bêt) and כ (kôf); ד (dâlet), ה (final kôf) and ר (reš); ג (gîmal) and נ (nûn); ו (waw), ז (zâyin), י (yôd) and ק (final nûn); ח (hê), פ (hêt) and ט (taw); ט (tet) and מ (mêm); נ (final mêm) and ס (sâmêk); (‘âyin) and ש (shâdê). \(^1\)

The Hebrew alphabet is also used for numbers. They are arranged in decimal system based on the order of the letters of the alphabet: - א (’alef) to י (yod) are one to nine; י (yod) to ק (qôf) are ten to one hundred and ר (reš) to ת (taw) are two hundred to four hundred. Combinations of the letters can be made to get different numbers, except that יו (yôd-hê) is replaced by יו (tet-waw) for the number fifteen; and יו (yôd-waw) by יי (tet-zâyin) for the number sixteen. This substitution is made because the former combination of letters is too close to the divine name and, therefore, according to Jewish tradition, should not be used for secular purposes.

---

The use of the Hebrew alphabet as numerals appeared for the first time on Maccabean coins. In modern times it is used on Israeli coins to denote the Hebrew date and at the side of the Arabic numerals on the calendar to denote the Hebrew year.

Although Square Hebrew script was well proportioned and a neat type of writing, it was not possible to use it as a cursive for manuscripts and other non-formal writing:

1) It is not an economic script. It is large and takes up much space.

2) It is, to some extent, complicated and therefore hard to trace by hand.

3) Ligatures are not permitted, nor additions or changes in shape because it is considered a holy script.

4) Because of its sanctity there was a strong restraint on using it for secular affairs and possibly also from writing in foreign languages.

To overcome these barriers the Jews developed a cursive script for ordinary correspondence. Its development began gradually in ancient times; the exact period is not known. It grew mainly out of the Syrian script, but it shows some traces of the ancient Hebrew characteristics in certain letters.

1. Caspar Levias, op. cit, p. 204.
The main difference between Square Script and Cursive Script was in size. Cursive Script was smaller and thus it was called חטיבת דקיק (kêtîbâh daqqâh = Small Script), while Square Script was called חטיבת גסה (kêtîbâh gassâh = Large Script). The Cursive Script took different shapes in various Jewish communities.

The two main offshoots of the Cursive Script are the Rabbinic or Raši Script and the Jüdisch-Deutsch or Weiber-Deutsch script.

The Rabbinic Script is so called, because it was used frequently by the mediaeval Jewish Rabbis for manuscripts and for notes and commentaries in the margin of the sacred books, while the original text was in Square Hebrew.

It is also called Raši Script because it served so frequently for the commentaries to the Bible and the Talmud by Rabbi Shelomo ʾIsḥaq (Raši), a famous commentator who lived in Troyes in France during the eleventh century.

1. Mark Lidzbarsky, op. cit., p. 446.
4. Marcel Cohen, op. cit., p. 187; also qērîāh biktâb Rašî, Qontres liqūṭîm lelalmidê bèt sefer lehargîlam liqro’ biktâb Rašî, N.Y., Silah, (n.d.).
Raši or Rabbinic Script is more economical and easier to write than the Square Script. It has also been used as cursive script, with slight differences in every community, by the several Sefardic communities ever since the Middle Ages. Today it is still used in some classical religious publications, but it has lost its currency as cursive writing by the Sefardic communities. Its place was taken by the Polish-German form which became the official handwriting of Israël.

The Judisch-Deutsch or Weiber-Deutsch was developed in Germany during the fourteenth century. It is easier, thinner, and its shape is more round than the shape of Square Hebrew and even than Raši. It has been used by Ashkenazic communities in Central and Eastern Europe for correspondence in the vernacular languages. Its main branch is the Polish-German form.

The Jews have used the Hebrew alphabet for writing the languages of the peoples among whom they have lived and whose tongues they have adopted. They have made special adaptations of the Hebrew script to these languages by adding diacritical marks to Hebrew letters to represent sounds existing in these languages and not occurring in Hebrew. They have even published literary works in these languages written with the Hebrew alphabet\(^1\), e.g., *An Arabic Tafsir of the Song of Deborah*, by

J. Shunamy, was written in Hebrew characters, in the Arabic language.

In particular Jews used the Hebrew characters in writing the language dialects which they created out of the languages of the people among whom they lived. Thus, not only are Yiddish (out of German) and Ladino (out of Spanish) written with these Hebrew characters, but Judeo-Persian, Judeo-Greek and Judeo-Arabic are also so written. A classic example is the Bibliotheca Polyglotta or as it is known The 1547 Constantinople Pentateuch, published by Eleasar ben Gershon in 1547 in Constantinople, in four languages: Hebrew, Aramaic, Judeo-Greek and Judeo-Spanish, all written in Hebrew characters. Another example is the book: ... by Siman Tov Melamed, written with Hebrew characters, mainly in the Judeo-Persian language with a small portion in Hebrew, published in Jerusalem, in 1898.

They also developed three minor alphabets out of Hebrew. During the Middle Ages Arabic works were frequently written in Hebrew letters that were equated to the Arabic letters. The Spanish Jews, after being expelled from the Iberian Peninsula at the end of the fifteenth century, used the Hebrew alphabet for writing in their Ladino dialect. They also used signs to indicate additional letters.
Later Yiddish developed an alphabet based on Hebrew letters, but differing from the Hebrew alphabet in that: \( \nu \) ('ayin) is used for "e," \( \aleph \) ('álef) with various vowel signs for the shorter vowels, and different combinations of the letters for sounds that do not occur in Hebrew itself\(^1\).

In the twentieth century there was some tendency to reverse this process. Yiddish is now often printed in Roman characters in Europe, while in Palestine Ittamar ben-Avi headed during the second and third decades of the twentieth century a movement to use Roman characters for Hebrew itself\(^1\).

But this tendency of using Roman characters for Hebrew itself is supported only by a minor group of young scholars and some immigrants from Europe, while the majority of the people of Israel are in favor of keeping the Hebrew alphabet as the official writing of the Hebrew language, because this writing has accompanied the latter language during its long history and has acquired a sacred character.

The Bible, the Talmud and most other works of the Hebrew language were written originally in this script. Thus, to supplant this ancient script by any other alphabet would hinder future generations from reading and understanding this rich literature in its original.

---

However, Hebrew language and script have always been considered by the scholars of all nations as vital and of great importance. So tables of Hebrew scripts have always been included in books dealing with writing systems, books of geographic names and books on cataloguing.

The creation of the State of Israel in 1947 and the revival of Hebrew as its official language have increased the importance of the Hebrew script if only because of the increase in modern publications, including modern literature and scientific works. Thus, access to reading material in Hebrew became more important.

The International Organization for Standardization recognized this importance. In May 1962 it published its recommendation known as R259, Transliteration of Hebrew, one of the most comprehensive works on transliteration of Hebrew which has appeared to date.

2. RELATIONS TO PHOENICIAN, GREEK AND ROMAN ALPHABETS

Hebrew, Phoenician, Greek and Roman are "sisters" and "cousins". They are related to each other because the latter
developed from the former ones and was influenced by them. Thus, a knowledge of the historical development of Greek and Roman is essential for tracing the origin of each Roman character for a more accurate and suitable equation between Hebrew and Roman. For instance - knowing the relationship between the Hebrew and the Phoenician $\aleph$ (qôf) with the Roman Q will enable us to romanize the $\aleph$ (qôf) into Q.

Historians in the field of alphabetic writing have clearly traced the Hebrew, Phoenician, Greek, Etruscan and Roman alphabets to a common origin and have thus established a relationship between them.

Diringer\(^1\) illustrates this development of alphabetic writing from Early Canaanite with a diagram. According to this scheme North Semitic writing developed from Early Canaanite. This writing in turn gave birth to two offshoots: the Canaanite and the Aramaic. From Canaanite were derived Phoenician, Early Hebrew and Early Greek; from Western Greek were derived all Western alphabets. From the Aramaic were derived, directly, Square Hebrew and indirectly, through Nabataean Arabic.

---

The genealogy of alphabets is as follows:

**Early Canaanite**¹

- North Semitic
  - Canaanite
    - Phoenician
      - Greek
        - All Western alphabets
    - Early Hebrew
- Aramaic
  - Nabataean
    - Neo-Sinaitic
      - Arabic
        - Modern Hebrew
  - Square Hebrew
- South-Semitic
  - Sabaean
    - Many others²
  - Neo-Sinaitic
    - Ethiopic
  - Arabic

The Phoenician alphabet is very similar to the Early Hebrew alphabet. Both adopted the twenty-two North Semitic characters which were all consonants. Both have retained the original names of the characters which have similar meaning in both languages, with slight adjustments to their own accent and dialect.

¹ North-Semitic and South-Semitic main branches... represent uncertainty of connection.

² David Diringer, Writing, op. cit., p.124.
The style of writing in both Early Hebrew and Phoenician was originally the same. But in the course of time some differences developed in some of the characters\(^1\).

The relations between the Hebrew and Greek alphabet were mainly indirect, because the Greeks did not adopt the Hebrew writing but its closest "sister", the Phoenician. The Phoenicians were a trading people. Their major contacts were during the period 1200-800 B.C., when they were trading in the ports of the Black Sea. During this period they learned the Semitic alphabet\(^2\).

Most sources mention the Greek legend that Kadmus (from דופן, which means East in Hebrew, Phoenician and Aramaic), the man from the East, taught the Greeks the alphabet. Irwin goes further by mentioning that a Phoenician prince who came to the Greeks to rescue his daughter who had been captured in raids, taught the alphabet to the Greeks to repay them for their aid\(^3\).

---

1. 1) Hebrew letters and especially ז (zāyin) and ס (sādā) are wider, shorter and more squat. 2) The main stems of the letters ב (bēt), כ (kāf), ל (lāmeq), מ (mēm), נ (nūn) and ק (qādām) - are curved and rounded at the bottom, bending towards the left. 3) The vertical strokes of the נ (nūn) extend beyond the horizontal ones. 4) The upper horizontal stroke of the ל (lāmeq) extends beyond the vertical one. 5) The short vertical strokes of the מ (mēm) and the נ (nūn) are often not joined to the main stem. - David Diringer, op. cit., p. 127.


3. Ibid, p.52.
Although this legend does not have a very strong basis, it seems very reasonable that the Greeks did not invent their alphabet but adopted and adapted the Semitic which they received through the Phoenicians. There is much evidence in support of this: 1) The Greeks called their alphabet "\( \text{Kadmeia grammata} \)" (Herodotus, v. 39); also they called it "\( \text{Phoinikeia grammata} \)." 2) Early Greek script was very similar in shape and structure to the Phoenician (see table 2, page 171 and table 4, page 173). 3) It was, like the Phoenician and other Semitic scripts, written from right to left (see table 2, page 171 and table 4, page 173). 4) The names of the Greek letters \( \alpha \) (Alpha), \( \beta \) (Beta), \( \gamma \) (Gamma), \( \Delta \) (Delta), etc., mean nothing in the Greek language. Their sounding was merely an adjustment of the Semitic pronunciation of the letters to Greek ears. While in Hebrew and Phoenician these letters are associated with certain names, e.g., \( \aleph \) (‘alef) means an ox's head and its original representation was an ox's head \( \bullet \); \( \beth \) (bêth) means house and its original graphic representation was a picture of a house \( \mathfrak{9} \); \( \gimel \) (gimel or gimal) means camel and its original graphic representation was a camel's head \( \mathfrak{7} \); \( \daleth \) (dâleth) means door and its original graphic representation was of a tent door \( \Delta \); etc., etc.

After adapting the Phoenician alphabet, the Greeks made several changes in order to adjust it to the phonetic requirements of their language. At the beginning they wrote from right to left. Then they wrote, successively, one line from right to left and the next from left to right, as the ox ploughs the field. Thus this system of writing was called "boustrophedon", i.e., ox-ploughing, by the Greeks. Within five hundred years of its first adoption the writing was oriented consistently from left to right.

The names of the Semitic characters have also undergone some changes. They have been adjusted to the ears of the Greek people and their language.

1. From the graphical and phonetic points of view the process of adaptation and adjustment of the Phoenician letters to the Greek language has experienced gradual, slow changes. At the beginning of the adoption many of the Greek letters remained very similar to the Phoenician, as was the case of Early Greek. Then they passed through several changes until they assumed the shape of classical Greek which is very similar to the capital letters of modern Greek.- See comparative chart of Greek and West Semitic writing in I.J.Gelb, A Study of Writing, Rev. ed. Chicago, Univ. of Chicago Pr. (1969), fig. 89, p.177; also Charles Higounet, L'écriture, 4e ed. Paris, Pr. Univ. de France, 1969, fig. 27, p.65; also David Diringer, The Alphabet, op. cit., Vol. 2, figs. 19.5, 19.6, 22.1, p.306-307 and p.373.

2. * (‘alef) became A (alpha), b (bêêt) became B (beta), g (gimel or gimel) became G (gamma), δ (dalet) became D (delta), h (he) became E (epsilon), w (waw) became Æ (digamma) and later was omitted, z (zayin) became Z (dzeta), H (hebet) became H (eta), Θ (theita), Ζ (ydê) became I (iota), Χ (kaf) became K (kappa), L (lamed) became L (lambda), M (mêm) became M (mu), N (nun) became N (nu), S (samek) became S (xi), O (ayin) became O (omikron), P (pê) became P (pi), Φ (qoph) became P (koppa) then was omitted, R (ros or reš) became P (ro), W (sin) became Σ (sigma) and X or T (taw) became Τ (tau).
The letters 𐤀 (beth), 𐤁 (gimel), 𐤂 (daleth), 𐤃 (zayin), 𐤅 (kaf), 𐤆 (lamed), 𐤇 (mem), 𐤈 (nun), 𐤉 (pale), 𐤊 (rosh), and 𐤋 (taw), which expressed sounds common to the Semitic and the Greek languages, were taken over without change in their phonetic usage. Other Semitic letters were adopted for Greek sounds which were considerably different. The letter 𐤀 (tet) which represents the hard ("thick" in sounding) Semitic "t" was adopted for the Greek Θ (theta), the Ψ (qoph) which expressed the Semitic emphatic "k" was adopted as Ψ (koppa). By the fifth century B.C. Ψ (koppa) had disappeared from the Eastern Greek alphabet because the language did not require it.

Several letters survived in numerical usage.

The most remarkable changes and adaptation the Greeks

1. Georg F. Osterman notes that ancient characters of the primitive Greek alphabet were used as numericals and that a relic of this remains in the survival of these characters being used "Ϝ (digamma) or Ω (stigma) used for 6, Ψ (koppa) used for 90 and Σ (sampi) used for 900". He also notes that "the only other occasion for the use of these characters is in palaeography". - Manual of Foreign Languages, op. cit., p.103.

David Diringer in his Writing, p.152, and in his The Alphabet, p.361, also notes the use ofϜ (digamma) as the numerical 6 and ofΨ (koppa) as 90. He quotes K.Regling, author of Di Antike Munze als Kunstwerk, as proof that this practice survived, at least on coins, to the mid-fourth century B.C.
made were: 1) The introduction of complete vowel representation. 2) The different arrangement of sibilant and hissing sounds such as $\Xi$ (xi) for $\Psi$ (samek) and $\Lambda$ (san) for $\Lambda$ (šeɗe). 3) The addition of certain letters for the representation of sounds not expressed by any of the Semitic letters such as $\Phi$ (phi), $\chi$ (chi), $\Psi$ (psi) and $\Omega$ (omega).

In all Greek alphabets the Semitic vowel-consonants - $\mathcal{A}$ ('ălef), $\mathcal{E}$ (hē), $\mathcal{Y}$ (wâw) and $\mathcal{Z}$ (yōṣ) and the consonant $\mathcal{O}$ (‘ăyun) were adopted to represent only vowels. $\mathcal{A}$ ('ălef), a smooth breathing in the Semitic alphabet, has been used by the Greeks as the vowel $\mathcal{A}$ (alpha) for the sound "a". $\mathcal{E}$ (hē) has been converted to the Greek $\epsilon$ (epsilon). It was used as the long and short "e" in the Western Greek alphabet in which the Semitic $\mathcal{H}$ (hêt), a guttural rough breathing sound "h", was adopted to denote the rough breathing, spiritus asper; while in the Eastern Greek alphabet $\epsilon$ (epsilon) was adopted to represent the short "e" and $\mathcal{E}$ (eta) the long "e".

The letter $\mathcal{Y}$ (wâw) was adopted to express the Greek $\mathcal{F}$ (digamma). This is a consonantal "u" akin to the English "w", which gradually disappeared from the Greek alphabet. Another

form of the Semitic $\gamma$ (wāw) which was used by the Greeks was the vowel $\upsilon$ (upsilon). It was placed at the end of the Greek alphabet after $\tau$ (tau)\textsuperscript{1}.

The Semitic guttural consonant א (‘āyin) was taken over as the Greek ο (omikron), i.e., small "o" to represent the vowel "o". In the Eastern Greek alphabet the ο (omikron) represented only the short "o". Another vowel, the ω (omega), i.e., large "o", was created and added at the end of the Greek alphabet to represent the long "o"\textsuperscript{2}.

The Greeks needed to convert some Semitic consonants into vowels because of the phonetic and structural differences between their language and the Semitic languages. In Semitic languages the basic words are constituted from three permanent consonantal letters which constitute the skeleton of the term. The vowels are added to these words mainly orally by the readers, according to their meaning in the context. In Greek the usage of vowels is more comprehensive. They are an integral part of the basic terms of the language. Thus, they have to be represented comprehensively.


2. Ibid, p.360; also op. cit., *Writing*, op. cit., p.152; also Caspar Levias, op. cit., p.264.
As Semitic languages are rich in sibilant sounds the Greeks made drastic changes in adapting them to their sounds\(^1\).

Even though the early Greek alphabet used all the Semitic letters the Greeks needed to add some new characters to represent additional sounds not existing in the Semitic alphabet. The letter \(\Phi\) (phi), used to express the unvoiced labial aspirate "ph", was the earliest addition and placed in the alphabet after the letter \(\Psi\) (upsilon). It was followed, in the alphabet, by the letter \(\chi\) (khi)\(^2\). The letter \(\Psi\) (psi) was added to express the sound "ps". This letter was used in the western alphabet to denote the sound "kh"\(^3\).

In the fourth century B.C. the Greek alphabet took its final classical shape. In this alphabet the letters

---

1. The Greek voiced sibilant \(Z\) (dzeta) was expressed by the Semitic \(Z\) (zayin). The Semitic \(\Phi\) (sâmek) which still existed in the Theran and Etruscan alphabets was retained as \(\Xi\) (xei) with the value of "x" in the Eastern Ionic alphabet; while the letter \(\Xi\) (sin) became \(\Sigma\) (sigma). In various Greek alphabets the Greek sound "s" was represented by symbols derived from one of two Semitic letters, that is, either by signs descended from \(\text{ה} - \text{ס} - \text{סינ} - \text{סינ}\), or by the prototype of the classical sigma derived from the Semitic \(\text{סינ} - \text{סינ}\). \(\text{סינ}\) (sâdê) and \(\Phi\) (sâmek) do not appear together in any Greek alphabet, but they do in the Etruscan. The letter \(\text{סינ}\) appeared mainly in Crete, Thera, Melos and the Peloponnesus.

2. This character expressed the "x" sound in the Western Greek alphabet.

$F$ (digamma), $M$ (san) and $\Phi$ (koppa) were omitted. The total number of this alphabet was fixed at twenty-four.

The Latin alphabet, according to most historical sources, has been developed from the Western Greek alphabet through the Etruscan during the seventh century B.C. Like Greek and Etruscan, the Latin alphabet was written, at the beginning, from right to left.

Of the twenty-six Etruscan letters the Romans adopted only twenty-one. Another three were converted into numbers; $\Theta$ (theta) became C or C, i.e., 100; $\Phi$ (phi) became $\mathfrak{N}$ or $\mathfrak{M}$, i.e., 1000; and $\Psi$ (chi) became $\mathfrak{L}$ or $\mathfrak{L}$, i.e., 50. The Greek $Z$ (zeta), which did not represent any Latin sound, was dropped.

The Etruscans added the letter "H" to the Greek $F$ (digamma), which represented the $\Upsilon$ (waw) sound, to make the "ef" sound. The Latins dropped the "H" and used the $F$ (digamma) alone and kept it in its original place in the alphabet for the "ef" sound. These last two nations also adopted the Greek $\upsilon$ (upsilon) for both the consonant "v" and the vowel "u". The third letter of the Greek alphabet $\Gamma$ (gamma) which derived from the Phoenician $\daleth$ (gimel), became "J" (or C) in the Etruscan alphabet with the

---
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sound "K". It retained this sound in the Latin alphabet, but it served there for both "K" and "G". The Romans inherited this lack of differentiation, but at a later stage they realized it and added a bar (or a queue) to the character "C" for the "G" sound. They put it, not at the third place of the order of the alphabet as was the Semitic ג (gimel), but in the seventh place replacing the Semitic ז (zayin)\(^1\).

However, most scholars in the field of writing have stated that the addition of a bar to the "C" to make the "G" took place in 312 B.C. They have also noted that the Etruscans used the "C" as "K" only before "E" and "I". The Etruscans also adopted from archaic Greek the "K" and the "Q" and transmitted them to Latin. They could not differentiate between them in pronunciation as the Semitic did. They decided, not as classical Greeks did, to drop the "Q", but to use "K" only before "A" and "Q" only before "U"\(^2\).

The Etruscans, because they retained the "F", gave the "V" its original sound and retained the "H" as a consonant close to...
The early Latin alphabet was a mixture of Semitic, Greek and Etruscan alphabets. It had the following order: A, B, C (with the sound k), D, E, F, I (the Greek zeta), H, I, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, P (which was the original shape of R), S, T, V, X. The shape of the letters was slightly modified. After the conquest of Greece by the Romans, the latter adopted the characters Y and Z respectively for the sounds "Y" and "Z" to ease the transliteration of Greek words into Latin. They placed them at the end of their alphabet. They also adopted the letter "X" for the combined sound "KS". With these adoptions the Latin alphabet reached the number of twenty-three letters.

But, even after these adoptions the Latin alphabet remained with many lacunae such as the usage of "I" and "U" for both consonantal and vocalic sounds (which may confuse the reader). In medieval times the form "J" was created from "I" to be used as a consonant and "I" was retained only as a vowel.

1. The Semitic-Greek Δ (delta) took the shape of "D", the Greek Σ (sigma) became "S". Then "R" was differentiated from "P" by adding a bar (or a queue). At a later stage, the seventh letter, that is the Greek Ξ (zeta) was dropped and the new letter "G" put in its place. – D. Diringer, The Alphabet, op. cit., p. 420.
In the eleventh century the "W" was created from "V" for sounds equivalent to the Semitic γ (wāw) which occurred in English and in a few other European languages.

Clearly the Romans were the first to introduce radical changes. Although they adapted the characters inherited from the Semites to their language, their alphabet was not without lacunae.

The Romans accepted from the Etruscans the names of the letters of the alphabet, simplified them and made them closer to the sound of these letters.

3. EQUATING HEBREW AND ROMAN

The basic differences between the structure of the Hebrew language and script and the Roman language and script make the equating of the Hebrew characters to the Roman quite difficult.

First, Hebrew, like Arabic and other Semitic languages, is a consonantal one. Many grammarians after an analysis of the languages, conclude that its basic roots are constituted of three consonantal letters, e.g. חֵיל QaTًاL, Arabic جـ = QaTًاL (to kill); צִיוֹר = 'aMґD, Arabic ﷲ = W'אQґFґ (to stand); דְָּכֶל HґLґM, Arabic יִבְּעָר = HґLґM (to dream); etc.

In Hebrew the vowels are not fixed. They vary
according to the grammatical role in the sentence. This lends itself, according to some Western observers, to word play which may appear as gymnastical; while in Latin the vowels are essential and constitute an integral and permanent part of the words.

The cultural forms of literary expression in Hebrew centre on this flexibility of the terms. A classic illustrative example is a sentence in Aboth 2:6 and in Succah 53A where the Sage Hillel, upon seeing a body floating down a river, said, "Because you have drowned others, you have been drowned, and the fate of those who drowned you is that they shall be drowned in their turn." The original sentence consists of four words each a morphological form of the same root. "עֵלֶּ֣יֶּה נָשְׂפְּתָּאֳ֥ו נַעֲלָ֖יוֹת מַשְׂפְּטָא֥וֹת"

On the other hand the vowel phonemes in Hebrew, unlike the Arabic, are more developed than in most Roman writings. Hebrew has short, medium and long pronunciations of a, ə, i, o and u (English oo). In general the long.

---

1. In Arabic there exist only three vowel phonemes a, i and u (oo) - long and short. The long vowels are represented by letters such as: (‘alif) = ā, (ya) = ī, and (wāw) = ū (English ū). The short vowels are represented by diacritic signs such as: (fatḥah) = a, (kasrāh) = i, and (dammāh) = u.

The lack of the vowels o and French e, u and é renders the vowel system of Arabic very simple; but it also leads to confusion when words with these vowels enter into Arabic from other languages.
pronunciations of vowels are written with letters bearing their equivalent appropriate diacritic signs; while the short vowels are indicated only by vowel points. As Latin has only the five basic letter vowels the romanization of Hebrew vowels requires a number of diacritic marks to represent all its seventeen vowel phonemes.

Secondly, there is a great difference between Hebrew and Roman consonants, especially in the groups of sibilants and affricates. Also, Hebrew has many guttural and hard sounded affricates and sibilants which do not exist in the Roman alphabet. Thus, it is very difficult to harmonize the two. In addition, some of the hard and the guttural consonants are pronounced differently by the different Jewish communities although a moderate Sefardic pronunciation is considered as the official one in Israel. These differences are more noticeable in the prayer dialects.

1. Except -r-(qâmes gadôl) which is only a diacritic sign, but represents a long vowel.

2. The Middle-Eastern and North-African communities pronounce the character א as hard and "thick" b. They pronounce י as light and soft b. Other communities pronounce א as b and י as v.

Most Sefardic communities pronounce א as g and י as g while all Aškenazic communities pronounce both as g.

The distinction between צ (d) and ג (d or dh) has been lost except by the Yemenites. צ without a dot was historically pronounced as Arabic ś and as English th in "the".
Thirdly, Hebrew writing, like other Semitic writings, is based on pronunciation and is much more phonetic than Roman. Thus, it does not accept digraphs nor doubling of letters for gemination. Instead of digraphs it uses dagesh.

Footnote 2 from p. 32 continued.

The Middle-Eastern and North-African pronounce "י" as wāw, while European communities pronounce it as vāv.

ן which is a guttural and pronounced hard "h", equivalent to Arabic ِ, is pronounced by most European communities as kh, i.e., like German ch, and is pronounced in its historical manner, as het, by Middle-Eastern and North-African.

ץ (צֵּּץ) which is a hard and "thick" t, is pronounced by most European communities as a light "t".

The differentiation between ש (שָׁמ֞עַק) and ו (שָׁמ֞א) has been lost completely since ancient times.

י (יָיְּין) which is a hard "a", equivalent to Arabic ַא, is pronounced by most European communities as a light "a".

כ (כַּּכָּד) which was originally a hard "s", equivalent to Arabic ַס, is pronounced by Ashkenazic communities "ts" combined together. The latter pronunciation has become more common and more accepted in Israel because it is easier than the original.

The letter פ (פּוֹפ או כּוֹפ), equivalent to Arabic ָפ, is pronounced commonly in Israel as soft k because it is easier and considered as more delicate than the historical pronunciation. Its original pronunciation has been conserved by Middle-Eastern and North-African in their prayers.

The character ו (וֶּה או וֶּה), equivalent to Arabic ָו, is pronounced by Ashkenazic communities as the character s, by Iraqi and Yemenite communities as t, i.e. like English th in thousand. This latter pronunciation matches its original form; but the official pronunciation of this character used in Israel is identical to a soft t and derives from the pronunciation of the Western part of Sephardic communities.
qal (.) for creating an additional character such as ꀌ from ꀏ, ꀐ from ꀓ, etc., and a dagesh kafes (.) for doubling a letter such as ꀔ, ꀚ, ꀝ, etc.

In spite of these differences, fourteen of the twenty-nine letters of the Hebrew alphabet are transliterated identically in every Roman alphabet, because they have their exact phonetic equivalent in the Roman alphabet. These letters are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\aleph &= g; & \beth &= d; & \gimel &= h; & \daleth &= z; & \he &= y; \\
\qopn &= k; & \resh &= l; & \shin &= m; & \tav &= n; & \varsigma &= s; \\
\zayin &= p; & \ch &= f; & \vav &= r; & \帙 &= t.
\end{align*}
\]

The problem must now be raised about the transliteration of the fifteen other letters which have no equivalent in pronunciation in the Roman alphabet. These characters are transliterated differently by the different transliteration schemes because of certain phonetic considerations.

\( \aleph \), a deep guttural sound which is used as a vowel and as a consonant, is omitted or transliterated as "a" in older schemes and transliterated by a special character identical to a comma (,) in all recent schemes.

\( \zayin \) without dagesh, which was originally a soft type of "b" (in contrast to ꀑ, with dagesh, which was a hard i.e. "thick" type of "b") is transliterated simply as "b" in some
sources and bh or v in others.

\( \checkmark \) without dages is not distinguished from \( \checkmark \) with dages in many sources. It is transliterated as gh or \( \checkmark \) (above lined) in other sources.

\( \mathfrak{T} \), which had originally the sound of th in "the" is transliterated as d (like \( \checkmark \)) in some sources and dh or d (underlined) in others.

\( \mathfrak{p} \), which has a palatal "thick" sound between h and kh is transliterated as h, ch, kh, \( \mathfrak{p} \), etc.

\( \mathfrak{v} \), a "thick" and a hard sound of t, is equated to t or \( \mathfrak{t} \).

\( \mathfrak{z} \), which has a palatal, hard and "thick" sound like German ch, is equated to k in some systems and kh, \( \mathfrak{k} \), \( \mathfrak{h} \), \( \mathfrak{h} \) in others.

\( \mathfrak{y} \), a consonant which has a hard and "thick" pronunciation of "a" like in \( \text{ʾōd} = \mathfrak{y} \nu \) and \( \text{ʾolām} = \mathfrak{y} \nu \nu \), is equated in some sources simply to an "a" and in most others to a special character similar to an inverted comma (\( \checkmark \)).

\( \mathfrak{z} \), which has a sharp and a "thick" pronunciation of "s", is transliterated to ts, z, \( \mathfrak{z} \), \( \mathfrak{z} \), s and \( \mathfrak{s} \) by the different sources.

\( \mathfrak{f} \), which is a hard and a "thick" pronunciation of "k",
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is equated to k, k and q by the different sources.

W, which has equivalent pronunciation to English sh and French ch, is transliterated as sh, ch, sch, s and š by the different standards.

ı, whose original pronunciation is not known, is pronounced like s, and equated to s or š.

n, of which the original pronunciation is equivalent to "th" in the English words like "thin" and "thick", is transliterated as t, th, ñ and ñ.

1. The equation of W to š (with accent) is more accurate, because it distinguishes it from W which has a sound equivalent to that of s.

The romanization of Hebrew vowels is no less difficult than of the Hebrew consonants. The Roman alphabet offers only five letter-vowels, while Hebrew has seventeen vowel-points. Some of these vowels are combination of letters with diacritic marks. Others are combination of two types of diacritic marks. In addition, there exist in Hebrew: (šəwā nāḥ), which indicates the absence of a vowel and is not indicated in transliteration. The הַֽעַּלְּבִּין הַֽעַלְּבִּין (furtive paṭaḥ), which is a paṭaḥ put under a final נ, is not pronounced ُحا but aḥ by Askenazic communities; and yaḥ, when it is preceded by י (yōg) and waḥ when it is preceded by ו (wāw), by Sefardic ones. The former pronunciation is accepted as standard by most transliteration schemes until now.

Because of the complexities of the Hebrew vowels, some transliteration schemes, including Cutter table of 1904, did not bother to romanize them. Other schemes transliterated them superficially or partially. There are differences in romanization among the various schemes concerning some of the vowels.

---

(paṭaḥ), a short pronunciation of "a", is equated to "a" in all considerable sources.

(ḥāṭef paṭaḥ), a very short pronunciation of "a", is equated simply to "a" in the table given by The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901, in the

(qāmeṣ), a long pronunciation of ā, is transliterated as "a" in The Jewish Encyclopedia, in the U.S. Romanization Guide, in the U.S. Transliteration Guide and in Manual of Foreign Languages by Ostermann. It is transliterated as ā in Britannica and in Gleichen and as a in ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew. It is ignored in some schemes and is transliterated as ā in many bibliographic sources.

(qāmeṣ qātān), a short pronunciation of "o", is transliterated as "o" in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901, in the U.S. Transliteration Guide and in Manual of Foreign Languages by Ostermann. It is transliterated q in ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew and ignored in many other sources.

(ḥātef qāmeṣ), a very short and rare type of pronunciation of "o", is equated to "o" in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901, in U.S. Transliteration Guide

(hōlem), a medium type of pronunciation of "o", is equated to "o" in most sources, to "ő" in Britannica and ignored in many others.

(wāw hōlem), a long type of pronunciation of "o", is equated to "o" in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901, in the A.L.A. Cataloguing Rules of 1949, in Manual of Foreign Languages by Ostermann and in the U.S. Romanization and Transliteration Guides. It is equated to ő in Britannica and in ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew and is equated to ő in the Vatican Code.

(qibbūṣ), a short pronunciation of English "oo", is equated to "u" in all schemes.

(wāw šureq), a long pronunciation of English "oo", is equated to "u" in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901, in A.L.A. Cataloguing Rules of 1949, in U.S. Romanization and Transliteration Guides. It is equated to "oo" in Manual of Foreign Languages by Ostermann, to "ū" in the Vatican Code, and to "ű" in Britannica and in ISO/R259, Trans-
(חָטֶף segol), a very short and rare type of pronunciation of French "e", is equated simply to "e" in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901 and in U.S. Transliteration and Romanization Guides. It is equated to ē in Britannica and in Alphabets of Foreign Languages by Gleichen and to ę in ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew. It is ignored in many other tables.


(yōd segol), a long pronunciation of French "e", is equated to ē in ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew and ignored in all other sources.

(ṣerê), a medium pronunciation of French "é", is equated to "e" in The Jewish Encyclopedia, in the U.S. Romanization and Transliteration Guides, in the A.L.A. Cataloguing Rules of 1949 and in ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew. It is
equated to "e" in Alphabets of Foreign Languages by Gleichen and in the Encyclopedia Britannica, and to "ei" in Manual of Foreign Languages by Ostermann.

(yōd șērē), a long pronunciation of French "ê", is equated to "e" in the U.S. Romanization Guide, to "ei" in the U.S. Transliteration Guide, to "ê" in the Encyclopedia Britannica and in ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew and is ignored in other schemes.


(yōd ḥireq), a long pronunciation of "i", is equated to "ie" in Manual of Foreign Languages by Ostermann; to "i" in The Jewish Encyclopedia, in the U.S. Transliteration and Romanization Guides and in the A.L.A. Cataloguing Rules of 1949. It is also equated to "i" in the Vatican Code and to "i" in Britannica and in ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew.
The most comprehensive scheme of romanizing Hebrew vowels was the ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew, which combined the Roman vowel-letters with many diacritic signs to represent the seventeen Hebrew vowels. A second comprehensive scheme is the Encyclopedia Britannica. It gives sixteen different signs. It has omitted only \( \dot\) (yod segol). A third important scheme is the Vatican Code which covers thirteen Hebrew vowels. All other sources offer ten or less romanized characters.

The differences in representing many of the Hebrew consonants and vowels, by Roman characters, by the different sources, produce great difficulties in catalog and bibliographic usage of Hebrew terms and especially in respect to Hebrew personal and geographic names.

For instance, the Hebrew name שֶׁמֶשׁ has appeared as Chaim in German sources, as Haïm in French sources and Hayim or Hayyim in other sources. If we transliterate it letter by letter we have to write Hayym without i after the second y. But the most correct representation which can render the sound of this term as it was originally in classical Hebrew is Hayyim. The Hebrew name נַחַל can be transliterated Tsâdôk, Tsâdôc, Tsâdôq, Şâdôk, Şâdôc, Şâdôq, Zâdôk, Zâdôc, Zâdôq, Zâdôk, Zâdôc, and Zâdôq. If we transliterate it letter by letter, as it is pronounced in Modern Hebrew, it has to be written Tsâdôq or Zâdôq; if we transliterate it
letter by letter as it is pronounced traditionally it has to be written Șdôq. But with adding the missing vowel it will be written Șâdôq.

Thus, to avoid confusion there must be, first, a single scientific and uniform equation of the Hebrew characters to the Roman ones. This scheme of transliteration must take into consideration the relation between Hebrew and other Semitic characters such as Arabic, Syriac and Aramaic, especially in respect to the pronunciation of these characters.

Secondly, in equating the letters, the origin of the Roman letters in relation to the Hebrew ones, such as q from ʕ, has to be taken into consideration.

Thirdly, Hebrew oral vowels and other oral Semitic vowels must be equated consistently into Roman.

Fourthly, each Hebrew letter has to be equated to one letter of the Latin alphabet and not to digraph nor polygraph.

Fifth, the diacritic marks have to be used as little as possible and must not be complicated.

4. RELATIONS BETWEEN HEBREW AND ARABIC

Arabic is the only Semitic language which remained
alive throughout its history, with but a short break, until modern times. It has retained its guttural pronunciation.

A knowledge of its background and of the development of its characters would also help trace the exact pronunciation of Hebrew characters. The transliteration of Hebrew into Roman can therefore be more accurate. Furthermore, this similarity promotes uniformity in romanizing similar guttural and 'extra'-sibilant pronunciations from both Hebrew and Arabic.

Arabic is a Semitic language very closely-related to Hebrew in its vocabulary, structure and pronunciation. Many basic terms, as in Hebrew, are composed of three consonant letters such as \( \kappa \lambda \rho (\kappa \lambda \rho) \), \( \delta \varepsilon \lambda \rho \varepsilon (\delta \varepsilon \lambda \rho \varepsilon) \), \( \kappa \varepsilon \iota \rho \varepsilon (\kappa \varepsilon \iota \rho \varepsilon) \), etc.

The basic terms of the Arabic language such as the parts of the body, the members of the family and the names of most domestic animals are very similar in both languages and generally consist of three similar consonantal letters. For instance, head is \( \aleph \aleph \aleph (\aleph \aleph \aleph) \) in Hebrew and \( \aleph \aleph \aleph (\aleph \aleph \aleph) \) in Arabic. Eye is \( \gamma \gamma \gamma (\gamma \gamma \gamma) \) in Hebrew and \( \gamma \gamma \gamma (\gamma \gamma \gamma) \) in Arabic. Father is \( \beta \beta \beta (\beta \beta \beta) \) in Hebrew and \( \beta \beta \beta (\beta \beta \beta) \) in Arabic. Dog is \( \kappa \lambda \rho \kappa \lambda \rho (\kappa \lambda \rho \kappa \lambda \rho) \) in Hebrew and \( \kappa \lambda \rho \kappa \lambda \rho (\kappa \lambda \rho \kappa \lambda \rho) \) in Arabic. Camel is \( \gamma \gamma \gamma (\gamma \gamma \gamma) \) in Hebrew and \( \gamma \gamma \gamma (\gamma \gamma \gamma) \) in Arabic, etc.
Arabic also has the guttural and the 'extra'-sibilant sounds which are found in Hebrew. It has also two additional guttural sounds which do not exist in Hebrew. These are represented by the characters ꝏ(q) and Ꝑ(z).

In contrast to Hebrew, Arabic does not have the pronunciation of ꝏ(g) nor of Ꝑ(p). The Hebrew ꝏ(gīmel) has been substituted by ꝏ(jīm) which is pronounced as English "j" except in Egypt, part of Sudan and Yemen where this letter is pronounced "g" as in the word garden.

Arabic writing is a consonantal writing which together with square Hebrew remained in usage up to the present day. It is, also, as Hebrew, written from right to left.

According to most scholars, Arabic writing has developed gradually from Aramaic through Nabataean and Neo-Sinaitic alphabets. The Nabataeans and other Arab tribes who first came from Arabia to the "Fertile Crescent", used Aramaic and Hebrew writing. They adjusted the letters of these writings to their phonemes.

---

1. The Arabs used, for instance, the letter ꝏ(gīmel) for both g and ꝏ, the letter ꝝ(dālet) for both ꝝ(dāl) and ꝝ(dāl), the letter ꝝ(het) for both ꝝ(ḥā) and ꝝ(ḥā), the letter ꝝ(ṭet) for both ꝝ(ṭā) and ꝝ(ṭā), the letter ꝝ(‘ayin) for both ꝝ(‘āyn) and ꝝ(‘āyn), etc. - David Diringer, The Alphabet, op. cit., p. 205.
Before the seventh century of our era Arabic writing had no vowel-signs nor dots for differentiating between characters written similarly. But between the fourth and the sixth century A.D. Arabic writing took on a special characteristic shape. The א ('alef) has been reduced to a vertical line, the ה (he) has been reduced to a line, the ג (gimel) and the ד (het) have become confused just as ב (bet) and ת (taw). The י (ayin), the ס (sin) and the ל (lamalif) took on their pure Arabic shape.

During the seventh century Arabic writing assumed its final shape. The number of the characters was fixed at twenty-eight and the order of the characters was changed. Letters which became similar were put together in sequence and were differentiated by dots (Arabic تَسْتَقَرْ - Tanqīṭ). Also, the diacritic vowels حَرَاكَات (Harakāt) were introduced.

The introduction of dots and diacritic marks in Arabic took place at about the time when the Massoretes developed נִקּוּד (Niqqūd) for the Hebrew alphabet. This proximity in time was not without reason. In fact, Hebrew and Arab grammarians have influenced each other and on some occasions worked together to develop the grammar of their

languages. According to Fevrier, Arab grammarians have first introduced a system of dots not only for differentiating between letters but also for representing the oral vowels. They wrote these vowel-dots above or under the letters, similar to the Hebrew practice. To prevent confusion they wrote the vowel-dots with red or green ink. Then, they invented the special diacritic signs ـ fat/ḥāʾ, ـ kasrāʾ, ـ ẓammāʾ, ـ jazmān or sukūn to represent the absence of vowel, the nunation (Arabic تَنْوَينٌ - tanwīn) ـ(un), ـ(an) and ـ(in) and the ـ(šaddān or tašdīd) for gemination which is deformation of the letter ـ(šīn).

The spread of Islam in the seventh and the eighth centuries not only led to the spread of the Arabic language, but also to the introduction of Arabic writing to non-Semitic nations who became Moslem. According to Islamic rules the Qurān has to be read and written in its original text, i.e. in literary Arabic. Islamic nations therefore began to learn Arabic writing and to write their languages using the Arabic alphabet.

Despite the differences in their development, Hebrew and Arabic remained with great grammatical similarity. The same guttural letters خ (ʾālef) and گ (ʿalif), ن (hē) and

$>(\text{ha}), \eta (\text{het})$ and $\zeta (\text{ha}), \upsilon (\text{ayin})$ and $\zeta (\text{ayn})$, $\upsilon (\text{sade})$ and $\nu (\text{sad})$, $\gamma (\text{qof})$ and $\nu (\text{qaf})$ exist in both. Both use diacritic marks to compensate for the lack of vowels and to equate gemination. Both use a special diacritic sign for representing the absence of a vowel in a syllable.

In spite of the changes a considerable number of Arabic characters have kept their original Semitic names with slight changes of accent.

Hebrew characters representing sounds similar to those represented by Arabic characters have to be equated to each other and to be represented by the same Roman characters for both, even though the pronunciation of those characters may have been deformed during the course of history by some of the people speaking Arabic or Hebrew.

The equation of consonants would be as follows:

1. Hebrew uses $\text{šewā nāḥ}$ under the consonant which has no vowel while Arabic uses the $^\circ$ jazma$^\circ$ (or sukūn) above it.

2. The name of Arabic $\text{f} (\text{alif})$ derives from Hebrew $\text{x} (\text{alef})$, Arabic $\xi (\text{ Gim})$ derives from Hebrew $\text{g} (\text{gimel})$, Arabic $\text{j} (\text{dāl})$ derives from Hebrew $\text{j} (\text{dālet})$, Arabic $\text{g} (\text{wāw})$ derives from Hebrew $\text{j} (\text{wāw})$, Arabic $\text{k} (\text{kaf})$ derives from Hebrew $\text{k} (\text{kāf})$, Arabic $\text{j} (\text{lām})$ derives from Hebrew $\text{l} (\text{lāmed})$, Arabic $\text{j} (\text{mīm})$ derives from Hebrew $\text{n} (\text{mēm})$, Arabic $\nu (\text{nūn})$ derives from Hebrew $\nu (\text{nūn})$, Arabic $\varepsilon (\text{ayn})$ derives from Hebrew $\upsilon (\text{ayin})$. Arabic $\varphi (\text{sād})$ derives from Hebrew $\upsilon (\text{sād})$. Arabic $\varsigma (\text{qaf})$ derives from Hebrew $\gamma (\text{qof})$. Arabic $\omicron (\text{sin})$ and $\omicron (\text{sin})$ derive from Hebrew $\upsilon (\text{sin})$ and $\upsilon (\text{sin})$. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>Roman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ﺎ</td>
<td>א</td>
<td>'a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺏ</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺕ</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻫ</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﻈ</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﻟ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>ﺔ</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The equation of Arabic vowels and diphthongs would be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>Roman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ً</td>
<td>ُ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ً</td>
<td>ٍ</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ً</td>
<td>ٍ</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ؤ</td>
<td>و</td>
<td>an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ئ</td>
<td>ُ</td>
<td>un</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ئ</td>
<td>ُ</td>
<td>in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ئ</td>
<td>ُ</td>
<td>aw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ئ</td>
<td>ُ</td>
<td>ay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The equation of letters used in Arabic to represent non-Arabic sounds:

---

1. ُ = transliterated by superior "ً" in the absolute state like al-madinaً and transliterated by superior "ً" above the line in the construct state like madinaً annabi.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>Roman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>بَ</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ثُ</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>צ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نُ</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>צ '</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>فَ</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>جُ</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ג</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>شَ</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>נ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEBREW ALPHABET**
CHAPTER II

TRANSLITERATION

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF TRANSLITERATION

The term transliteration has been used in English and in French lexicography since the second half of the nineteenth century. But it was not clearly distinguished from transcription. The Century Dictionary published in 1900, for instance, notes that "transliteration" is:

The rendering of a letter or letters of one alphabet by equivalents in another and that transliteration does not profess to give all the exact vocalic differences.

It also has under "transliterator":

It seems to have been the object of the transliterator to represent, at least approximately in Anglo-Saxon letters the current pronunciation of the Greek words.

This can be interpreted as either a letter by letter operation or a phonetic operation. The first interpretation matches the present usage of the term while the second is identical to transcription.

Larousse du XXe siècle gives the following definition:

tion under "transliteration":

Transcription lettre pour lettre des mots d'une langue étrangère dans un alphabet préalablement choisi, sans la préoccupation de rendre compte des sons réellement prononcés: En ce qui concerne les langues étrangères, la transcription doit purement et simplement calquer l'alphabet original, c'est-à-dire être un simple translittération.

This definition is little clearer than that of The Century Dictionary. It emphasized the transcribing letter by letter. But its second part which concerns "les langues étrangères" cannot be applied to all foreign languages. For Greek and Cyrillic which have a complete system of vowels the transliteration is really done by transcribing the original characters, for Semitic writing such as Hebrew and Arabic the transliteration is not only transcription of the letters but is also addition of the non-written vowels. While for Chinese and Japanese which are also "langues étrangères" but have no alphabetic system of writing, there is no transliteration in the proper sense, there is only transcription of the sound of the whole word into the alphabet of another language.

The definitions given in later dictionaries were

much more precise. The Oxford English Dictionary, for instance, defines transliteration:

The action or process of transliterating; the rendering of the letters or characters of one alphabet in those of another.

While under "transcription" it gives the following definition:

The action or process of transcribing or copying.

In our case transcription means: rendering sounds or words written in one alphabet by phonetic equivalent in another alphabet, i.e., we transcribe what we "hear" and not what we "see".

Robert gives under "translittération" the following definition:

Transcription lettre pour lettre, dans laquelle on fait correspondre à chaque signe d'un système d'écrire un signe dans un autre système.


Frontard has developed adequately the distinction between transcription and transliteration. He wrote:

Etymologically, transcription means the shift from one mode or system of writing to another and in particular from writing in one alphabet to writing in another one. Transliteration consists in effecting this transcription 'letter by letter'.

From these definitions it can be concluded that when we transcribe we convert the sounds, i.e. what we hear, while when we transliterate we convert the letters, i.e. what we see, taking into account the sound of the character which we transliterate.

For Hebrew and Arabic the system of conversion includes both what we see, i.e. the written letters and what we can only hear, i.e. the unwritten vowels. Therefore, in the case of these writings the conversion is a system of between transliteration and transcription. For Chinese and Japanese there can be only transcription of the sounds of the entire words. Thus, it cannot be called transliteration.

The term romanization which means the conversion

into Roman is much wider than transliteration. It can be applied to a complete alphabetic writing such as Greek and Cyrillic; it can be applied to incomplete alphabetic writing such as Hebrew and Arabic and can be applied to ideographic writing such as Japanese and Chinese.

Over a period of centuries, transcription was applied to inter-alphabetic operation for both bibliographic and non-bibliographic purposes. This system was not efficient because it was based only on the sound. But sound is an uncertain and unstable principle. Words can be sounded differently by different peoples and even by various persons. Therefore, differences and confusions arise from equating the letters and the words of one language to that of the other if this equation is based on the sound. The digraph ch, for instance, has its English phonetic value only in Spanish. To the French and Portuguese this digraph represents sh; to Germans, Poles and Welsh a guttural h. Thus, the name of the Russian poet Pushkin is spelled in French Pouchkine, in German Puschkin, in Polish Puszkin, in Hungarian Puskin, etc.

Therefore, the transliteration is much more accurate when it is based on what we "see" and not on what we "hear", i.e. when it is based on graphic principles and not on phonetic ones.
Ševčik, one of the advocates of transliteration in recent times, wrote:

Transcription est la reproduction phonétique qui varie selon la nationalité. Donc, une norme internationale phonétique est absolument impossible.

Pour les buts de documentation, il est moins important de savoir la prononciation du mot étranger que la manière d'écrire, de reproduire chaque caractère par le caractère latin equivalent. 

He differentiated between transcription as based on phonetic reproduction and transliteration as based on reproduction of each letter and emphasized that the latter is to be preferred.

This principle can be applied directly to alphabetic writing which has both written consonants and vowels. It has to be modified for those writing systems which have only partially or no vowels such as Hebrew and Arabic. Transliteration in this sense is not different from "practical" transcription. Thus, until the Second World War there was no generally accepted distinction between transliteration and transcription, although already in the

1880's A.L.A. determined general rules of transliteration and gave a comprehensive system of transliteration of the Cyrillic alphabet. These rules have been followed by the A.L.A codes of 1941 and 1949.

This priority for transliteration has been advocated by specialists in the field and by representatives of several countries in ISO such as Francis Kent, R. Frontard and Jean Poulain. Their thinking as it appeared in the introductory note to ISO/R9, Transliteration of Cyrillic Characters and developed more comprehensively in the introductory note to ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew, are basically similar. They are as follows:

Fundamentally, an equivalence is established between the letters of one alphabet and another. (The latter may be a Roman alphabet.) This equivalence is arrived at from a study of the phonology, etymology, history, national tradition, dialectology of the two alphabets and any other relevant elements. Once established and accepted as stand-


ard the process of substitution or representation of
letters from alphabet-to-alphabet on a letter-to-letter
basis is transliteration.

To be practical and applicable the
process should be automatic, avail­
able to anyone able to identify the
language of the original; and it
should be possible for anyone with
an adequate knowledge of this lan­
guage to re-establish the text in its
original characters.

There should be no ambiguity: a
given character or sign should be
transliterated consistently and, in
principle, a single character in
one alphabet should always corre­
spond to a single character in the
other(s). The use of two letters
for a single character is accept­
able only when the Latin alphabet
offers no other reasonable possi­
bility (e.g. Cyrillic and Greek);
and then it should be a two-
letter combination ruling out any
ambiguous interpretation.

Diacritics are added when necessary,
but signs not available on (for in­
stance) Latin-alphabet typewriter
keyboard should be used as little as
possible.

This applies to the transliteration of non Latin-
alphabets into the Latin one. It favors the use of dia­
critical marks instead of digraphs and polygraphs, and

1. International Organization for Standardization,
ISO Recommendation R259, op. cit., p. 3.
limits the usage of such marks as much as possible.

A weakness in this approach is that although it aims at automatic transliteration, it presupposes an adequate knowledge of the original language to make possible the re-establishment of the transliterated text in the original language. It mentions that "For Hebrew... transliteration cannot be automatic unless done from a text in which the vowels and other omitted signs have been supplied."

There is in fact a contradiction between the concepts of, on the one hand, "automatic" and "ability to identify" and, on the other hand, "adequate knowledge". Secondly, even in writing with full vowels such as Greek and Cyrillic, the transliterator needs an adequate knowledge of the donor and the receiver alphabets in order to transliterate and to retransliterate scientifically. Thirdly, for Hebrew, transliteration cannot be automatic at all even if the oral vowels are supplied. The transliterator has to have a thorough knowledge of both the Hebrew and Roman alphabets, especially for retransliteration.

Transcription of any writing into Latin characters

is romanization. This term is properly used for writing Hebrew, Arabic, Chinese and Japanese in Roman characters, because the system used for Hebrew and Arabic is, in fact, neither transliteration nor transcription as these terms are defined but a compromise between both. For Chinese and Japanese the term romanization is the only adequate one. Transliteration cannot apply to the writing of these two languages because their characters do not represent analytical phonetic elements of sound which are paralleled by Roman or other phonetically analytical letters.

The principles of ISO are acceptable, for they lead to accuracy and uniformity in transliteration. But in applying them the transliterator has to take into account, to some extent, the consistency and the long tradition in transliterating some of the characters. He also has to take into account the origin and the background of every character and its sound or sounds.

2. BIBLIOGRAPHIC IMPORTANCE OF TRANSLITERATION

Seekers for uniformity and consistency in romanizing Hebrew and other scripts point to the diversity in romanizing names in bibliographic sources. This diversity exists not only in romanizing geographic and personal names, but also in romanizing titles, imprints and texts
in general.

However, uniformity is particularly needed for names because of their greater importance in catalog entries and bibliographies.

A characteristic example has been noted by the British Standard for Transliteration of Cyrillic and Greek Characters, concerning the transcription of the Russian name уцедрий, which is traditionally written, as follows, in different Roman alphabets:

- Šcedrin (Croat and Czech) Chtcédrine (French)
- Szczedrin (Polish) Sjtsjedrin (Dutch)
- Shchedrin (English) Schtschedrin (German)

Thus, the representation of the Russian letter LLj (šč) requires as many as seven letters in some systems. This diversity makes the task of compiling bibliographies, entering catalog and searching the catalogue very difficult. This is all the more inconvenient as the complicating letter or element so often occurs at the beginning of words.

Such difficulty would be eliminated if the character was represented by one Roman character acceptable to all

It is worth mentioning that Hebrew and Arabic are phonetic languages, i.e. their writing is based on pronunciation (except for the oral vowels which are not written in advanced texts). Thus, the romanizer has simultaneously to equate the letters one by one and to take into consideration the pronunciation of the word. He has to add the missing vowels, to double geminated letters and to add diacritical signs for distinguishing between long, medium and short vowels. In short, he has to equate consistently every element by a written one including the diacritical vowels. In this manner the romanization will be scientific, accurate and uniform and will facilitate retransliteration if needed.

Romanizing Hebrew and Arabic alphabets is much more complicated than the Cyrillic, although the representation of any Hebrew or Arabic character did not reach the number of Roman characters used for equating some Cyrillic ones. It does not go beyond the two letters (digraph), except ֶ (šin) which is represented sometimes by the polygraph sch in German and some French sources (especially encyclopedias).

But, the difficulty is in other aspects. Semitic languages are very rich in sibilants and guttural letters. Also they have non-written vowels. Thus, there are differ-
ences among the various systems in representing the guttural and sibilant characters and in representing the vowels.

1. In Arabic there are additional difficulties, the oral vocalization of the last letter of a word changes according to the position of the word in the sentence (depending on whether it is subject, object or if it comes after a preposition). Also there is the "nunation" (Arabic Tanwin) which is pronounced but not written in advanced books.

In addition there is what are called (al-ḥurūf al-ṣamsiyāh - sun letters) - the article (al) which comes before them is written J (al) but pronounced a. This applies only to literary Arabic. But if one wants to follow the Arabic dialects spoken in the different Arab countries he is completely lost, because every Arab country, and even different regions, varies in the pronunciation of words and even of some of the characters of the Arabic alphabet. For instance the letter َ (jim) is pronounced as English "J" in Iraq, Jordan and Saudi Arabia. It is pronounced "G" (as in garden) in Egypt, Sudan and part of Yemen. It is pronounced as "Zh" (French "J") in Syria, Lebanon and North Africa. The letter ُ (kaf) is pronounced "K" in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and Egypt. It is pronounced as English "Ch" in Iraq and Saudi Arabia. The letter َ (qaf) is pronounced "G" in Iraq and Saudi Arabia, "A" in Egypt, "K" in Jordan, etc., etc.

It has been noted that the Arabic name Fakr al-Din (according to B.M.) occurs in the following forms:


This occurs because the different transliterators of this name have followed different pronunciations. The name is written in Arabic in one single manner, فَخْرُ الْدِّينِ. If we transliterate it literally into Roman alphabet we get the following term: Fahr al Din. But, by adding the oral vowel "a" after "f" we have the romanization, Fahr al Din. If we also add the oral vowel at the end of the first word composing this name and the "nunation" at the end of the second we get
Transliterate Hebrew seems, at first glance, much
easier than Arabic. The vocalization of the last letter
of a word does not change as is the case in Arabic and
there is no system of "nunation" at the end of the Hebrew
words. Also, Hebrew has two guttural letters fewer than
Arabic $\dot{d}$ and $\dot{j}$ ($\dddot{d}$ and $\dddot{z}$). But Hebrew has one addi-
tional sibilant letter, the letter s\’ameg. It has simil-
arily unwritten vowels which have to be added when romaniz-
ing. Also Hebrew vowels are much more developed than

Footnote 1 from p. 64, continued.

Pâhr\_l Din\_ or Pâhr u\_d-din\_.

Another example is the name $\dddot{d}l\dddot{H}$ (Fadl al Haq).
If we transliterate this name according to the different
pronunciations there are the following possibilities of
writing it in Roman alphabet:

Fadl al Hak, Fadl al Haq, Fadlul Hak, Fadlul Haq,
Fadhl al Hak, Fadhl al Haq, Fadhlul Hak, Fadhlul
Haq, Fazl al Hak, Fazl al Haq, Fazlul Hak, Fazlul
Haq, etc., etc.

If we transliterate the name $\dddot{d}$ literally we have
to write it Slym. This can be pronounced Salim, Sulaym, and
Sulayym.

Thus, the transliterator has to know the language
well and even the intention of the writer unless the name
is known previously or diacritical vowels were added in the
Arabic text itself.

Still more difficult for bibliographic purposes are
the cases in which the controversial letter is the first
letter of the name. For instance, the name $\dddot{d}$ can be writ-
ten Kh\’alid, K\’alid, Ch\’alid, C\’alid and H\’alid.
Arabic ones. Hebrew gutturals and sibilants are pronounced differently by the different Jewish communities and if the romanizer seeks to follow the sounds he will quickly be lost.

The name \( \text{ך"ץ"נ} \) for instance is pronounced Matsli'akh by Aškenazīm and Mašliyyah by most Sefardīm. It can also be written Mašliyah, Matzliach and Mazli'ah. If we follow the traditional pronunciation we have to write it Mašliyah, but if we follow modern Hebrew pronunciation we have to write it Mazli'ah.

The name \( \text{ך"ץ"נ} \) is pronounced Tsādōq by Aškenazīm and Šādōq by Sefardīm. It can be written also Zādōq, Zādōq and Šādōq. If we follow traditional pronunciation we have to romanize it Šādōq. But if we follow the official pronunciation of Modern Israel Hebrew we have to write it Zādōq.

The name \( \text{ך"ץ"נ} \) appears in the Bibliographie linguistique as Haim, Hailim, Chaim and Ḥayyim. The problem is whether to enter it under "H" or "C".

In the same source the word נַגֶּה (yāsē') is written jassa; the word נַפְּרָה (šīrā') is written schiphchah, and the name נַגְּדָה (sa'ādiāh) is written saadia, i.e. without ̀י (‘āyin) and without ̀נ (hē).

If transliteration from Hebrew and Arabic into Roman is difficult, retransliteration from the Latin alphabet into Hebrew or into Arabic constitutes a greater problem.

As with the Cyrillic alphabet languages, Hebrew and Arabic use phonetic alphabets. Every character of these alphabets represents a specific sound and is attached to it. Hebrews and Arabs do not transliterate foreign words entering into their languages but they transcribe them phonetically and according to the sounds which match their ears and their language. This is also the practice of the nations using the Cyrillic alphabets.

In Hebrew the following personal names: Napoleon,
Lawrence, Victor, Shakespeare, John and Churchill are


The following geographic names: Washington, New York, Boston, California, London and Paris are transcribed into Hebrew as follows:

The literal retransliteration of these names into Roman gives: Washington, Nyu-Yorq, Bostôn, Qliförnyh, Lóndôn and PrIs; adding the missing vowels we get: Washüngtôn, Nyu-

1. The same names are written in Arabic as follows:

If we retransliterate these names into Roman, literally, using the ù as waw, they get to be written as follows: Nâbulyûn, Lûrâns, Fiktîr, Skêsîbîr, Gûn and Sirsil. Adding the missing vowels they become: Nâbulyûn, Lûrâns, Fiktîr, Skêsîbîr, Gûn and Sirsil.
Yörq, Bōstôn, Qaliförnyah, Lōndōn and Paris. Some Sefardi Jews write California and New York as follows: קוליפורניא; adding the missing vowels this gives Kaliförnyah and Nyū-Yörk.

The terms "encyclopedia" and "concordance" are Hebrewized in Modern Hebrew: כנסיקלופדיה and קונקורדנסיה. Their literal transliteration is as follows: entsqlopedyah and qönqordantsyh. Adding the missing vowels we get intsiqlöpedyāh and qönqördantsyāh. According to some Sefardi Jews they can be written קוליפורניא and קונקורדנסיה. The transliteration of these two gives: ensiklopedyah and konkordansyah. The latter term appears in Bibliographie Linguistique as follows: Qonqordansiya.

Bibliographers must decide which system to follow and particularly how to enter a specific word and under

1. The same geographic names are written in Arabic as follows: فانسيتن، نيويورك، بوسطن، كاليفورنيه، لندن، باريس.

   The literal transliteration of these names into Latin characters gives: Wāšītn, Nyūyōrk, Bōśţn, Kliförnyh, Lndn, and Bārīs; adding the missing vowels we get the following: Wāšīntīn, Nyūyōrk, Bōśťīn, Kaliförnyāh, Landañ and Bārīs.

which letter. The reader also will have difficulties. He is obliged to search under several letters and to lose time. Many cross-references are needed. A uniform system based on representing each Hebrew, Arabic and other Semitic character by one Roman character will prevent this inconvenience.

For international requirements a uniform, internationally agreed upon system is preferred. But, at the same time, national systems can continue to be used for local purposes because they fit the language of the users. For instance, an Englishman who is accustomed to write every letter with the pronunciation of šin, with the digraph "sh", naturally will find it easier to write the name יִבְנֵי (Šaül) as Shaoole. A Frenchman who is accustomed to write the šin pronunciation with the digraph "ch" will find it easier to write this name as follows: Chaoule, because it matches the spelling of similar words in his language. Similarly, a German may prefer to write it Schaul.

The names יִבְנֵי and יִבְנֵי (Šalōm and Šahōr) are further examples. In English they would be romanized: Shalom and Shahor; in French they would be romanized: Chalome and Chahore or Chaloume and Chaoure; and in German they would be romanized Schalom and Schachor, etc., etc.

In English, French, German and many other languages
using the Latin alphabet the spelling and not the pronunciation of a word is the determining factor in their writing. In transliterating from these languages into Hebrew or Arabic the names are converted phonetically according to standard pronunciation. In retransliterating these terms back to their original Latin system this process cannot be automatically phonetic, for this will result in terms very distant from the original. In such cases the retransliteration must take into account the spelling of the term in the original language, e.g. Leicester, Edinburgh, Paris, Huguenot, Walseley, etc.

By the same token, in converting from the Hebrew and Arabic to the Roman, we transliterate names phonetically as pronounced in the original language, e.g. Yadin, Yig' al, Alon, Haifa, etc. Exceptions are made for terms which have long had accepted forms of transliteration, even though these transliterations do not correspond with the pronunciation in their original language, e.g. Jerusalem, Jericho, Jacob, Isaiah, Jesus, Moses, Ezekiel, Jehovah, Mordecai, Samson, etc.

It may be mentioned that in bibliographies and in filing systems in general the diacritic marks representing the guttural and the 'extra'-sibilant characters, as well as the signs representing נ (‘ālef) and נ (‘āyin), are completely
ignored.

For this purpose, many books, catalogues and bibliographies have been checked, including the *Catalogue of Arabic Books in the British Museum*, The Encyclopedia of Islam, Encyclopedia Judaica and other bibliographic tools.

I have found, for instance, words beginning with ْ (ṣâd), Arabic ُ(ṣâd) such as Sabbâgh, Šabrî, Šâbiḥ, are intermingled with words beginning with an ordinary "s" and vice versa.

Also, words beginning in their transliteration with an "A", whether this "A" represents an ِ(‘âleph) such as Ṭâhâmad or a ُ(‘ayin) such as ‘Abd, are intermingled in this alphabetizing with each other and with normal Roman alphabet words such as Albert.

Different authorities treat differently the definite article ٰ (hê) and the "service letters" - ٰ, ٰ, ٰ, ٰ.

The U.S. Transliteration Guide capitalizes the

---


definite article ה (הֶ), combines it with the following word, but does not double the geminated first letter of the word as in הָּכרְמֶל. It does not mention the "service letters".

The U.S. Romanization Guide capitalizes the definite article ה (הֶ) and also the first letter of the following word. It separates the two by a space and does not double the geminated letter at the beginning of the word, e.g. Ha Yogev. This guide does not mention the "service letters".

The ISO/R259, Transliteration of Hebrew separates the definite article ה (הֶ) and the "service letters" from the words following by a hyphen as in יַּכְּרָמֶל (ha-sarez), מִקְּפֶדֶם (we-qedem) when the first letter of the word is not geminated. But when the first letter is geminated, it doubles it and breaks it into two parts. It attaches one of the doubled letters to the article or to the "service letter", while the other it retains with the body of the word. It joins the two parts by a hyphen, as in מִקְּפֶדֶם (miq qedem).

(In Arabic, conjunctions and most prepositions take

__________________________

the form of prefixes attached to words. Some prepositions are separate words. The British Standard 4280:1968, Transliteration of Arabic Characters separates the prefixed prepositions and conjunctions by a hyphen as in wa-bi-šaraf.)

The Catalogue of Hebrew Books at Harvard University Library, is not consistent in regard to the definite article ה (he). For example, in some cases the definite article ה (he) is capitalized, while the first letter of the following word is not capitalized. They are separated by a hyphen, e.g. Ha-ḵibbuts Ha-me’uḥad. In other cases the definite article ה (he) is not capitalized while the first letter of the first word in a sentence is capitalized, e.g. ha-Mo’atsah ha-pedagogit ha-merkazit.

In all cases this Catalogue of Hebrew Books does separate the definite article ה (he) and the "service letters" from the following words by a hyphen. It does not double the geminated letter at the beginning of a word.

When the definite article ה (he) becomes part of a personal name it is combined completely with the following

---


word, e.g. Hameiri.

In the Accessions List, Israel of the Library of Congress Public Law 480, the definite article ה (ה) and the "service letters" are not capitalized. Only the first letter of the first word which follows the definite article ה (ה) or the "service letter" is capitalized. Also proper names are capitalized after the definite article ה (ה) and after the "service letters". For instance ha-Hevrah ha-yehudit ha-‘olamit la-TaNaKH; ha-Hevrah la-ḥaḳirot Eretz-Yisrael ve-‘atikotehah; ha-Dor ha-tsa‘Ir be-Yisrael.

When the "service letter" or the definite article occurs at the beginning of a title they are capitalized, e.g. Be-mahanet Gadna‘. This is necessary to facilitate alphabetizing and filing.

The Accessions List does not double the geminated letter which follows the definite article ה (ה) or the "service letter".

In the Dictionary Catalogue of the Klau Library, Cincinnati of the Hebrew Union College, Jewish Institute of

Religion, the letter following the "service letter" or the definite article ה (ה) is generally capitalized, but is not doubled even when it is geminated, e.g. Juda ha-Kohen, Juda ha-Levi.

Probably the definite article ה (ה) and the "service letters" are separated, by most sources, from the words following them to prevent confusion. Westerners are not accustomed to definite articles, prepositions or conjunctions which are prefixed to the words following them. Thus they may consider them as an integral part of the words.

Doubling the geminated letter at the beginning of a word is avoided in most cases because the Western eye is not accustomed to it.

3. EARLY ATTEMPTS AT TRANSLITERATION

Before the development of the contemporary sciences of language and script each writer transliterated according to his own system, to what fitted his language, his ears or his own pronunciation. Transliterations of Hebrew also

followed this procedure.

This led to inaccurate transliteration of Hebrew letters:

1) Until the Massoretic period (fifth to seventh century A.D.) the knowledge of the niceties and scientific exactitude of the Hebrew language and the differentiation in pronouncing a considerable number of the Hebrew characters such as begedkefat and sin-sin was known to only a limited number of scholars who transmitted the lore orally. Thus, most writers ignored the various pronunciations of the Hebrew letters and transliterated these letters without differentiation. They transliterated the letter כ only as "b", the letter ג only as "g", the letter ג only as "d", the letter כ only as "ch", the letter כ only as "p" and the letter מ only as "t" or only as "th". They also did not differentiate between ו and ו and transliterated both as "w".¹

2) The science of linguistics and phonetics had not yet taught transliterators and transcribers the correct usage and pronunciation of all the characters of foreign

writing or to differentiate between hard and soft, guttural and sibilant letters in other languages such as Hebrew. Therefore, they considered א (ʼālef) and ה (ʾāyin) as vowels identical to Latin "a". They considered the letter ה (hē), which is supposed to be equated to Latin "h", as "e"; they transliterated י (yōd) as "i" with the pronunciation of Latin "i" or "j"; they equated כ (kāf) and ג (gāf) to German "ch"; they equated ש (šāmek), צ (ṭādē), ו (šīn) and ח (šīn): all to "s" and ק (qōf) to "k".

This non-scientific transliteration and equation of Hebrew letters led to many distortions and confusion in personal and geographic names. Thus Biblical terms and names which had been transliterated into the Latin alphabet and entered English and other European languages are very different from their original pronunciation in Hebrew.

There were various causes for these distortions of names:

Firstly, the traditional teaching of the Bible and other lores was largely transmitted from scholar to student orally because there was no printing at that time and writing

1. ʾĀyin was also equated sometimes to "e" and to "o".

materials were very expensive.

Secondly, many scholars deliberately changed or adapted these names and terms to their ambient languages in order to match the sound of these languages.

Thirdly, the transmission of these names was not directly from Hebrew to English, French, Spanish, Italian, German, etc., but passed through a series of alphabetic transliterations. The terms were transliterated from Hebrew to Aramaic then to Greek, to Etruscan, to Latin, to Arabic, to Spanish and then from these sources (especially from Greek and Latin) into modern European languages. Each one of these languages in the chain of the series had its own phonetic system and therefore its own impact.

Fourthly, even when the more exact pronunciation and clearer writing of a specific name or term did become known there was restraint in correcting what had already been accepted because of religious and ideological interference based on the authority of predecessors.

As a result of this type of transliteration we find the name יִשְׂרָאֵל in European sources as Israel and not יִשְׂרָאֵל as it is in Hebrew. The name יְרוּשָׁלָיִם appears as Jerusalem and not יְרוּשָׁלָיִם. The personal names יִעָשֶׂה, יִשָּׂע, יִשְׂרָאֵל appear as Jacob, Isaac and Saul instead of
Ya’aqob, Yishâq and Šâul as they are in Hebrew.

For instance, the name of Jesus (Jē’zus), was originally in Hebrew יְהוֹשֻעַ (Yehōshua‘). It had been transcribed into Greek to Ἰσσων (Iēsōus) and then, through Latin, reached English as Jesus. The name Mary (mā’ri) was originally יִרְמָי (miryām) in Hebrew. It had been transcribed into Greek as μαρία (Marīa, Mariām). The change of the first syllable from "mi" to "ma" has been influenced by the popularity of Mariamne, the last representative of the Hasmonean family. The name Isaac was originally in Hebrew יִסָּח (Yisḥaq or Yishāq), transcribed into Greek Ἰσαὰκ (Isaāk) and then into Latin Izak.

The name Isaiah was originally in Hebrew יְשַׁעֲיָהוּ (Yēsha’yahu and Yēsha’yāh), transcribed into Greek Ἰσαίας, Esaia, into Latin Esaias and Isaías. The name Ishmael was originally in Hebrew יְשִׂמְאֵל (Yishmē’ēl) transcribed Ἰσμαήλ.


4. Ibid., p. 1495.

5. "", p. 1509.
(Isma’el) into Greek. The name Jeremiah, originally in Hebrew יִרְמוֹיָהוּ (Yirm’yāhū) or shorter form יִרְמֵי (Yirm’yēh), was transcribed Ἰερμίας (Iermias) into Greek and then Jaremias and Jeremiah into Latin. The name Joseph, originally in Hebrew יְשֹׁפֶה (Yōsēph or Yōsēf), was transcribed Ἰωσηφ (Iōsēph) into Greek and then Joseph into Latin. The name Job, originally in Hebrew יִיוֹב (Yīyb), was transcribed Ἰωβ (Iōb) into Greek. The name Jerusalem, originally in Hebrew יְרוּשָׁלָם (Yērushālām), then יְרוּשָׁלַיִם (Yērushālayim), was transcribed Ἰερουσαλήμ (Ierousalēm and Hierousalēm) into Greek. Then it appeared Ierosalem and Hierusalem in Latin sources, in 1611. The form Jerusalem appeared first, in French writing, in the twelfth century A.D.

The confusion in transliterating the Hebrew characters, and especially the gutturals and aspirates, into Latin arises because the Latin alphabet has no equivalent characters to these gutturals and aspirates. This was known to St. Jerome. He mentioned it in his prefatory remarks to the Liber Nominum Hebraicorum. "Names beginning in transliter-

1. Ibid., p. 1587.
2. Ibid., p. 1736.
3. Ibid., p. 1679.
4. Ibid., p. 1595-1596.
ation with A may begin in their Hebrew form, he says, with 'aleph or sometimes with 'ain, often with hē, sometimes with hēth, letters which interchange their aspirates and sounds".

Knowing that each of the Hebrew gutturals and sibilants has a special pronunciation of its own, St. Jerome made an important step towards correct transliteration. But, his transliteration was still far from scientific in our sense because he did not invent or develop new Latin characters to equate these Hebrew gutturals and sibilants. Like his predecessors, he considered א (ʾālef) as a vowel and not a weak consonant and equated it to Latin "a". He also overlooked the fact that the letter ה (hē) was always pronounced as "hē" by the Hebrews. Thus he thought that they sometimes pronounced it as "a".

His remarks concerning 'ayin were not consistent. On the one hand "he calls it littera vocalis and says it is not a consonant". On the other hand, he wrote that 'āyin has a value of its own. Then he wrote that 'āyin is pro-

1. Edmund F. Sutcliffe, op. cit., p. 117.
2. Ibid., p. 119.
3. Ibid., p. 120.
nounced with a guttural roughness (rasura gulae). This in-
dicates that he knew that 'āyin is a guttural letter with a
pronunciation of its own but he was not sure that it was a
consonantal one.

St. Jerome also did not distinguish between 'sīn and
shīn and represented both by "s". This, it seems, resulted
in confusion which lasted until the Massorethic period. So,
"he says that the word SAM may, according to the context,
be either the verb meaning 'he placed' or the adverb 'there';
but, he does not say that the difference of meaning carried
with it a phonetic change (i.e. ŠAM and ŠAM)". Similarly,
he says that the Hebrew words for 'measure' and 'barley'
are written with the same letters though pronounced respec-
tively saarim and sorim.

He knew that the pronunciation of sādē is hard and
not like that of a simple "s". But, he could not know its
exact pronunciation and his description of it was not
clear.

Concerning Begedkephat, St. Jerome followed his
predecessors and did not make any considerable advance in

1. Ibid., p. 124.
2. Ibid., p. 121.
differentiating among them. He equated bet, gimel and
daleth only to "b", "g" and "d" without any comments.

As regards the spirant pronunciation of ב (pe) he
mentioned twice that it does not exist in Hebrew. Thus we
inherited in English, as in French, the names of Pharoah,
Phineas, Philistine and Pharez from the Hebrews who re­
tained the traditional initial "P" in these names.

He equated the letter כ (kaf) to "ch", remarking
that the pronunciation has an added aspiration as in the
Greek letter chi, while he reserved the hard sound of "ç"
to represent the letter † (qof). He does not use the letters
"k" and "q" in transliteration. Similarly, as many of his
predecessors had done, he reserves "t" to represent צ (tete)
and transliterates ת (taw) to "th".

St. Jerome in his transliteration of Hebrew may
have accommodated himself to earlier transliterations de­
volved by Greeks or Romans.

(Parenthetically, we might often note that, as a re­
sult of this morphological history, names come down the cen­
turies to modern languages where they are now pronounced in

1. Ibid., p. 124.
2. Ibid., p. 125.
accordance with this transliteration in a manner completely
different from the original. For example, whatever may
have been the original phonetic system of the Jebusites,
they certainly did not call their city with the "J" sound
of French or the English Jerusalem, and certainly neither
King David nor the Prophet Samuel called Saul with the "S"
and "O" sounding. These names came to us in their present
form by the accident that the Romans decided to differ­
entiate between the vowel "I" and consonantal "I" by shaping
this letter differently into a "J" to represent a consonant.
By the same token because the Greeks had no w(\v) sound
they used the w(\w) which in time became \z\v (sigma) for both the
"s" and the "sh".)

However, transliteration of Hebrew remained inexact 1
until the second half of the nineteenth century. At this
time a modern search for accuracy, standardization and
systematic transliteration began. But the influence of the
very early transliteration still persists, especially in
respect to Hebrew names appearing in the Bible. What had
been transliterated over the centuries, into languages
using the Latin alphabet has become an integral part of
the literature of these languages and it is very difficult

---

1. "Report of the A.L.A. Transliteration Committee,
to change it. But, modern Hebrew names are transliterated today much more accurately and scientifically as in the case of the name יְרַעָם which is transliterated יְרַעָם and not Jerucham.

4. A.L.A. ATTEMPTS AT STANDARDIZATION

The confusion in transliteration has led many American linguists and librarians to seek reasonable systems for transliteration of non-Roman alphabets. Among these pioneers were Melvil Dewey, Charles Cutter, Toy, Lanman and Heilprin.

During the A.L.A. conference at Lake George in 1885, these pioneers discussed transliteration schemes for a number of non-Roman alphabets. But these early schemes were far from perfect. However, more important was the very attempt to work out such standards.

Cutter, who headed the conference, reported on three transliteration tables: one for Semitic languages prepared by Toy, one for Sanskrit prepared by Lanman and one for Russian prepared by Heilprin. He told the conference that transliteration must be a compromise which can be easily available both to scholars and to ordinary readers. It has to be "a compromise between the claims of
learning and logic on the one hand, and of ignorance, 1 error and customs on the other".

At this conference there was some tendency to transliterate letter by letter, but on this they were not unanimous. The issue has remained undetermined. But it is important that many basic principles for transliteration were decided in this conference. These became the foundation of most later schemes of transliteration:

To adopt the continental value of the vowels, representing the "ou" sound not by "ou" nor by "oo" but by "u". For instance, to write Butan, not Boutan nor Bootan, Turgenef not Tourgueneff nor Toorgueneff; using "a" for the sound of French "a", as in the words: rather, father, etc.; using the "i" for the English "e" sound.

To adopt the English value of sounds for the consonants. For instance, the ichin3 sound has to be represented by English "ch", the shin sound by English "sh", etc.

For the transliteration of names, the conference adopted the following rules:

---

1) To use the Latin form for ancient Greek names, e.g., Homerus not Homeros (in Greek: Οἴμηρος, ο with spiritus asper), Plato not Platon, Philippus not Philippos. But when two forms are in common use to choose that which is nearest the Greek.

2) For Egyptian names which entered Roman alphabet languages through Greek, both the Greek and the Egyptian forms can be used (as Cheops and Shufu). But a reference has to be given to each from the other.

3) Biblical names are to be written as they are found in the English Version of the Bible, and the names of post-Biblical Jews, if derived from the Scriptures, should retain their anglicized form. On the other hand a strict transliteration is demanded for rabbinical and other more or less pure Hebrew names which are not taken from Scriptures, and therefore have no popular English forms - to which, again, there is an exception in the case of a few celebrated Jewish authors, such as Maimonides, where a Greek form has been fully adopted in English literature.

Concerning East Indian names, the conference recommended following the established Hunter's Great Statistical Dictionary of Bengal. Thus, it recommended Kashmir, Multan, Jalal ud Din, Panjab, not Cashmere, Mooltan,
Jelaleddin, Punjaub, although the latter spelling had been accepted for a long time in English literature.

In addition, the conference reaffirmed the rules of the Royal Geographical Society formulated in its Proceedings of August 1885, p.p. 535-536:

1) No change will be made in the orthography of foreign names in countries using the Roman letters such as Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, etc. These names will be spelled as by the respective nations.

2) Neither will any change be made in the spelling of names written with non-Roman alphabet long accepted in English usage such as: Calcutta, Cutch, Celebes, Mecca, etc.

The pioneers of the A.L.A. Conference illustrated their principles as follows:

u - to be used for the "oo" sound, like in the word flute. Thus, muqadam, for instance, has to be written such and not mooqadam nor mouqadam.

a - to be used for "a" in father or in papa and

---

not like "a" in face.

1 - to be used for "i" as in magazine.

o - to be used for "o" as in role.

e - to be used for "e" as in bed or red.

ai - to be used for "ai" as in ice. Thus, Shanghai, Samurai.

au - to be used for "ow" as in now. Thus, Fuchau.

ei - to be used for "ey" as in they. So, Beirūt, Beilūl.

Most consonants have been given their English value in transliteration.

ch - has been given the value of itch like "ch" in chin. It should not be represented by the Polish "cz" nor by the German "tsch".

g - to be used only for hard sounds like the Semitic gimal such as the "g" in garden.

h - to be used for the soft guttural sound of Semitic "h" like in hard.

j - to be used always for English "j" as in jar. It should not be substituted by the French "dj", 
English "dg" nor German "dsch".

K - to be used for the hard "c", equivalent to Semitic kaf. It is to be used also for qof. Thus, to write Korea and not Corea.

Kh - to be used for all guttural sounds of Semitic and Oriental khaf. Thus, Khan, Khalifa, Bekhor and not Chan, Chalifa, Bechor.

Gh - to be used for all guttural sounds of "g" like Baghdad, Bechadim.

Zh - to be used for the soft "j" as in the French Jardin, jargon.

Sh - to be used for Semitic and other transliterated sounds of ʾ(ʾin). Thus, Sharon and not Charon, Shabin and not Chahin.

tz, ts - to use "tz" for Slavic and Semitic sounds of َ (tsadiq or šāde) and "ts" for Chinese and Japanese ones.

Y - to be used for the Semitic yod. It should not be substituted by German "j". Some exceptions have been decided upon including Russian names ending in "ay", "ey", "oy", "uy". They have to be written with "ei", such as Aleksei not Aleksey.
w,v - "w" to be used for Arabic waw such as wālīd not valid, wahīd not Vaḥīd. While for Slavic languages, which do not contain such sounds, "v" has to be used. Thus, we write Paskevitch, Vasili not Paskewitch nor Wasili.

v,f - For the last syllable of Russian place-names the endings "ev" and "ov" have to be used because the Russians use the corresponding letter though they pronounce "ef" and "of". Thus, Azov, Kiev and not Azof, Kief. While in the last syllable of family names, similarly pronounced, "of" or "off", "ef" or "eff" may be used, because the Russians write them "off", "eff" when they use Roman characters.

Although the rules of the A.L.A. conference at Lake George were not perfect and were not adopted by all North American libraries, they were pioneering and reasonable. The Cutter table of 1904 was a summary of the rules determined in this conference. The A.L.A. Catalog Rules of 1908,

1. Ibid., p. 304-305 and p. 18-19.
the table in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901 and the A.L.A. Cataloguing Rules of 1949 were based or have been influenced by regulations determined by this conference.

The Semitic transliteration in Cutter's Rules for a Dictionary Catalog of 1904 and the table of Semitic transliteration in A.L.A. Catalog Rules of 1908 were very similar. Both are a compromise between phonetic and letter for letter transliteration.

Both have many lacunae especially in respect to Hebrew alphabet. Firstly, they both used Arabic alphabet as the basis for transliterating other Semitic alphabets. Thus, the Hebrew characters were not placed in their ordinary order. Secondly, neither differentiated between the two different sounds of beqeshefat. Thirdly, neither transliterated the character X ('alef). Fourthly, they did not transliterate Hebrew and other Semitic diacritic

---

1. "Systems of Transliteration and of Citation of Proper Names", op. cit., p. xxv.


vowels.

Two developments have been made in the A.L.A. table of 1908 in comparison with the Cutter table of 1904. The first is that the letter ʿū (šīn) is equated in the A.L.A. table of 1908 to "sh" or to "š", and the letter ʿ (qōf) to "k" or to "q" ("q" is derived historically from qōf), while in the Cutter table of 1904 ʿū (šīn) was equated to "s" or to "sh" and ʿ (qōf) only to "k".

In the table in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901 there is further progress in transliterating Hebrew. Firstly the transliteration of Hebrew characters was given separately from the Arabic. Secondly, ʿā (ʾālef) is equated to the special character (') when it occurs in the middle of a word. Thirdly, the differentiation between ʾ (pē) and ʾ (fē) is mentioned clearly. Fourthly, the diacritic vowels are transliterated and not ignored. Fifthly, the rules for transliterating Hebrew Biblical and non-Biblical names are given more clearly and with examples.

But the transliteration of the Hebrew characters in The Jewish Encyclopedia of 1901 was still not perfect. The differentiation between the two sounds of beγaṅkefat was

1. "System of Transliteration and of Citation of Proper Names", op. cit., p. xxv.
established only between ֧פּ (pē) and ֨פּ (fē), while other begeškefat letters were not given an appropriate equivalent. In addition, the transliteration of Hebrew dia­ critic vowels was not complete. There was no distinction between ר (qāmeš) and - (paṭah). Both were represented by "a". ָּ (šēre), ָּ (segol), ָּ (ḥāṭef segol) and : (šewā nā‘) all were represented by "e". ָ (qibbuṣ) and ֹ (wāw-šūreq) were both represented by "u". ַָ (wāw-ḥōlem) and ְ (qāmes-ḥaṭūf) both were represented simply by "o". ֱַ (ḥīreq) and ְֹ (yod-ḥīreq) both were represented by "i". Moreover, ִ (ḥōlem) and : (šewā nāḥ) were not represented and even not mentioned at all.

In spite of all this, these attempts are long steps on the road to standardization. They were the basis for many later research works in transliteration and for several national and international standards which have been developed later.

5. OTHER AMERICAN PRACTICES

Many specialists in various languages who immigrated to the U.S., which became a great power since the second half of the nineteenth century, took part in the transliteration. Thus, transliteration schemes have developed faster in the U.S. than in any other country. Among these

1. The *Manual of Foreign Languages* by Ostermann includes table and explanation of Hebrew alphabet. In comparison with many earlier works, Ostermann made great progress in transliterating Hebrew. He gave representation to Hebrew vowels and divided them into long and short ones. Nor did he neglect the furtive pašh nor the : (šewā).

But his scheme was not scientific enough. He did not include the dotted characters of begedkesfaṭ, but only the undotted ones in the body of his table. He did the same with the letter ทำความสะอาด and used it only for the sound "s" (but, in a later paragraph, he mentioned the dotted ones of begedkesfaṭ). Secondly, he did not give any representation to י (’ālef) and considered it as silent. Thirdly, he transliterated the ו (wāw) to the English "w". Fourthly, he equated the character י (ṭēt) which is traditionally an emphatic "t", with the ordinary "t". Fifthly, he equated the character כ (gāf) with the German "ch" as he did with פ (ḥēt) without any distinction between the two. Sixthly, he equated the character ש (sāmek) simply with "s", as he did with the character ו (šēn) without distinction between the two. Seventhly, he indicated that the character י (‘āyin) is silent and did not equate it. In a later paragraph he mentioned that "ғayin is a guttural not generally pronounced and is usually transliterated by t." - G.F. Ostermann, op. cit., p. 121–.

It seems that Ostermann did not know that י (‘āyin) is still pronounced correctly by most Middle Eastern and North African Jews. Eighthly, he equated י (gādē) to the digraph "ts" which corresponds only to its modern pronunciation without any reference to its traditional pronunciation.
The table on Hebrew in the Style Manual of U.S. Government Printing Office is more developed than that of Ostermann.

Footnote 1 from p. 96, continued.

With all these weaknesses, Ostermann made progress in representing the Hebrew vowels. He gave representation to ten vowels in addition to : (ṣ'wā). He divided these vowels into long and short. But he did not mention the combination of : (ṣ'wā) with other vowel-points for constituting the shorter vowels such as ṭ: (ḥāṭef qāmeṣ), ṭ: (ḥāṭef paṭḥaḥ) and ṭ: (ḥāṭef segōl).

1. Firstly, it represents, by Latin character, the second sound of begeḳkeṭāf characters, except ḥ (gīmal) and ẓ (qāṭeṭ), and this appears also in the explanation which follows it. Secondly, ʿal (ʿālef) which had not been given any representation in Ostermann, is represented, here, by a character similar to a comma ('). Thirdly, the character w (wāw) is represented by both "w" and "v". Fourthly, n (ḥēt) and t (ṭēt) are represented by special characters: h, t. Fifthly, the character ẓ (kāf) is represented by the digraph "kh". Sixthly, ū (ʿāyin) is represented by a character similar to an inverted "i". Seventhly, the character s (ṣādē) is represented by the character "s". Eighthly, the letter p (qōf) is represented by "q" and not by "k". Ninthly, the character s (ṣīn) is differentiated from (ṣāmek) by adding an acute accent on the "ṣ" of ṣīn.

But in the transliteration of Hebrew consonants, this Style Manual has remained imperfect. In the row of "Phonetic value" of its Hebrew table, the phonetic value of w (ṭēt) and ū (ʿāyin) are given superficially. In the case of ṭ (ṭēt), for instance, the compilers of the U.S. Government Printing Office, Style Manual do not indicate that this character is still pronounced emphatically by at least the Middle Eastern and North African Jews. Similar failures appear in remarks concerning other laryngeal and guttural characters such as ū (ʿāyin), s (ṣādē), p (qōf) and n (ṭāw).

The vowels in Style Manual of U.S. Government Printing Office, as in Ostermann, are divided into long and
U.S. Transliteration Guide of 1961 and U.S. Romanization Guide of 1964 are very similar. The latter constitutes a recent impression of the former. They are comprehensive American national standards and are used as official standards by the Department of State as well as by many other American institutions. They are both more comprehensive than any earlier American source. They both include in their Hebrew tables the two characters of begegkefat letters i.e., the dotted and the undotted ones, and both give representation in Roman characters to the two sounds of some of these begegkefat characters except for ג (gimal) and ג (gimal), ד (dâlet) and ד (dâlet), נ (taw) and נ (taw). In addition, the character ט (têêt) is represented by a simple "t" and therefore is not differentiated from the character נ (taw) in both tables.

Footnote 1 from p. 97, continued.

short, the vowels of medium length, here too, are considered as short ones, and the real short vowels i.e. the ones with the ḫatefs, are ignored here too.


TRANSLITERATION

Despite similarities there are some differences between the two guides. One of these differences is that the Transliteration Guide of 1961 equates the character $\mathfrak{y}$ (šadê) to "ts", while the Romanization Guide of 1964 equates it to "z". Another difference: the Transliteration Guide does not equate $\mathfrak{k}$ (‘ālef) and generally omits it, except when vowelled by : (šēwā nā‘) or following : (šēwā nāḥ). In the latter cases it represents it by a hyphen as in $\mathfrak{y}i\mathfrak{m}’$ = yir-on, while the Romanization Guide represents $\mathfrak{k}$ (‘ālef) by the special character "’" as in $\mathfrak{y}i\mathfrak{k}\mathfrak{m}’$ (gal’ōn), יולא (ne’dār), יבשׁ (Be’er-Sheva’), etc. These differences can be considered as a considerable progress towards scientific approach and precision in the Romanization Guide of 1964 in comparison with the Transliteration Guide of 1961.

However, both have made additional progress towards comprehensiveness in comparison with the previous manuals by including Latin transliteration of characters representing foreign pronunciation which entered Hebrew and equating them to Roman ones such as ‘$\mathfrak{l} = \mathfrak{z}$, ‘$\mathfrak{l} = \mathfrak{z}$ and ‘$\mathfrak{y} = \mathfrak{q}$’.¹ Also they both stabilized their representation of the letter $\mathfrak{p}$ (qōf) only to Latin "q".

¹. U.S. Board on Geographic Names, op. cit., p.l.
U.S. Romanization Guide went further and gave special representation for all Hebrew characters representing Arabic characters either existing or not existing in Hebrew. It equates 'י to "j" and not to "x" as the U.S. Transliteration Guide did. It represents 'י (Arabic ی) by "dh", 'א (Arabic א) by " 가지고", 'י (Arabic י) by "dh", 'נ (Arabic ن) by "kh", 'ל (Arabic ל) by gh, 'ן (Arabic נ) by "s" and 'ה (Arabic ח) by "th".¹

But their representation of the vowels and begedkefat is quite superficial and far from precise. Neither differentiated between long, medium length, short and very short vowels. Thus, they both represent - (patah), -: (ḥāṭef-patah) and τ (qāmēṣ) by an ordinary "a"; τ (qāmēṣ-qātān), τ: (ḥāṭef-qāmēṣ), ḫ: (ḥōlem) and י (wāw-ḥōlem) simply by "o"; ׃ (segōl), ׃: (ḥāṭef-segōl), ׃: (serē) and † (yēd-ṣerē) all by "e", ׃: (ḥīreq) and † (yēd-ḥīreq) both by "i", †: (qibbūṣ) and † (wāw-ṣūreq) both by "u". They did not differentiate between 1 (gīmal) and ₁ (gīmāl), 8 (dālet) and ₈ (ḏālet), 邯 (tāw) and 邯 (tāw) and they maintain the idea which appeared in Ostermann and in U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Style Manual, that the differentiation in pronunciation between these characters

¹. U.S. Department of State, op. cit., p.9.
are completely lost. This is far from being accurate. Neither differentiated between َ(sīn) and ِ(sāmek) in transliteration.¹

6. BRITISH STANDARDS AND SOURCES

Because of its wide empire which included different nations speaking different languages and different scripts, Britain was among the leading countries in searching for and determining standards for transliterating the different scripts used in its empire. Thus, its linguists and researchers in the field of writings were among the earliest pioneers to prepare scientific standards of transliteration.

One of these pioneers was Lord Edward Gleichen. He prepared and published a manual of Alphabets of Foreign Languages² to be used as a standard for official British institutions. A general characteristic of this manual is that its authors knew the traditional pronunciation of

¹. U.S. Board on Geographic Names, op. cit., p.1; also U.S. Department of State, op. cit., p. 7-8.

most of the guttural letters and how they are pronounced by different groups and in different geographic regions. This was true of Arabic and Hebrew. One interesting characteristic of its Hebrew table is its development in representing the Hebrew diacritic vowels. It gave representation in Latin characters to long, short and very short vowels\(^1\), which has not been done by any earlier scholar.

But many lacunas still exist in the Gleichen manual. Although Gleichen has mentioned the historical value of \(\aleph\) (‘alef) he did not give it any representation. For the character \(\jmath\) (gimel) he mentioned that it was originally "\(gh\)" i.e. he knew its original pronunciation, but he has represented it by a simple "\(\jmath\)" and has not differentiated it from \(\partial\) (gimel). It seems also that he did not know that at least the Middle Eastern and North African Jewish communities are still pronouncing \(\jmath\) (gimel) correctly in prayer. Gleichen had a similar approach to the character \(\partial\) (délet), i.e. he did not differentiate it from \(\partial\) (délet).

But Gleichen did differentiate between other

---

1. Ibid., p. 71.
beqedkefat characters. He equated ג (pē) to "p" and ג (fē) to "f", as most other sources did. He equated ג (ḵāf) to the digraph "kh" to distinguish it from ג (kāf). His scheme differentiated between ג (tāw) and ג (ṭāw) by equating ג (tāw) to "th".  

Gleichen also knew the value of the character ג (ḥēt) but he equated it to an ordinary "h" as he did with ג (ḥē). He had a similar approach to ג (ṭēt) and did not differentiate it from ג (tāw). In his manual he equated ג (ṣādē) to an ordinary "z" although he knew its original pronunciation. His scheme, as all earlier ones, did not distinguish between ג (ṣīn) and ג (ṣāmek). But the approach of Gleichen to ג (ʿāyin) was correct by considering it a complete consonant and by giving it a special representation. The equation of ג (qōf) to "q" was also correct.

The main contribution of Gleichen to the advancement of transliteration of Hebrew alphabet was his equation of the Hebrew vowels. One of his best innovations was the insertion into the alphabet of the long vowels and the representation of these vowels by Roman characters.

1. Ibid., p. 70-71.
2. Ibid., p. 71.
After the letter נ (waw-vav), Gleichen put ה (waw-ḥōlem), the long "o" and represented it by "ō". But, he called it ḥōlem and not waw-ḥōlem as it is supposed to be called. The נ (waw-ṣureq) i.e. the long "oo" he represented by "ū". But he called it ṣureq and not waw-ṣureq as it is supposed to be called.1 After the character י (yod) he inserted three vowels derived from י (yod), the first was י (yod-ḥireq), a long "i" which he called ḥireq gādōl i.e. big ḥireq and he represented it by "ī", the second was י (yod-paṭāh) which has the sound of English "ay" and he represented it by "ai", the third was י (yod-ṣere) which sounds like a long French "ē" and he represented it by "ē1".

The second important innovation of Gleichen was the division of the diacritic vowels i.e. the vowel-points, into long, short and very short ones. He also gave correct value to most of them. He equated - (paṭāḥ) to a short "a", - (ḥāṭef-paṭāḥ) to a very short "a", - (qāmeš) to a long "ā", - (segōl) to short "e", - (ḥāṭef-segōl) to a very short "e", - (ṣere) to a long "ē", - (ḥireq) to a

1. Ibid., p. 70.
short "i", but he added that —(ḥireq) can rarely be long. In his scheme —(ḥōlem) is equated to a short "o", but it has been mentioned that —(ḥōlem) can rarely be long.

τ:

(ḥāṭef-qāmeṣ) is equated to a very short "o", (qibbūs) to short "u", (šēwā) to a very short "e".¹

Among the shortcomings in Gleichen transliteration of the Hebrew vowels are: Firstly, τ:τ (qāmeṣ-ḥaṭuf), a first qāmeṣ which is followed by šēwā followed by another qāmeṣ, like the first qāmeṣ in נַּ֣פַּל (ʾofrāh), is pronounced a shorter "o" than —(ḥōlem), is represented by an ordinary "o" like the —(ḥōlem) itself. Secondly, the distinction between . (šērē) and . (yōd-šērē) is not accurate enough; . (šērē) is supposed to be a medium type of "ē" in its length while . (yōd-šērē) a longer "ē". Thirdly, no distinction has been made between : (segōl) and . (yōd segōl). More accurately . (yōd segōl) is not mentioned at all. For clear distinction, . (segōl) could be represented by "ē" and . (yōd segōl) by "ê". Forthly, there is no distinction between : (šēwā nāʾ) and ::(ḥāṭef segōl). Both are represented by "ē", or more accurately : (šēwā nāʾ) is represented by an italic printed "ē". To distinguish

¹. Ibid., p. 71.
between the two, ֤ (hāṭef-segōl) could be represented by "e" and ֥ (šēwā-nāʿ) by "ê".

Another worth mentioning British source of transliteration of Hebrew is the article in the *Encyclopedia Britannica*. It gives a comprehensive reflection of all guttural Hebrew characters and also of long, short and very short vowels. The transliteration table of Hebrew, in this article, is divided into two parts. Part one is devoted to the characters, i.e. the letters, and part two to the vowel-points i.e. the diacritic vowels. In the part on characters it gives a column for exact transliteration and a column for simplified transliteration.

The transliteration in the first part is very comprehensive. It covers every Hebrew character well. ְ (‘ālef) and ֵ (‘ayin) are represented by special characters. All guttural and sibilant characters are represented. ֱ (šādē) is represented by "s", the most correct and the closest to its original representation. ַ (qōf) is equated to "q" which is correct too. The differentiation between ָ (šīn) and ָ (šāmek) is given.

2. Ibid., p. 280.
But the transliteration of most begedkefat characters is still conservative and matches more English language concepts than Semitic ones. These characters are still equated by digraphs i.e. by adding an "h" to the occlusive ones\(^1\) of begedkefat, for representing the fricative ones\(^2\) instead of using diacritic marks. Thus, \(\text{ב} (\text{bêt})\) is equated to "v" and also to "bh", \(\text{ג} (\text{gimal})\) is equated to "gh", \(\text{ד} (\text{dâlet})\) to "dh", \(\text{ך} (\text{kâf})\) to "kh", \(\text{פ} (\text{fê})\) to "f" and also to "ph" and \(\text{ת} (\text{tâw})\) to "th". But an important step towards accuracy and uniformity was the transliteration of the letter \(\text{ס} (\text{sin})\) which is equated to "s" and not to the digraph "sh" in the transliteration column.\(^3\)

However, when it transliterates a term the Encyclopaedia Britannica does not follow its table of transliteration in respect to the gutturals, the sibilants and most of begedkefat letters but neglects the distinction between them. It simplifies them to match the English language pronunciation. For instance \(\text{ך} (\text{kâf})\) is written

\[\text{ך} (\text{kâf})\]

---

1. Occlusive characters means here the dotted ones.
2. Fricative characters means here the undotted ones.
hālōk not hālōkh nor hālōk,  הָלְוָה is written m̂̀lōkāh not m̂̀lōkhāh nor m̂̀lōkāh, etc.¹

The vowels section in the table in the Encyclopaedia Britannica are divided also into three columns, one for the Hebrew vowel-points, the second for their scientific transliteration and the third for simplified transliteration. The simplified column groups the vowel points into five sections. Every section is equated to one simplified Roman vowel.¹

The transliteration of the Hebrew vowels in the Encyclopaedia Britannica was very comprehensive. \( \cdot \) (segōl), .. (ṣērē), ;(yōḏ ṣērē), \( \cdot \) (ḥāṭef segōl), and ;(ṣēwā) were equated to an "e" combined with different diacritic marks to indicate whether it is long, ordinary, short or very short. \( \cdot \) (qāmeq), \( \cdot \) (paṭah) and \( \cdot \) (ḥāṭef paṭah) were equated successively to a long, to an ordinary and to a short "a". \( \cdot \) (yōḏ ḥīreq) and \( \cdot \) (ḥīreq) were equated successively to a long and to ordinary "i". \( \cdot \) (wāw ḥōlem), \( \cdot \) (ḥōlem), \( \cdot \) (qāmeq qāṭān) and \( \cdot \) (ḥāṭef-qāmeq) were equated successively to a very long, a long, an ordinary and a short "o". \( \cdot \) (wāw šūreq) and \( \cdot \) (qībbūṣ) were equated successively to a long and to an ordinary "u".¹

¹. Godfrey Rolles Driver, op. cit., p. 280.
Some lacunae exist in the transliteration of the vowels in the *Encyclopedia Britannica*. The most important are: 1) י" (yod-segol) has not been represented and not mentioned at all. 2) (holm) could be better to equate to an ordinary Roman "o", (qames-qatan) to a short one and (hatef-qames) to a very short one. 3) No distinction has been made between : (šewā nā‘) and : (šewā nāḥ).

7. OTHER EUROPEAN STANDARDS AND SYSTEMS

Other Europeans have introduced rules and regulations for the transliteration of alien characters and of foreign forenames and surnames. But most of them have dealt with Greek and with Cyrillic. Only few have also dealt with Hebrew and Arabic. The code of the British Museum, for instance, has dealt with Slavic languages, but not with Hebrew nor Arabic.

However, one important agency which encompassed most alphabetic writings was the Vatican Library and its

---

Rules for the Catalog of Printed Books.\textsuperscript{1} In its first part, this code gave detailed rules for transliterating names which originated in languages written in non-Roman characters. But, even these rules and the examples explaining them, are concerned mainly with languages written in the Cyrillic and in the Greek alphabets.

For instance only article 46,\textsuperscript{2} which deals with forenames and surnames, considers in its part a (which is a general part) names from all non Roman characters. But, in parts b, c and d takes all its examples from Russian and other Slavic Languages. A similar approach is to be seen in article 47\textsuperscript{3} and elsewhere i.e. all the examples which explain the rules are mainly for names written in Cyrillic or in Greek.

To illustrate this we quote parts a and b of article 46.

a) Forenames and surnames in languages written with non-Roman

\textsuperscript{1} Vatican Library, Rules for the Catalog of Printed Books, translated from the 2d Italian ed. by Thomas J. Shanahan (and others), edited by Wyllis E. Wright, Chicago, A.L.A., 1948.
\textsuperscript{2} Ibid., p. 41-42.
\textsuperscript{3} Ibid., p. 42.
characters are rendered in the heading by the corresponding letters of the Latin alphabet according to the rules of transliteration given in appendix IV.

b) If different forms of the same name are found in the works to be catalogued, the form resulting from the rules for transliteration is adopted, with reference from the other form.

Čekov, Anton.
Refer from: Tcekov, Antoine.
Tschekow, Anton.
Tschechow.

Turgenev, Ivan.
Refer from; Tourgueneff.
Turgenjew, Iwan.1

However, the Vatican Code has given, in appendix IV,2 comprehensive tables for the transliteration of Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Armenian, Coptic, Ethiopic, Gaelic, Greek, Hebrew, the Slavic languages and Syriac.

The Hebrew transliteration table3 of the Vatican Code was quite comprehensive in comparison with many earlier ones; in spite of this, it is still not perfect. It is divided systematically into two main parts. One part

1. Ibid., p. 42.
2. Ibid., p. 401-409.
3. Ibid., p. 407.
is devoted to the consonant characters and the other to the vowels (including the vowel-letters and the vowel-points). Most of the consonants in this table are equated correctly and scientifically including א (‘ālef),ו (‘ayin),ו (ţāţ) and פ (qōf). A distinction between ו (‘ālīn) and ו (sāmek) has also been made. But, there was no differentiation between ג (gīmal) and ג (gīmal), ד (dāleţ) and ד (dāleţ), ת (tāw) and ת (tāw) in this table. In addition, ב (ḥēṭ) was equated to an ordinary "h", כ (kāf) to the digraph "kh" and ג (sādē) to an ordinary "s".

The part of the table dealing with vowels is divided into three columns: one for the long vowels, the second for the medium length i.e. the ordinary length vowels and the third for the short ones. This differentiation was not profound enough, because there was no distinction between the short and the very short vowels. In addition, some vowels were missing from the table. For instance, ה (ḥōlem), which is considered an ordinary i.e., a medium length of "o" was not mentioned at all, while ת (qāmes-qātān) which is equal in pronunciation to a short "o", was equated to an ordinary "o", and ת: (ḥāṭef-qāmes) a very short pronunciation of "o" was equated to a short "o". ה: (yōd-segōl), ה: (yōd-sērē), ה: (wā nā‘) and ה: (wā nāḥ) are not mentioned at all.
French Standards:

There are three main French works which are worth considering for their tables of Hebrew characters. These are Larousse du XXe siècle,1 Grand Larousse encyclopédique2 and Encyclopédie universelle illustrée.3

Larousse du XXe siècle and Grand Larousse encyclopédique were more traditional in their equation of the Hebrew characters than the Encyclopédie universelle illustrée. They both equated the characters ג (gīmal), ד (ḏālet) and ט (ṭāw) to the digraphs "gh", "dh", and "th".

Larousse du XXe siècle was more traditional and less scientific than Grand Larousse encyclopédique. It equated the character א (‘ālef) simply to an "a", the character ב (bēt) to "bh", the character ה (hēt) to "kh" and to "ch", the character י (‘āyin) to an ordinary "a", the character ס (šādē) to "ts", to "tz" and to "ç", the

character פ (qōf) to "q", to "c" and to "kh".

Its equation of ו (šin) to "sch", of נ (ḥêt) not only to "kh" but also to "ch", and of כ (kāf) to "ch" shows that Larousse du XXe siècle was much influenced by the German system in transliterating these characters. Both Larousse du XXe siècle and Grand Larousse encyclopédique equated ו (šin) to a simple "t" and did not differentiate between ו (šin) and ו (sāmek).

In comparison with Larousse du XXe siècle, Grand Larousse encyclopédique has made great steps towards scientific transliteration and towards uniformity. It has equated א (’alef), י (‘āyin), נ (ḥêt) and י (šādē) to special characters. It also equated כ (kāf) only to the digraph "kh", י (fē) to "f", and פ (qōf) to "q". In addition, it equated the character ו (šin) to the digraph "ch", which fits the French system of pronunciation and not the German as was the case in Larousse du XXe siècle.

The Encyclopédie universelle illustrée made some drastic changes in transliterating Hebrew. These changes may be considered regressive ones in transliteration from the scientific point of view, because it did not distinguish between the two different traditional pronunciations of begedkefat characters (except ב -pe and ב -fē). This
change may fit the pronunciation used by most Israelis to-day and also the usage of persons speaking French, but it contrasts with the principle of equating letter-for-letter, including the guttural and the sibilant. In spite of that, many other characters which do not exist in the Roman alphabet were equated scientifically to specific Roman letters. These are א (‘ālef), ה (ḥēt), ו (‘āyin) and ב (šādē). ג (qōf) was equated to "k" and not to "q", while ד (šīn) was equated to the digraph "ch" which fits the French phonetic system.

It is worth mentioning that none of these important French sources bothered to deal with or even to mention, the Hebrew vowels. The great differences between these works, which were all published between the third and the sixth decades of this century, constitute an additional proof of the need for uniform national standards and especially for a uniform international standard of romanizing Hebrew and other non-Roman alphabets.

A very drastic step towards international standardization in transliterating Hebrew characters has been taken by L'Association Française de Normalisation (AFNOR) in its official publication: Transliteration de l'Hébreu
In fact, this publication was a French adoption of the ISO Recommendation. Transliteration of Hebrew. The transliteration of the characters in this publication is identical with i.e., completely copied from, the ISO, while the comments which follow the table are an exact translation and the introduction is an adaptation.

However, although it is a very comprehensive romanization scheme, we will deal with it in the chapter on international standard.

German Sources:

Two German sources are also worth consideration in dealing with the transliteration of Hebrew, because of the great differences among them, between them and the other European authorities and because they are newly published. One of these is Das Grosse Duden-Lexicon


and the second is Brockhaus Enzyklopädie.¹

Das Grosse Duden-Lexikon was prepared for German readers. Thus, its transliteration of Hebrew was made to fit only German pronunciation and German concepts.

Brokhaus Enzyklopädie is much more a scholarly source. Thus, although it is also written in German and for German readers, it has two columns for transliterating Hebrew: one is scientific and accords with the modern international tendency towards uniformity and letter-for-letter transliteration and the second is a simplified one. In the scientific column there is a clear distinction between begeškefat letters, Є (beth) is equated to "b", ג (gimel) to "g", ת (daleth) to "d", ק (kaf) to "k", פ (pe) to "p" and ר (reish) to "r". Also נ (nyaaf), י (yodh), ק (qof) and צ (tsade) were equated correctly and scientifically. In addition the distinction between ש (shin) and פ (samek) is given. The equation of ג (gimel) to both "g" and "q" was the only ambiguous equation given in this table.

The transliteration in the scientific column of Brokhaus Enzyklopädie can be considered as one of the best

---

¹ "Hebräische Schrift" in Brokhaus Enzyklopädie, (München), Brokhaus Wiesbaden, 1969, 8 Band, p. 272.
modern sources transliterating Hebrew consonants. But, some criticism can be made of this transliteration. First, the equation of \( \digamma \) (qôf) to both "q" and "k" is in contrast with the principle of uniformity and can lead to confusion. Second, it would be better to equate \( \varepsilon \) (fê) to "f" instead of "g", because the letter and the pronunciation of "f" has long existed in the Roman alphabet. Third, it could be better, from the point of view of consistency, if gîmal was equated to "g" (underlined) and not to "g" as was the case in equating all other begeškefat characters.

The column of simplified transliteration given in Brokhaus is very similar to the transliteration given in Das Grosse Duden-Lexikon. Both match the German language and German pronunciation. It is worth mentioning also that both sources did not mention the Hebrew vowels. Like most works dealing with Hebrew transliteration, these also did not mention the five different final letters existing in the Hebrew alphabet; and like all others, they too, did not invent special Roman characters to equate them.

Spanish Sources:

Two Spanish works dealing with Hebrew translit-
eration are the Boletín de Bibliotecas ye Bibliografía,\textsuperscript{1} and the Enciclopedia universal ilustrada.\textsuperscript{2} The first gives transliteration tables for nine various alphabets: Gothic, Arabic, Hebrew, Greek, Syriac, Armenian, Coptic, Ethiopic and the Slavic languages. But, its tables of transliteration were not very comprehensive and the explanations of these tables were superficial and for some alphabets, very short and not quite accurate.

In the Hebrew table,\textsuperscript{3} of Boletín de Bibliotecas ye Bibliografía, \textsuperscript{X} ("ālef) has been omitted entirely. There was no differentiation between the two pronunciations of begehkefat except between ב (pē) and ב (fē). The character ג (gimal) has been equated to "g" and "gu". The letter ד (sin) was equated to "š" while ד (sin) has not been mentioned at all. There are in this table — and also in the table of the Arabic characters — some weaknesses even in the print of the characters. In the Hebrew transliteration table, for instance, the character

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1} "La transliteración de alfabetos no Latinos" - "Sistema de transcripción Hebreo", in Boletín de Bibliotecas ye Bibliografía, July-September 1935, Vol. 2, p. 238.
\item \textsuperscript{2} "Hebraismo", in Enciclopedia universal ilustrada, Madrid, España-Calpe, (1952), Tomo XXVII, p. 879.
\item \textsuperscript{3} "La transliteración de alfabetos no Latinos", op. cit., p. 238.
\end{itemize}
1 (waw) is written like a ١ (gīmal) and the character ٢ (‘āyin) like a ٢ (final šādē). Also, like most other transliterations the five final Hebrew letters — ١ (final kāf), ٢ (final mēm), ٣ (final mūn), ٤ (final fē) and ٥ (final šādē) — are not mentioned at all. But, the other characters are equated correctly and scientifically including guttural and sibilant ones. ١ (qūf) has been equated correctly to "q", ٥ (šādē) to "s" and ٧ (šīn) to "ṣ".

In the Hebrew transliteration table in Enciclopedia universal ilustrada א (‘ālef) was not equated to the special character (א), but to an ordinary "a". Like the Boletín de Bibliotecas ye Bibliografía, there was no distinction here either between the two pronunciations of begedkefat. They are written, as was the case in Boletín de Bibliotecas, without dagesh and here too most of them are equated, only to the occlusive ones. Thus, ١ (bēt) is equated to "b", ٢ (gīmal) to "g" and ٣ (dālet) to "d". But, ٤ (kāf) was equated to "c" and not to "k" as the Boletín de Bibliotecas... did; ٥ (fē) to "ph", not to "r" and "p" as the Boletín de Bibliotecas... did; while ٦ (taw) was equated to "th". In addition, many other characters, especially gutturals and sibilants, have been equated much less scientifically and much less correctly in Enciclopedia
universal ilustrada. For instance 𐤊 (wāw) has been equated to "o" and "v" and not to "w", 𐤉 (ḥēt) to an ordinary "h", 𐤋 (tēt) to an ordinary soft "t", 𐤋 (yōḏ) to "i" and to "j" and not to "y", 𐤇 (‘āyin) to an "h" and not to the special character (ʼ), 𐤆 (pē) and 𐤃 (fē) to "ph", 𐤂 (sadē) to the digraph "tz", 𐤃 (qōf) to an ordinary "k" and 𐤈 (šin) to the digraph "sh". But both sources failed to mention the letter 𐤈 (šin) in their table and therefore did not equate it. One point to the advantage of Enciclopedia universal... is that it added a column which it called "prolongadas ñ finales". Here it lists the characters which can be prolonged when they occur at the end of a line in the sacred Scroll of the Law. It also mentioned the final five Hebrew characters (ʻotiyōt, sōfiyōt).

Finally, their dealing with the Hebrew vowels was very incomplete. The Boletín de Bibliotecas... did not mark or mention the Hebrew vowel-points, i.e. the diacritic vowels. It just mentioned that in Hebrew there is the vocalization a, e, i, o, u and that in adding initial š-wā to these vocalization they become ā, ē, ō,

(i.e. shorter). It added that א (‘ālef), ה (hê), י (yod), ו (waw) are used for prolongation.¹ But, it did not add the necessary diacritic points nor did it equate them. While the Enciclopedia universal ilustrada did the contrary. It did mention the vowel-points but, it did not bother to represent them, i.e. to equate them to Roman characters.² In addition, it neglected the ה (ḥôleem) and the longer vowels i.e. the letters such as י (yōd-šērê), ג (yōd-segōl), ژ (yōd-ḥireq), ہ (wāw-ḥôleem) and ژ (wāw-sūreq). It did not equate nor even mention them.

The survey of the transliteration by the different European scholars in the transliteration of Hebrew shows the weaknesses in most of these systems and the great differences among them. It also shows that even within countries using the Latin alphabet and speaking one language, such as Germany, Spain, etc., there exist several systems for transliterating an alphabet like Hebrew and that the differences among these systems are great and lead to confusion. This increases the urgency for a uniform and

---

¹ "La Transliteración de alfabetos no Latinos"—op. cit., p. 238.
² "Hebraismo", op. cit., p. 880.
comprehensive system for transliterating Hebrew into Roman letters which can be used by all cataloguers and bibliographers.

8. MODERN ISRAELI SYSTEMS OF ROMANIZATION

During the second half of the nineteenth century the Jewish nationalist movement, the Zionist, began to spread all over the world. This movement has had a triple task: 1) to encourage the return of the Jewish people to their ancient land. 2) to help them adapt themselves to a new life there. 3) to facilitate the learning of Hebrew which became the language of the newcomers to Israel.

At that time several Jewish scholars who held Zionist ideals began to search for ways of developing and modernizing the Hebrew language so as to fit it for the daily needs of a modern nation. Some of these scholars have gone further in reforming and or simplifying the Hebrew script. But, until the end of the nineteenth century, the number of such scholars was very limited and their efforts sporadic.

In the first quarter of the twentieth century the movement for the reform of Hebrew writing became stronger. This because of: the difficulties which many of these
immigrants to Israel (then Palestine) faced in learning Hebrew; and the developments in other alphabetic writings, such as the reforms of the Cyrillic in post-1917 Russia, the proposals to reforms in Arabic, Persian, Chinese and Japanese between 1920 and 1935.

But none of the suggested reforms became popular or accepted by a majority either of the Jewish people settling in Israel, or of any Jewish community abroad because, most of the suggested systems complicated rather than simplified the Hebrew characters or the Hebrew diacritic vowels. Furthermore, they were all suggested together at approximately the same time. Therefore, none of them could win the support of a majority. There was also a fear that such reforms might lead to division in a critical moment when the nationalist movement was in its very first stage of modern nation building.

Some schemes for reforming Hebrew writing proposed to conserve the present Hebrew alphabet as a basis, but suggested reforms in it. Others went so far as to abolish the existing Hebrew alphabet completely and to replace it by an adapted Roman one.

The first series of schemes can be subdivided into three groups: a) The most conservative did not
intend to change the Hebrew characters nor the Hebrew vowel system. They suggested the writing of the vowel-points only in certain necessary cases which is called in Hebrew יִנּוּד הַילֶקִים (Niqqud Ḥilqī). Among these systems are that of Yaʻaqob Kohen¹, that of Nowwah Ḥakam², that of G. Ginsberg³ and the system of the Academy for the Hebrew Language of 1964 which has been suggested for popular use.⁴

These suggested systems of the limited marking of the vowel-points economize in the time needed for writing all the vowel-points and all the dāgešes. They generally suggested the omission of the šéwās, the ḥātefs and part or all the dāgešes.

The system of Yaʻaqob Kohen reduced the vowel-

---

1. In monthly Sneh, Edited by Yaʻaqob Kohen, 1929, as cited by Werner Weinberg, The Orthographic Reforms of Hebrew, The Problem and the Attempts to Solve it, (the text is published in Hebrew under the title: יִנּוּד הַילֶקִים), Jerusalem, Magnes Pr., 1972, p. 68.


points to a third. The system of Nowwaḥ Ḥakām to a half, and the system of G. Ginsberg omits vowel-points from all words which can be read clearly without these vowels and retains them in words which are ambiguous without them. The academy for the Hebrew Language suggested only the abolition of the ḥāṭef, the šewās and the dāgešes (except dāgeš lene in bêt, kāf and fē, i.e. those of begeškefat which are still pronounced correctly by all Jewish communities in Israel).

However, these systems of partial inclusion of diacritic vowels cannot replace completely the full diacritically vowelled system for the beginners in the language. These beginners need to know how every word is pronounced before they can master the language.

But, one thing can certainly be abolished without any negative influence on the writing system of Hebrew. This is the šewā nāḥ which represents the absence of a vowel. Its abolition will also resolve the difficulty which many beginners of the Hebrew language have in distinguishing between it and the šewā nā'. The haṭef and the qāmeṣ qāṭān, which represent very short vowels, could be replaced by their closest short ones. This would be a slight and reasonable reform which would simplify the complexity of the voweling system without any drastic
changes. For instance τ (qāmeš qāṭān) and τ: (ḥāṭef qāmeš) could be replaced by ḥolem, ṭ: (ḥāṭef patḥah) by ṭ (patḥah) and ṭ: (ḥāṭef segōl) simply by ṭ (segōl).

The proper pronunciation of the dāgešes, lene and forte, has to be taught, at present to beginners.

b) The second group of reformers suggest reforms only in the diacritic vowels system. Among these were A.Š. Kaminiski in 1914,1 Y. Böršťayin in 1929,2 and Yēhūḏāh Būrlā’ and Y. Šipte’el (both together) in 1963-1964.3

In 1914 Kaminiski suggested a system of reformed diacritic vowels. According to him ? (wāw sûreq) and i (wāw ḥōlem) will remain as they are, ṭ: (ṣērê) and ṭ: (ḥīreq) to be integrated with ? (yōd ḥīreq) and ?. (yōd ṣērê). The diacritic signs of τ (qāmeš), ṭ: (patḥah) and ṭ: (segōl)

1. A.Š. Kaminiski, in Haṣfīrāh, 1914, no. 21, as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 78.

2. Y. Böršťayin, in Vollständige grammatik der alt-und neuhebräischen Sprache, Vienna, 1929, as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 76.

are to be replaced by the three accentuation melody marks of the Massorah פָּסְתָּא (Pāṣṭā'), מְרַקָּא (Merkā') and תִּフィָא (Tifḥā'). These latter marks are to be introduced between the characters and not above nor below them. He also omits all ַָּוְָוָו (sewās) and ַָֹּו (dāgesēs) except the lene ones in בֵּט, קַף and ֶָּו (tāw) and omit all other vowel-points. He gave the following example to illustrate his system:

This system does not introduce any change in the writing of the Hebrew characters, but only in some of the diacritic vowels which it replaces by Massoretic and not by foreign marks. However, it does not ease the reading of the non-dotted texts much and does not substitute for the vowel-points system fully.

Y. Bōršṭayin in 1929 and others before and since, has tried to find special signs for the " long "א" and for the " short "ו" and which are both represented by the same mark (τ). Bōršṭayin has suggested the mark (†) for the qāmeš qātān, while others

---

have suggested an inverted qāmeṣ (א), an inverted segol (ך), etc.

These systems offered reforms only for the qāmeṣ qāṭān. Some of the signs which they suggested for replacing it were easy and match the Hebrew vowel-points system, while others were complicated.

Yehudah Burla' and Y. Šibšeʾel in 1963-1964 presented a reformed system of partial writing of the vowel points. They suggested replacing two successive šewās by a period as in the following: "בכתר אבכתי נ тысяית...". They also suggested the introduction of letter vowels. For instance to write שָׁכַר (Roš), pronounced Roš, as שָׁכַר (Rwš') i.e. to add a † (waw) between the character 7 (Roš) and the character 8 (‘ālef); to write יַשַׁכַר (Rišon), pronounced Rišon, with † (yod) i.e. to add † (yod) between the character 7 (Roš) and the character 8 (‘ālef) and to write נַכַר (loʾ) with † (waw) i.e. נַכּ (Lw').

Burla's suggestion of a period to replace two successive šewās did not solve the problem of the šewās. It only economized their writing. The introduction of

1 (wāw) to the word ֝֔֔(Ro's) and ֚ (yōg) to the word ֝֔֔֔ (Ri'son) contradicts their original pronunciation. The א (‘ālefs) in both words were pronounced clearly in Early Hebrew. ֝֔֔ could be pronounced Rō's or Rā's (similar to Arabic َ-Rā’s), while ֝֔֔ could be pronounced Ri'son or Rā'son. This is why the plural of ֝֔֔ until present days is ֝֔֔֔ (Rā'śim) and not ֝֔֔֔ (Ro'śim) and the word Ra'sī (meaning principle) which derives from the same root is written ֝֔֔ (Ra'sī). The same situation existed with the word ֝ (Lo'). It could be pronounced in Early Hebrew Lo' i.e., with clearly pronounced א (‘ālef) and shortly pronounced "o", or it could be pronounced as in literary Arabic La'-ū.

However, these words may only be special cases. Therefore, it may not be a grave matter if they will remain written and pronounced as they are today; there are exceptions in every language. But, the addition of letters to these words will only carry them further from their original Semitic writing and pronunciation and will not ease dictation. So it would be much easier and more reasonable to keep them written as they are and to pronounce them as they were pronounced originally.

6) Some scholars advocated radical changes in the Hebrew characters and/or the Hebrew diacritic vowels.
The most radical was the system of Yōsef Kaplan. He suggested, in 1914, a reformed Hebrew alphabet with reformed diacritic vowels. He differentiated between the two characters of be'gekeit by adding a bar to the upper part of the "rafe*" ones of these characters. Kaplan also added vowel characters similar to X ('ālef) and 1 (wāw) to represent "a", "o" and "u" by leaving the X ('ālef) for the vowel "a" and adding a bar to it to represent the consonant X ('ālef). He did the same with 1 (wāw) while he left • (yōḏ) for "y" and used • (yōḏ ḥīreq) for the vowel "i". Kaplan also suggested a system of vowel-points written between the characters. These new vowels are much bigger than the traditional diacritic ones but they are similar to the latter, except pāṭāh which is replaced by a diagonal line.

1. Yosef Kaplan, in Haṣfīrāh, no. 95 and 101, 1914; also "Vorschläge zur Verbesserung der hebräischen Schriftformen", Archiv fur Buchgewerbe, LIII, p. 36-39; also Ch. Lauer, "Zur Renaissance der hebräischen Sprache"; also A.Z. Schwartz "Zur Reform der, (1915, Zürich) Israelitisches Wochenblatt; all as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 67 and p. 79.


3. Ibid., p. 79-81.
This system economized in the use of dots (dageses) for begedkefat. It also distinguished between the two characters of begedkefat quite clearly by using a special character for each.

But, it also has many disadvantages. It increased the number of letters of the Hebrew alphabet by adding more letter vowels. It also took more space by increasing the size of the diacritic vowels and by entering them between the letters. In addition, it complicated the —— (holem) and the —— (hireq) by adding three points above the bold hireq and three points below the bold holem which it suggested.¹ In his modified alphabet of 1933, Yōsef Kaplan proposed a new segol character which was similar to a V ('ayin). This can lead to confusion.²

Many other reforms have been suggested by researchers of the Hebrew writing. But most of these systems were complicating rather than facilitating the Hebrew writing.³

¹. Ibid, p. 79.
². Ibid, p. 80-81.
³. Additional suggestions of reforms the reader can find in Werner Weinberg, op. cit. p. 82-106.
The second group of reformists mainly young radicals who were prepared to abandon the traditional Hebrew alphabet completely and to replace it by an adapted Roman.

These young reformists were influenced by similar movements, for romanizing other non-Roman alphabets which became strong during the second and the third decades of the twentieth century: the movement for romanizing Russian in Russia, for romanizing Chinese and Japanese, for romanizing Arabic and Persian in Egypt and in Iran, and particularly the movement which succeeded in romanizing Turkish led by Kemal Ataturk. At the same time many languages which had not been written at all before came to be written after the First World War with the Roman alphabet.

Some of these reformers were also influenced, in their claims for romanization by two additional factors. The first was the difficulty which many of the new immigrants, who did not know Hebrew before their arrival to the Holy Land, have in learning Hebrew. They faced not only a new language, but also a new script. Also some of these reformers thought that by romanizing its alphabet, the Hebrew language will spread faster and will become in time an international language. This was the opinion in
particular of Ittamer Ben-Avi as formulated, in his article, in his newspaper Deror of 17 November 1933.\(^1\)

The major problem facing romanizers of alphabets especially the Semitic ones such as Hebrew and Arabic, is how to romanize. Should they transliterate the letters exactly one by one, or transcribe them "phonetically", or compromise between the two? Compromise has proved to fit Hebrew and other Semitic languages best.

Another problem is how to find an adequate Roman equivalent for every Semitic character including the guttural and the sibilant which do not exist in the traditional Roman alphabet. The absence of Roman characters equivalent to these guttural and extra-sibilant Semitic obliges the romanizers to invent new characters or to use diacritic signs for equating these Semitic characters.

Such problems faced Yišaḥ Rozenberg in writing his Hebrew book in Roman alphabet. They also faced the two main advocates of the movement for romanizing Hebrew, Ittamar Ben-Avi and Zeev Jabotiniski.

---

1. Ittamar Ben-Avi, in Deror, no. 1, p. 1, 17 Nov., 1933, as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 111.
Rozenberg's system was classical: transliterating every Hebrew letter into its Roman equivalent. Weinberg quotes the following text from page 48 of this book of Rozenberg, Hebräische Conversations--Grammatik, published in Vienna, in 1898:

Pōh 'émowd 'immadiy, qowré nā‘iyım! haṯ ozn'khā liy, v'asmiŷākhā pesēr dābhār, mah himrišāniy (mah rā'-iythiy 'al kakhāh) lābhō, biq'hal m'chabrēy s'phāriym (la'ālowth 'al bomthēy chowbhrēy chābher, l'howsiph 'al hāri'sowniym 'owd sēpher 'echād mowreh hassāphāh ha'ibhrijāh... 1

The advantage of this system is that it transliterated every Hebrew character into a Roman one. It transliterated N ('ālef) and V ('ayin) by the special signs (') and ('). It transliterated W (tet) by "t", W(sin) by "s". It also used diacritic marks for distinguishing between long and short vowels. Its equation of b(ḥēṭ) to "bh", j(ḡimāl) to "ch", ṭ(ḡaleṯ) to "dh", ḍ(ḵāf) to "kh" and n(ṭāw) to "th" matches the English language system of using digraphs, while its equation of Ṵ(ḥēṭ) to "ch" and y(yōg) to "j" matches the German language.

---

One of the main disadvantages of this system is that it does not render the phonetic value of the Hebrew script clearly. This can be seen in the equation of ı (wāw ḥōlem) to "ow" and of ی (yōd ḥireq) to "iy", while they are pronounced as "o" (long o) and "i" (long i). Another disadvantage is that it represented the "rafeh" (weak) characters of begedkefat by the digraphs gh, dh, kh, ph and th which contradict the Semitic languages tradition of not using digraphs for a specific pronunciation. Another disadvantage is that he equated ꞌ (yod) to "j" instead of equating them to "h" and "y". It seems that in his equation of these latter characters he was influenced by the German system.

Ittamar Ben-Avi has published a Hebrew book in Roman alphabet in 1927, under the title Avi. This book also included a Hebrew-English dictionary in Roman alphabet.

His romanization system, especially the early one, was influenced by the French system of writing. He mentions this in his introduction to his Avi: "Ha-alefbeyt ha-latini (ha-tzar-fati be-iqar) hōt'ām la alef-

---

In his book he equated ה (sin) to "c" and כ (sin) to "ć", i.e. to "c" with cedilla. He also adopted all the French diacritic marks and adapted them to his system. He equated א (‘alef patah) to "a", י (‘alef qames) to "â", י (‘alef hâṭef patah) to "â", : (šewâ nâ‘) to "e", י (‘alef segol) to "ë", י (‘alef šere) to "ê", י (‘alef hâṭef segol) to "ê", י (‘alef hîreq) to "i", י (‘alef yod hîreq) to "î", י (‘alef hōlem) to "o", י (‘alef wāw hōlem) to "ö", י (‘alef hâṭef qames) to "ø", י (‘alef qibbud) to "u" and י (‘alef wāw šureq) to "û".

The system of Ittamar Ben-Avi was non-phonetic transcription. He failed to distinguish between ג (gîmal) and ג (gîmal), ד (dâlet) and ד (dâlet) and ת (taw) and ת (taw), possibly because the majority of the Jewish population of Palestine, being Ashkenazi, do not distinguish between these characters. Ittamar Ben-Avi also


rendered \( \nu (\‘\‘\‘yn) \) to two ordinary commas (") instead of an inverted one ("'). He equated \( n (\h\‘t) \) to an "h" upside down (\( \forall \)), \( \\mathcal{C} (\k\‘\‘f) \) to a "k" also inverted (\( \forall \)), while \( \mathfrak{X} (\‘\‘\‘d\‘\‘) \) to the digraph "tz".

Like all other romanizers of Hebrew, Ben-Avi too, did not invent special Roman characters to equate the five final Hebrew characters, but equated them to ordinary Roman. Like them he equated the Hebrew sign of gemination, the \( \text{d\‘\‘g\‘\‘e\‘\ h\‘\‘} \) by doubling the geminated character.

There are many flaws in this system. Failure to distinguish between \( \alpha (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘l) \) and \( \lambda (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘) \), \( \gamma (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘) \) and \( \gamma (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘) \), \( \mathfrak{N} (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘) \) and \( \mathfrak{N} (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘) \) constituted a break between these characters and their traditional pronunciation. This would make research into the language more difficult if this system were to replace the traditional. The equation of \( \mathfrak{X} (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘d\‘\‘\‘) \) to the digraph "tz" distorts the original pronunciation of this character and contradicts the Semitic principle of not using digraphs. His representation of \( n (\h\‘t) \) and \( \mathcal{C} (\k\‘\‘f) \) by inverted characters radically complicates instead of facilitating the system.

In addition, these inverted characters have to be added to the ordinary Roman alphabet typewriter. The equation of \( \mathfrak{W} (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘) \) to "c", of \( \mathfrak{W} (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘) \) to "q" and of \( \nu (\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘\‘) \) to two commas (") are a deviation from what was accepted
by most romanization systems of these characters.

In December 1928, Ben-Avi began to publish a daily newspaper under the title Ha Shavua Ha Palestini\(^1\) in which he modified his system of romanized Hebrew. He continued to publish it until April 1929. He agreed to stop it after a strong pressure from most nationalist, religious and conservative sectors, each sector for its own reasons. But, in November 1933 he began to publish a new daily newspaper, with a more modified and of a more phonetic romanized system of writing, under the title Deror.\(^2\) He continued to publish this newspaper until March 1934. Then, he was again obliged to stop publishing it under similar pressure partly to avoid a division in the population.

The modified romanized system of Ittamar Ben-Avi as it has appeared in Deror\(^2\) was very different from his first one. It was more phonetic and based on modern pronunciation of Hebrew by young Sabras. Thus, it does

---


not distinguish, in its representation of the characters, between - (patah) and (qames), - (hureq) and (yod hureq), - (holem) and (waw holem), (qibbuṣ) and (waw šureq). In this system he has abolished the inverted characters which represented (het) and (kāf). He also returned to the representation of w(sin) by "s", w(sin) by the digraph "sh" and (kāf) by the digraph "kh". But, he represented (het) by double "hh" and omitted the representation of (ʼālef) and (ʼayin) (except of ʼayin in a closed syllable which occurs in a middle of a word). He also omitted the silent "nā" at the end of a word to support a long vowel. He equated "wāw hahibbūr" (conjunction wāw), before "rafeh" pronunciation of begeg-kefat, with "u" and not with "wu" as it is written, in Hebrew, and as it was pronounced originally. He does not distinguish between w(ṭet), n(taw) and n(ṭaw) and equated all the three to an ordinary "t". He also transliterated w(sin) and v(samek) identically. Like all romanizers of Hebrew, he represented the dāgēs forte, sign of gemination, by doubling the geminated letter. But he also doubled letters which occur in a closed syllable at the end of a word such as in the case of wX< (Leatt),

1. Ittamar Ben-Avi, Deror, op. cit., as cited by Werner Weinberg, p. 111, column 1, line 15.
Z. Jabotiniski was interested in reforming Hebrew writing earlier than Ittamar Ben-Avi, but in a slower and more steady manner than the latter. Indeed, he collaborated with Ben-Avi at one period, but they did not agree on a single system of romanization. Thus, he worked out independently a system which he applied in his *Taryag Millim*. The book had been written in 1938-1939, but was published only in 1949.

He developed a phonetic system of romanization based on actual pronunciation by the majority of the younger generation in Israel. In his system he was influenced by several European languages. His equation of \( \tau (qāmeš) \) with "a", of \( : (šēwā  nā' \) at the beginning of a syllable with "ē", of \( ì (wāw  ḥōlem) \) with "o", of \( ֤ (šādē) \)

1. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., line 30.
2. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., line 22.
3. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., line 10.
with "ь" indicates that he was influenced by the French system of accents. His equation of ㅊ (kāf) with "ch" and of .CheckedChanged( ) with "щ" reflects German, Russian and Greek influences, while his equation of ㅊ (šin) with "sh" matches the English system. From the Massoretic tradition, Jabotiniski borrowed the ~ (zarqa)¹ above the "а" to represent ׃(‘ayin-qāmeš) at the beginning of a word or after ׃(šēwā nāh). In other cases ׃(‘ayin) is not transliterated. ׃(‘ālef) he did not transliterate at all. ׃(wāw ḥolem) he transliterated in some cases to "о" and in other cases to an ordinary "o".²

This Jabotiniski system renders the study of spoken Hebrew easier for foreigners who are not at all familiar with the Hebrew characters but who want to learn quickly how to speak Hebrew without needing to spend time to learn the Hebrew characters. But, it has also some faults. It does not distinguish between ׃(gimal) and

---

1. The (~) zarqa is a mark introduced by the Massoretic Scholars in the seventh century A.D. to represent long accentuation in melody in reading the bible. It is similar to Arabic ë (Madda) which is put above the initial ׃ (alif) for lengthening its pronunciation. —Z. Jabotiniski, op. cit. as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 113.

2. Z. Jabotiniski, op. cit., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 113.
\( \text{ג} (gimel), \text{ד} (daleth) \) and \( \text{ת} (daleth), \text{ת} (taw), \text{ת} (taw) \) and \( \text{ט} \) (tet), \( \text{ב} \) (bet) and \( \text{ו} \) (waw). It also transliterates "\text{ו} \text{ה} \text{י} \text{ב} \text{ב} \text{ע}" (waw conjunction) by "u" as is pronounced by Ashkenazic and part of the Sefardic communities and not to "wu" as it was pronounced traditionally. This system although easier and more reasonable than that of Ben-Avi, is not sufficient to replace the traditional Hebrew writing system.

M. 'Avlnor was active in the movement for reforming the present Hebrew characters. But, he has always admitted that his final goal was to write Hebrew with Roman alphabet. Thus, in 1959 he published a pamphlet under the title 'Ivrit Madda'it', in which he explained his system of romanizing Hebrew. In 1965, he presented a new version with many improvements. 2

In his pamphlet 'Avlnor presented a compromise system of romanizing Hebrew based on a romanized alphabet composed of thirty three characters. Twenty two of these

---


characters represent the twenty-two original Semitic ones, three characters represent the three rafeh (weak) characters of "p", "k" and "f", three characters represent pronunciations which entered Hebrew from other languages, and five represent the five different Hebrew vowels. In his work he brought illustrative examples of texts in which he applied his system of romanization and set forth the grammatical rules for it.

The innovation in the 'AvInör system was that he introduced new characters to represent the Hebrew guttural and sibilant sounds which do not exist in the Latin alphabet instead of using diacritic vowels to represent them.

He also inserted into the Hebrew alphabet five vowel characters to represent the five Hebrew vowel sounds. The first one represents the sound of "a"; he called it Attah and put it after 'ālef in the order of his proposed alphabet; the second, represents the sound of French "é", he called it Egel and put it after "hē"; the third, represents the sound of "i", called Iriq and put it after yōg; the fourth, represents the sound of "o", called Olom and put it after ʻāyin. In addition, he added three characters at the end of his alphabet to represent three foreign sounds which entered Hebrew from other languages. These are: J (i.e. J with a small bar on top) to represent
the French soft sound of \( j \) (in Hebrew it is usually equated to \( \breve{j} \)), \( \mathcal{J} \) (i.e. \( j \) with a long winged bar on the top) to represent the English hard sound of \( j \) (in Hebrew it is equated to \( \breve{j} \)) and \( \check{c} \) (i.e. \( c \) with a small \( \check{} \) on top) to represent the sound of English ch (in Hebrew it is equated to \( \check{y} \)). He gave specific names to each of these new characters.\(^1\)

In contrast to Jabotiniski, who used \( "\alpha" \) to represent \( \check{h} \), \( \check{v} \)Inor used it for representing \( \check{k} \). For \( \check{h} \) he invented the new character (\( \aleph \)), for \( \check{a} \)lef the new character (\( \beth \)), for \( \check{t} \) tet the new character (\( \vav \)), for capital \( \check{d} \) inin the new character (\( \text{U} \)), for small \( \check{d} \) inin he retained its Hebrew cursive form (\( \check{r} \)), and for \( \check{s} \) in the character (\( \text{W} \)) which is similar to the traditional Hebrew.\(^1\)

He equated dagesh forte, the sign of gemination, by doubling the letter. He also doubled \( \check{h} \) and \( \check{d} \) inin when they are supposed to be geminated. In addition, he doubled some explosive characters at the end of a word after a long vowel, like the "d" in the word cadd.\(^2\) But,

---

1. M. \( \check{v} \)Inor, op. cit., p. 185, as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 115.

he was less radical than Ben-Avi in doubling letters at the end of the words. Like Ben-Avi and Jabotiniiski, he also omitted unpronounced "hē" which occurs at the end of a word to support a long vowel, while a pronounced "hē", מ (hē mappīq) he equated with an ordinary "h". He also omitted unpronounced yōd and unpronounced wāw at the end of a word except when they represent the tenses of the verbs, such as in בֵּית נֵי (‘eneyhem), נֶר נַע (‘enahy)w), נֶר נַע (‘eneyhā) , etc.¹

The romanization system of 'Avinōr, although the most original and the most comprehensive to be proposed by any Israeli romanizer, also has many drawbacks. His romanization of vowels was too phonetic. He did not distinguish between long and short vowels except the ḫātefs, which he represented by an accent"'"(identical to the French " accent aiguë"). He also did not distinguish between ג (gīmal) and ג (gīmal), ד (dālet) and ד (dālet), ת (taw) and ת (taw). He also abolished the character ש (šīn) and replaced it by ש (sāmek). In addition, he replaced both ש (šērē) and ש (šēwā nā) at the beginning of a word.

¹. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 116.
In his system Hebrew "service letters" (prepositions and conjunctions) are written separately and put alone without supporting vowels like in the case of "l ktob, b battey, etc".¹ This can lead to confusion, especially for a beginner of the language who will have to guess how to read them. But, when two "service letters" come consecutively they are put together and the second one is vowelled as in the expression "šbe 'ivrit".²

Another lack in the romanization system of Avinor is his equation of י (yod šere) with "ey". For instance, he wrote צ"כ as follows "wbé yameynu"³ instead of "wub- yamênu" which represents its traditional pronunciation since the Massoretic period.

About the time 'AvInôr was presenting his system another Israeli romanizer, 'UzÎ 'Ornam, suggested another system.⁴ According to his system 'âlef is ('), 'âyin is

¹. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 114.
². Ibid., as cited by Werner, Weinberg, op. cit., p. 114.
³. Ibid., as cited by Werner, Weinberg, op. cit., p. 114.
⁴. 'UzÎ 'Ornam, Bañahaneh, 26 June 1962, as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 116.
(‘), ṭēṭ is "t", ḥēṭ is "α", šādē is "c", wāw is "w", qōf is "q" and ṣīn is "ṣ".

It seems that Ornan was influenced by several previous experiences. His equation of ʾālef with (‘), of ʿāyin with (‘), and ṭēṭ with "t" is identical to the traditional equating of these letters which has been accepted internationally. His equation of ḥēṭ to "α" is identical to that of Jabotiniski. His equation of šādē to "c" is identical to that of ʿAvīnōr. Also, like ʿAvīnōr, he omitted "ḥē" at the end of the word when it supports a long movement and retained it when it represents a pronounced one such as ḫ (ḥē mappīq). Like most other romanizers, he also romanized forte dages by doubling the letters and used capital letters at the beginning of a sentence, for proper names, for their derivation and in titles. Like ʿAvīnōr he omitted all šewā nāʾ and ḥāṭef as in the following examples: "whaqqeser, yilmdu, etc,"1 instead of writing wehaqqeser, yilmdu, etc. He transliterated the vowels phonetically, did not distinguish between long and short ones and equated ʿṣīn and sāmek identically with "s".

Among the changes that 'Ornan made are the equa-
tion of šin with "š" i.e., with "s" with a dot below. This
latter character was preserved traditionally to šādē.
He also omitted all distinctions between the two charac-
ters of begedkefat including the ones which are still pro-
nounced correctly in Modern Israel. Thus, he equated
bêt and bêt with "b", pe and fē with "p", kāf and kāf
with "k". But he mentioned that these three latter char-
acters can be pronounced in two ways. Thus, he wrote
"tnak" i.e. tēnak with an ordinary "k", the word "‘ibrit"
i.e. ‘ibrit with an ordinary "b" and an ordinary "t" etc.¹
In his proposed system וֹתֶּהַ נִפְרֵי (the service letters)
are all connected to the word which they serve. But only
the first letter of the original word can be capitalized
as in the following example: "باح"b".²

The most important deficiency in his system is
his omission of the distinction between the two characters
of begedkefat and the writing of the "service letters"
without vowels. These two grave flaws can lead to ambi-

² Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 117.
guilty in reading Hebrew with the 'Ornan system and obliges the reader to guess much before pronouncing a word or a sentence.

Soon after the presentation of the 'Ornan system, Y. Ratũš presented his system of romanization in a series of articles in the Israeli newspaper Yedioţ 'Aharonot from June until September 1962.¹ His system was partially phonetic and partially non-phonetic. He used digraphs for equating בֵּט, קַף and פֵּא, i.e. he equated them successively with "bh", "kh" and "ph". He equated כִּם with "sh" while כִּם with "ş" or "Ş".¹ In addition, he equated the pronunciation of characters which entered Hebrew from other languages, such as the English hard "J" with the digraph "Jh", the French soft "J" with the digraph "zh" and the English "ch" with the digraph "ch".¹

His system deviates from what has been accepted by international standard and by many other romanizers of Hebrew. Most of his equations were not reasonable, for instance, he equated א (‘ālef) with "w", ת (tēt) with

¹ Y. Ratũš, Yedioţ 'Aharonot, June - September 1962, as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 117.
"ו" or with "ר" and י (‘ayin) with "y". The only "justification" which may be made for his equation of ‘ayin with "y" is that this character has some similarity in structure to capital Y. In addition, he did not equate the character נ (taw) "rafeh" and transliterated both נ(taw) and נ(טָוָּו) by "t" in his sample text.¹

Ratus transliterated the character י (waw) by "v" and יְבָנָה י (waw conjunction) to "ve" as in the following example: "Ve axarei kikhiot hak kol..."¹ He equated חט with "א" and סד with "c" as many other modern romanizers did. His transliteration of יְד by "j" can be explained as borrowing from the German.

In his sample text he romanized the vowels phonetically as they are pronounced now by most Israelis. But he mentioned in his romanization rules that long vowels can be distinguished by the marks (-) or (••) above it, and חַטֶּפֶס, very short ones, by the mark (') above them too and שֶׁיָּדָה נא by the sign ('). Ratus added that these marks would be used only in books for teaching the lan-

guage, dictionaries, etc.¹ But, in his sample text he transliterated שֶׁמֶא מַּה by "e" like in "מֶלֶך"², יָד-שֵׁרֶה by "ei" like in "אָזָר"² instead of "ס" (long), its traditional pronunciation which is followed by Sefardic communities.

Ratus also omitted all initial 'ālefs accompanied by a vowel such as the case of the 'ālef of זֶרֶךְ (זֶרֶךְ) which he wrote "אֶזְדָּא"³ and of יַפְנָפָה (כֶּפֶן) which he wrote "כֶּפֶנֶט"⁴. But 'ālef at the end of a syllable he represented by "וָ" as in the case of קִרְיָה (קִרְיָה) which he wrote "חָלוֹן"⁵. He also omitted all unpronounced "הֶּה"s i.e. all "הֶּה"s which support a long vowel at the end of a word, while he did transliterate a pronounced "הֶּה". When such a pronounced "הֶּה" occurring in the middle of a

¹. Y. Ratus, op. cit., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 117.
³. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 118, line 19.
⁴. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 118, line 31.
⁵. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 118, line 18.
word, he marked it by a (') as in maz'hir¹ to distinguish it from an "h" which is part of a digraph.

In his system of romanization he separated the definite article "he" from the following word. He doubled the first letter of this following word. He also attached one of these doubled characters to the "he". Thus, he wrote, for instance, "hag giljonot"² instead of writing haggilyōnōt or ḫaģilyōnōt. This can confuse the beginner learning Hebrew by the Raṭūš system. He may not become aware of the limit of the definite article "he". In addition, Raṭūš transliterated ה (wāw haḥibbur - wāw conjunction) to "u", as in the example of "u khebhar"², and not to "wu" as was pronounced originally and as is still pronounced by Middle-Eastern and North-African Jewish communities. This is another weakness in his system.

In fact none of these modern Israeli systems of romanizing Hebrew could become popular because none are perfect or near perfection. None are adequate for popular use. Each of them has many flaws in one aspect or another.

---

¹. Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 117, line 21.
². Ibid., as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 118, line 9.
It seems that most of these romanizers lack full knowledge in, at least, one of the areas essential in preparing a comprehensive system of romanizing Hebrew.

It seems also that most of these romanizers did not have a thorough knowledge of the historical development of Greek and Roman characters from the Phoenician and from the Early Hebrew ones. Also many of them were not familiar enough with the traditional pronunciation of Hebrew characters and words nor with the historical development of this pronunciation, while others simply ignored them.

Some of these romanizers appear to have prepared systems merely to publish them in the press, in a periodical or a pamphlet or to submit them to the Academy of the Hebrew Language, only to show that they too have something to suggest or to propose.

In addition, most of them have published their systems at around the same time as in a contest. Thus, many of these schemes contradict each other. Naturally, the Academy of the Hebrew Language was also confused and could not readily decide which, if any, system to adopt. The problem of reforming or romanizing the Hebrew characters remains unsolved.
9. INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has decided to end the ambiguity and the confusion in transliterating, into Roman, the Hebrew characters as attempted by different libraries in various countries, the ambiguity and confusion resulting from the different codes used by these libraries. Thus, it has appointed a technical committee of experts from twenty six nations to prepare a comprehensive scheme of transliteration of Hebrew which would be used on the international level. After seven years of research, from 1952 until 1959, the ISO received the draft of a standard from the Committee. It has published it in May 1962 under the title ISO Recommendation R259, Transliteration of Hebrew.\(^1\)

This standard was the most comprehensive and the most adequate to date. It followed to a great extent the spirit and the principle of transliteration in equating

every Hebrew character by a Roman one. It did not use digraphs, for digraphs can lead to ambiguity; they can be pronounced differently by persons accustomed to the different languages using the Roman alphabet. The standard covered all the Hebrew characters well, including the guttural and the 'extra'-sibilant ones, which did not exist in the Roman alphabet, by using diacritical signs (dots, dashes, etc.) available on typewriter keyboards.

It was also the first scheme which adequately equated all the Hebrew vowels including long, medium, short and very short. It compromised between transliterating letter by letter and transcribing phonetically because Hebrew, like other Semitic languages, does not usually write all the vowels of words, especially in books for adults.

Its romanizers must be knowledgeable both in the Hebrew language, alphabet and grammar and, at least in some of the many languages written in Roman alphabet. They have to be able to introduce correctly the unwritten Hebrew vowels, so that one who knows the language can read and retransliterate them easily. These requirements have been followed, to a great extent, by the ISO. Its standard has therefore been adopted by l'Association française de
normalisation (AFNOR) in 1964,\(^1\) after thorough discussion and consideration.

This scheme provided character symbols for twenty-nine Hebrew consonants, seventeen Hebrew vowels and three non-Hebrew phonemes which entered Hebrew from other languages. In its consonant table\(^2\), it distinguished clearly between the two characters of begeḏkefat. It equated \(\text{י}(בֵּטְרָפ)\) to "\(v\)" and also gave an alternative for equating it with an underlined "\(b\)" for philological publications. It equated \(\text{ג}(גְּיָמֵלְרָפ)\) by "\(ג\)" i.e. with an overlined "\(g\)", \(\text{ד}(דָּלֶטְרָפ)\) with "\(ג\)" i.e. with an underlined "\(d\)", \(\text{ך}(ךַּפְרָפ)\) with "\(k\)" i.e. by an underlined "\(d\)". \(\text{ז}(צָדֶה)\) by "\(z\)" i.e. by an underlined "\(z\)" and \(\text{ת}(תָּו)\) by "\(t\)". It also equated, correctly, \(\text{ו}(וֹאֶּ)\) with "\(w\)". \(\text{י}(יֹדֶ)\) with "\(Y\)". \(\text{פ}(פְּ)\) with "\(f\)" and gave also an alternative to equate it with an overlined "\(p\)" for publications of philological nature. It equated \(\text{י}(יֵאֵ)\) with (\(\) and \(\text{י}(יֵאֵ)\) with (\(\) as many other

---


modern references did. It equated \( \pi \) (hē mappīq) with an ordinary "h", while unpronounced \( \eta \) (hē), which comes at the end of a word for supporting a long vowel, is omitted and replaced by a diaeresis over the proceeding vowel as in the following example of \( \text{גרע} \) (para).\(^1\) It equated \( \eta \) (hēt) with "h" i.e. "h" with a dot below and \( \upsilon \) (téť) with "t" i.e. "t" with a dot below. Its equations, in general, are much more accurate than systems which used digraphs. They parallel the Hebrew system which also distinguishes between characters by diacritic marks.

The ISO is more scientific than many other standards which equated \( \eta \) (hēt) with an ordinary "h"\(^2\), with "ch"\(^3\), with "kh"\(^4\), with "x"\(^5\), etc.; \( \upsilon \) (téť) with an ordinary "t"\(^6\)

---

1. Ibid., p. 6.
2. Lord Edward Gleichen, op. cit., p. 70; also "Hebraismo", op. cit., p. 879.
5. Saul Levin, The Indo-European and Semitic Languages, Albany, State University of New York Pr., (cl971) p. XXXIII.
6. Lord Edward Gleichen, op. cit., p. 70; also "Hebraismo", op. cit., p. 879, also "Hebraische Alphabet", op. cit., p. 117.
or with "š"; "ayin) with "h"; with "a"; with "y", with "š"; etc., etc. Many other Hebrew characters have been equated with digraphs and even with polygraphs in the several standards or works. I have counted until sixteen different equations for some characters by the different references. The equation of ı̄(šin) to "š" came originally from Slavic sources and not from Semitic ones. But this equation has been already accepted internationally for the pronunciation of this character in the different schemes. Also the distinction made by ISO between ı̄(šin) and ı̄(sāmek) by equating the first one with "š" and the second with an ordinary"s", (although they were pronounced identically long ago) is another prof of its accuracy.

1. Saul Levin, op. cit., p. XXXiii.
5. Saul Levin, op. cit., p. XXXiii.
The ISO Standard was the first in the history of romanizing Hebrew to cover all the Hebrew vowels. It deals with the seventeen Hebrew vowels: the letter vowels and the point vowels. It omitted only the : (šewā nāḥ) which represents the absence of a vowel and which is not equated in any scheme because it has no real importance. It equated - (pataḥ) to an "a", ṭ (qāmeṣ) to "a", ṭ (qāmeṣ qāṭān) to "o" i.e. to "o" with a cedilla below it, ː (segōl) to "e", i.e. to "e" with a cedilla under it, ː (šērē) to "e", ː (ḥireq) to "i", ː (qibbūṣ) to "u", ː (yōḏ segōl) to "ê", ː (yōḏ šērē) to "e", ː (yōḏ ḥireq) to "i", ː (wāw ḥōlem) to "ô", ː (wāw šūreq) to "u", ː (šewā nā') to "ē", ː (ḥāṭef pataḥ) to "ā", ː (ḥāṭef segōl) to "ē" and ṭ: (ḥāṭef qāmeṣ) to "o".

Much confusion in equating Hebrew vowels existed before the introduction of the ISO Standard. Some of these vowels have been equated in eight different ways by the different sources. None of these authorities troubled to equate all the seventeen Hebrew vowels. Even the Encyclopaedia Britannica, which introduced systematization in

1. Ibid., p. 5.
equating these vowels by grouping them into long, medium, and short, was unable to equate more than ten of them.¹

The ISO standard equated adequately the non-Hebrew phonemes which entered Hebrew from other languages. It equated $\mathcal{J}$ (= English j) with "$\breve{g}$", as in $\breve{g}n$; $\mathcal{J}$ (= French j) with "$\breve{z}$", as in $\breve{z}n$; $\mathcal{Y}$ (= English ch) with "$\breve{o}$", as in $\breve{o}n$.²

In spite of its comprehensiveness, the ISO Standard of romanizing Hebrew remained uncomplete. It did not transliterate the initial alef at all, while it did transliterate medial and final alefs by a dash over the preceding vowel even though they were originally pronounced clearly as consonants. Its equation of the rafeh characters of $\mathcal{A}$ (gimel) with "$\breve{g}$", i.e., with an overlined "$\breve{g}$", goes against the principle of consistency. It might have been better to equate it with "$\breve{g}$" underlined, as other rafeh characters of bege'dkefat.³ The character $\mathfrak{n}$ ($\breve{n}t$)

¹. Ibid., p. 5.
². Ibid., p. 7.
³. "$\breve{g}$" overlined is used for the romanization of Arabic $\mathfrak{g}$, possibly because $\mathfrak{g}$ and many other Arabic characters are above-dotted and not below-dotted as in the case of $\mathfrak{t}$, $\mathfrak{b}$, $\mathfrak{q}$, $\mathfrak{n}$, $\mathfrak{t}$ and $\mathfrak{th}$. 
could be underlined "h" instead of being dotted below. 1
v(tet) could remain transliterated as underdotted "t" or it could be written as "t" i.e. "t" with two bars. The two bars represent its emphasis more reasonably. The equation of ę (sadê) with an underlined "z" contradicts its original pronunciation which has an emphatic sound of "s". Thus, it could have been more accurate to retain it as underdotted "s" or to transliterate it to an underlined "s" for consistency.

The ISO equation of א (‘alef), ח (heh), the vowel-points and gemination could have been also improved. It would be easier and more logical to equate р (qamesh) with an overlined "a" instead of an underdotted "a" 2, א (‘alef qamesh) with "a" as in the case of ב (bara’) instead of

1. Het was underdotted by many early systems of romanizing Hebrew and Arabic, because Arabic  כ which is a "twin" of Arabic כ, was already transliterated to an underlined "h". This has been done just for uniformity in romanizing this Semitic character -het- in both Hebrew and Arabic. But, het could be underlined also in Arabic, while Arabic כ (kaf) could be written "h" i.e. with an inverted small "a" below the character "h" as is the case with the פ(p) which entered Arabic from other languages.

equating it to "ā" (bārā)\(^1\) as it did. \(\tau\) (qāmeṣ qāṭān) as in the first qames of Ḥāṣem (‘Ofrah\(^2\)), which is pronounced as a short "o", could be better equated with "ō" instead of "o"\(^2\), while \(\tau:\) (ḥāṭef qāmeṣ), a very short one, could be equated with "ō" instead of "ō"\(^3\).

It could well be easier and more logical to equate \(\cdot\) (segol) with "e" instead of "e"\(^3\) and \(\cdot\) (yod segol) with "e" instead of "e"\(^3\). In addition the distinction between \(\cdot\): (ḥāṭef segol) and \(\cdot\) (šewa nā’) seems easier and nearer the Hebrew diacritic system if it were done by equating \(\cdot\) (šewa nā’) with "e" instead of "e"\(^3\), while \(\cdot\) (ḥāṭef segol) with "e" instead of "e"\(^3\) because the former is a shorter "e" than the latter according to what seems to have been the opinion of the Massoretic scientists of the Seventh Century A.D.

In addition, gemination by doubling the letter has no basis in any Semitic Script and does not fit any Semitic Language. Thus, Hebrew used the dāgeš forte (•) for gemination, while Arabic used the šaddāh (ω) for it.

1. Ibid., p. 6.
2. Ibid., p. 7.
3. Ibid., p. 5.
Other Semitic writings such as Syriac and Jacobite used also diacritic signs for this\textsuperscript{1}.

However, when it doubled the romanized Hebrew geminated character representing the forte dāgeš (such as after the article "ḥē" or after the "service letters"), the ISO faced a problem: doubled letter in positions where they are unfamiliar to the Western eye. Thus, it felt obliged to divide the doubled letter at the beginning of such a word into two; it attached one to the definite article or to the preposition; it retained the other in the original word; it joined the two elements by a hyphen, as in "ḥak-kohen" and "miq-qedem"\textsuperscript{2} (in Hebrew מִקְּפַדֵּם).

It is easier and more befitting the Hebrew language structure to use the Massoretic ~ (zarqāh) or the French › (cedilla) as a gemination mark in romanized Hebrew\textsuperscript{3}.

\textsuperscript{1} It is worth mentioning that although they use a diacritic sign for gemination, the speakers of these languages pronounce the geminated letter clearly.

\textsuperscript{2} International Organization for Standardization (ISO), ISO Recommendation R259, op. cit., p. 7.

\textsuperscript{3} I am suggesting the Massoretic ~ (zarqāh) as a mark for gemination because it is known to Hebrew scholars and has been used by Massoretic scientists for prolongation in reading the Bible with melody, while the French › (cedilla) I am suggesting for practical reasons, it exists on an ordinary Roman alphabet typewriter.
Thus, the word מִקְדֶדֶם for instance, would be written מִקְדֶדֶם or מִקְדֶדֶם which is closer to the original than the ISO system. In addition, it is not reasonable in our age of shorthand when we ease the writing of the Latin alphabet, to double letters for languages which have long ago simplified the gemination in their script by using diacritical marks to represent them.

On the basis of this suggestion the unpronounced Hebrew "ה" can be transliterated to an ordinary "h", while ה-מטַפְּיָק i.e. the dotted ה (ה), could have the ~ (zarqāh) sign above it. According to this principle the words נֹפֶל, נֹפֶל, נֹפֶל would be transliterated פָּרָה, זֶה, קֶנֶה, גָּלוֹח or at least פָּרָה, זֶה, קֶנֶה, גָּלוֹח,i.e. with a small "ה" written higher instead of "פָּרָה, זֶה, קֶנֶה, גָּלוֹח" as are transliterated in the ISO Standard.

In addition, all 'ālefs have to be transliterated because they were originally pronounced clearly, such as in תַּמְשֶׁנָּה, תַּמְשֶׁנָּה, תַּמְשֶׁנָּה, which need to be transliterated to תַּמְשֶׁנָּה, תַּמְשֶׁנָּה, תַּמְשֶׁנָּה, instead of "תַּמְשֶׁנָּה, תַּמְשֶׁנָּה, תַּמְשֶׁנָּה" as are in the ISO Standard.

This ISO Standard has been criticized by some members of the "Sub Committee for the Romanization of Hebrew, of the American Standard Committee Z-39", as complicated and as one that cannot fit every nation. But there is no standard of romanization which can satisfy completely all the different languages written in the Roman alphabet. For instance the representation of šin by "š" must seem strange to an Englishman who is accustomed to represent it by sh, to a Frenchman who is used to represent it by ch and to a German who represents it by sch.

But this is not the fault of the ISO Standard. This Standard has sought to systematize the prevailing confusion which has long existed in the transliteration of Hebrew. It has developed a system based on compromise to be used by bibliographers, librarians and other scholars. It has not imposed its standard to be used exclusively in every country of the World. National standards can continue to be used if certain governments or libraries prefer to keep using them.

The ISO Standard has also been criticized by the same members of Z-39 because, as they said, it used a complicated system for representing the Hebrew diacritic vowels. But this was not its fault, too. Hebrew diacritic vowels, as they were determined by the Massorctic Scientists and as they are pronounced in the present days are already complicated. The ISO Standard has attempted to represent these vowels carefully and according to the basic principles of transliteration.
CHAPTER III

HISTORICAL TABLES

The historical tables are given to illustrate clearly how the major alphabetic writings related to Hebrew, such as the Greek alphabet, the Latin alphabet, the Arabic alphabet, the Square Hebrew itself and the cursive Hebrew alphabets, have been developed from the Phoenician alphabet or from its "sister", the Early Hebrew.

They are divided into six tables:

The first illustrates the historical development of Square Hebrew alphabet from Phoenician through Aramaic.

The second illustrates the historical development of Greek and Roman from Phoenician.

The third the development of cursive Hebrew alphabets from Square Hebrew.

The fourth the historical development of Modern Greek from North Semitic.

The fifth the historical development of Roman capitals from North Semitic.

The sixth illustrates the historical development of the Arabic alphabet from the Aramaic through the
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classical</th>
<th>200 B.C.</th>
<th>100 B.C.</th>
<th>50 B.C.</th>
<th>200 A.D.</th>
<th>400 A.D.</th>
<th>1000 A.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aramaic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenician</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Historical Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Alphabet</th>
<th>Scripts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1100 B.C.</td>
<td>Phoenician</td>
<td>Phoenician (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 B.C.</td>
<td>Phoenician</td>
<td>Phoenician (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 B.C.</td>
<td>Phoenician</td>
<td>Phoenician (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 B.C.</td>
<td>Phoenician</td>
<td>Phoenician (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 B.C.</td>
<td>Phoenician</td>
<td>Phoenician (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 B.C.</td>
<td>Phoenician</td>
<td>Phoenician (7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Development of the Hebrew Alphabet

The development of the Hebrew alphabet is shown in Table 1, detailing the changes from 1100 B.C. to 1000 A.D.
Nabataean alphabet.

Sources used for these tables are given at the end.
### Table 2

**Development of Greek and Roman Alphabets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Phoenician</th>
<th>Old Greek</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1100 B.C.</td>
<td>XwαφηζΩυθι</td>
<td>ΤωφηζΩυθι</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 B.C.</td>
<td>Сύρος</td>
<td>Κύπρος</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 B.C.</td>
<td>Лидия</td>
<td>Λυδία</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 B.C.</td>
<td>Θέρα</td>
<td>Θέρα</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 B.C.</td>
<td>Κάτω</td>
<td>Κάτω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500-400 B.C.</td>
<td>Κλασικός Γεράκι</td>
<td>Κλασικός Γεράκι</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 B.C.</td>
<td>Ετυσκάνικο (Ρις)</td>
<td>Ετυσκάνικο (Ρις)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Old Latin**

| 300-2 B.C.      | Τιρ Πο                                 | Τιρ Πο                                 |
|                | ΝΜΛΚΙ                             | ΝΜΛΚΙ                             |
|                | ΥΨΦΕΖΟΓΒΑ                           | ΥΨΦΕΖΟΓΒΑ                           |

**Classic Roman**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ΤΣΡΩΠΟΝΜΛΚΙΖΥΨΦΕΖΟΓΒΑ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΤΣΡΩΠΟΝΜΛΚΙΖΥΨΦΕΖΟΓΒΑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Table 3

## Development of Cursive Hebrew from Square Hebrew

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nome of the Letters</th>
<th>Square Hebrew</th>
<th>Cursive</th>
<th>Judeo-Spanish</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Rabbinic or Sashi</th>
<th>Geocentric (Arabic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alef</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ, נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bet</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimel</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalei</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ו</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>וא</td>
<td>וא</td>
<td>וא</td>
<td>וא</td>
<td>וא</td>
<td>וא</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waw</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zayin</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Het</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teth</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yud</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ק</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaf</td>
<td>כ</td>
<td>כ</td>
<td>כ</td>
<td>כ</td>
<td>כ</td>
<td>כ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamed</td>
<td>ל</td>
<td>ל</td>
<td>ל</td>
<td>ל</td>
<td>ל</td>
<td>ל</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mem</td>
<td>מ</td>
<td>מ</td>
<td>מ</td>
<td>מ</td>
<td>מ</td>
<td>מ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nun</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samek</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheyn</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
<td>ס</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pe</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadе</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
<td>פ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qof</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosh</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shin</td>
<td>ש</td>
<td>ש</td>
<td>ש</td>
<td>ש</td>
<td>ש</td>
<td>ש</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taw</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>ת</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The five final letters — final khaf, final mem, final nun, final pe and final sadе — are put beside the ordinary ones.

** Characters written in two manners are put together and separated by a comma.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NORTH SEMITIC</th>
<th>EARLY PHOENICIAN</th>
<th>EARLY HEBREWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MOABITE PHOENICIAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH SEMITIC</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>EASTERN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WESTERN</td>
<td>CLASSICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MODERN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4
DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN GREEK FROM NORTH SEMITIC
HISTORICAL TABLES
### Table 5

#### Development of Roman Capitals from North Semitic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NORTH-SEMITIC</th>
<th>GREEK</th>
<th>ETRUSCAN</th>
<th>LATIN</th>
<th>MODERN CAPS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EARLY PHOENICIAN</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOABITE</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>WESTERN</td>
<td>CLASSICAL</td>
<td>MONUMENTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARLY HEBREW</td>
<td>EASTERN</td>
<td>CLASSICAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NORTH-SEMITIC</th>
<th>GREEK</th>
<th>ETRUSCAN</th>
<th>LATIN</th>
<th>MODERN CAPS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EARLY PHOENICIAN</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOABITE</td>
<td>EARLY</td>
<td>WESTERN</td>
<td>CLASSICAL</td>
<td>MONUMENTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARLY HEBREW</td>
<td>EASTERN</td>
<td>CLASSICAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Gothic characters are not mentioned here because of its complexity and its minor importance for this thesis.
### Table 6

**Development of Arabic from Aramaic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cursive Aramaic</th>
<th>Nabatean</th>
<th>Jacobite</th>
<th>Syriac</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Arabic Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ק גן ד</td>
<td>ק גן ד</td>
<td>ק גן ד</td>
<td>ק גן ד</td>
<td>ק גן ד</td>
<td>ק גן ד</td>
<td>ק גן ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ת גט ד</td>
<td>ת גט ד</td>
<td>ת גט ד</td>
<td>ת גט ד</td>
<td>ת גט ד</td>
<td>ת גט ד</td>
<td>ת גט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ט גט ד</td>
<td>ט גט ד</td>
<td>ט גט ד</td>
<td>ט גט ד</td>
<td>ט גט ד</td>
<td>ט גט ד</td>
<td>ט גט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ה גט ד</td>
<td>ה גט ד</td>
<td>ה גט ד</td>
<td>ה גט ד</td>
<td>ה גט ד</td>
<td>ה גט ד</td>
<td>ה גט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ו גט ד</td>
<td>ו גט ד</td>
<td>ו גט ד</td>
<td>ו גט ד</td>
<td>ו גט ד</td>
<td>ו גט ד</td>
<td>ו גט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
<td>י גט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ז גט ד</td>
<td>ז גט ד</td>
<td>ז גט ד</td>
<td>ז גט ד</td>
<td>ז גט ד</td>
<td>ז גט ד</td>
<td>ז גט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ח גט ד</td>
<td>ח גט ד</td>
<td>ח גט ד</td>
<td>ח גט ד</td>
<td>ח גט ד</td>
<td>ח גט ד</td>
<td>ח גט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
<td>ט כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
<td>י כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
<td>ז כט ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
<td>ח כט ד</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sources used for composing the historical tables:


Freidrick, J., Extinct Languages, N.Y., Philosophical Library, (cl957), Fig. 64.


Toby, L.F., Hebrew Artistic Lettering, design and 14 Caligraphic tables drawn by Rothschild-Lippmann, with an historical table and text illustrations by the author, Tel Aviv, Herzfelder, (1951, Table of) Development of the Hebrew Square Script as well as the Roman Antique from the Phoenician Alphabet, (n.p.).
CHAPTER IV

PRONUNCIATION TABLE

The pronunciation table is given to illustrate how each Hebrew consonant is pronounced by the various Jewish Communities in the World. The bases for this table were the Encyclopedia Judaica\(^1\) and my own observation and experience. When my own knowledge differed from the Encyclopedia Judaica I discussed these differences in the following notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSIAN</th>
<th>WESTERN PERSIAN</th>
<th>&quot;LITTLE&quot; PERSIAN</th>
<th>BULGARIAN</th>
<th>JEWISH (JEWISH)</th>
<th>YEMENITE</th>
<th>SEPHARDI</th>
<th>PORTUGUESE</th>
<th>ITALIAN</th>
<th>ASHKENAZI</th>
<th>POLOGA</th>
<th>POLISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>( \varepsilon )</td>
<td>( \zeta )</td>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>( \iota )</td>
<td>( \kappa )</td>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>( \varepsilon )</td>
<td>( \zeta )</td>
<td>( \eta )</td>
<td>( \theta )</td>
<td>( \iota )</td>
<td>( \kappa )</td>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>( \mu )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes:

(1), (2) The Iraqi and the Yemenite Jewish Communities pronounce ב (בֵּט with דָּגֶשׁ לֵנֶא) as an emphatic \"b\", i.e. "thick" in pronunciation, while ב (בֵּט רָפֶה) as an ordinary "b". Apparently this is unknown to Mr. 'Ornan the author of the article "Hebrew Grammar" in the Encyclopedia Judaica.

(3) Yemenite Jews pronounce ב (בֵּט רָפֶה, i.e. the undotted ב) as an ordinary English "b" exactly as the Iraqi Jews. Mr. 'Ornan states that only some Yemenite Jews pronounce the ב (בֵּט רָפֶה) so, while others read it as "v".

(4) All Moroccan Jews pronounce ב (בֵּט רָפֶה, the undotted ב) as an ordinary "b". Mr. 'Ornan states that only some Moroccan Jews pronounce it so, while others pronounce it "w".

(5) ג (גִּימָל with דָּגֶשׁ לֵנֶא) is pronounced as ג (like English J) only by some Yemenites, while others (including the Adenites) pronounce it as an ordinary "g" like in the English "Garden". Mr. 'Ornan states that all Yemenites pronounce it "ג".

(6) All Iraqi Jews pronounce ד (דָּאָלֶט רָפֶה),
as an ordinary "d" i.e. they do not distinguish it from "đ" (đālet with đāges lene) although most of them are aware that it should be pronounced "đ" i.e. like "th" in English "the". Mr. 'Ornan states that Iraqi Jews pronounce "đ" (đālet rafeh) as "đ" i.e. like "th" in English "the".

(7), (8), (9) Some Bukhara and some Persian Jews pronounce the character 榃 (qōf) correctly i.e. as an emphatic q(מסמ). Mr. 'Ornan states that Bukhara and Persian Jews pronounce 榃 (qōf) as "g" or "k".

(10) Some Iraqi Jews are unable to pronounce the character 㤀 (reš or roš) clearly. They pronounce it approximately like "g" (i.e. (glmal rafeh).

(11) Only some Moroccan Jews (about 50%) pronounce the character 㤅 (šin) like 抺 (šin). Mr. 'Ornan states that all Moroccan Jews pronounce 㤅 (šin) like 抺 (šin).

(12) All Moroccan Jews pronounce the character 㤚 (taw) correctly, as English "t". Mr. 'Ornan states that some Moroccan Jews pronounce the character 㤚 (taw) like "c".

(13) Some Moroccan Jews pronounce the character 㤚 (taw) like "t" while others pronounce it correctly like the English "th" in "thousand". Mr. 'Ornan states that
some Moroccan Jews pronounce the character n (tāw) like "t" while others pronounce it like "c".
CHAPTER V

TRANSLITERATION TABLES

The transliteration tables are given to illustrate the diversity in the different authorities in transliterating the Hebrew consonants and the Hebrew vowels. They are divided into four tables. The first compares the transliteration in general sources such as encyclopedias. The second is for Jewish scholarly sources. The third is for transliteration given by modern Israeli romanizers. The fourth shows the transliteration schemes by national and international standards.

Notes, abbreviations and sources used in compiling these tables are given at the end of each table.
### TABLE 1 — Gkkeral Scholarly Sources

#### A. Characters (Consonants)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>; or a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>'</td>
<td>'</td>
<td>'</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>b or v</td>
<td>b, bh</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>b or v</td>
<td>b, b</td>
<td>b, v</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g, gh</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g, gh</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>d, dh</td>
<td>d, dh</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>d, dh</td>
<td>d, dh</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>h or omt.</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>w or omt.</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>kh, ch</td>
<td>h, ch</td>
<td>h, ch</td>
<td>h, ch</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>y or omt.</td>
<td>i or y</td>
<td>i, y</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k, ch</td>
<td>k, kh</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>f or a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ho</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p, ph</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p, ph</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p, ph</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p, ph</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>tz, c</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>sh or s</td>
<td>s, sch</td>
<td>s, sch</td>
<td>s, sch</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>ת</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: General Scholarly Sources

#### Vowels and Vowel-Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>τ</td>
<td>ṯ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>κτ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>τ(9.9)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
Notes:

(1) The simplified table in the Britannica is given mainly for readers not familiar with the Hebrew guttural and 'extra'-sibilants characters.

(2) The table given in Americana is very much simplified. It does not distinguish between many of the "begeškefat" characters. It equates ꔼ (šādē) to "ts" as it is pronounced by most Israelis in the modern times.

(3) In his equation Larousse du XXe siècle does not mention the two Hebrew forms of each of the "begeškefat" letters.

(4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10): These works ignored the Hebrew vowel-points.

(11) E.U.I. mentioned ten of the Hebrew dia-critic vowels but does not equate them.

Abbreviations:

Amr. = Encyclopedia Americana
Brit. = Encyclopedia Britannica
Brit.s. = Britannica simplified table
Brock. = Brockhaus Enzyklopädie
D.G.D.L. = Das Grosse Duden-Lexikon
E.U. = Encyclopédie universelle illustrée
E.U.I. = Encyclopedia universal ilustrada
Gr.Lr. = Grand Larousse encyclopédique
Heb. = Hebrew
Lr.20 = Larousse du XXe siècle
Omt. = Omitted
q.q. = qâ mêq qâṭān
s.n. = šēwā nā'

Sources:


"Hébreu", Grand Larousse encyclopédique, Paris,

### Table 2 - J.U.S. Scholarly Sources

#### A. Characters (Conventions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>or om., (1)</td>
<td>not transl.</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>bh,b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td>g, b, (ba)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g, g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td></td>
<td>v</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t, t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td>y, 1</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k, k</td>
<td>k, k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td>not transl</td>
<td>r (5)</td>
<td>r (5)</td>
<td>r (5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p, p, ph</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p, p</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f, p, ph</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td>s, c</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c, tz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
<td>c, k</td>
<td>k, q</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q, r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sh</td>
<td></td>
<td>s (sh)</td>
<td>s (sh)</td>
<td>s (sh)</td>
<td>s (sh)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) or om. = or omitted

(2) or om. = or omitted

(3) or om. = or omitted

(4) or om. = or omitted

(5) or om. = or omitted

(6) or om. = or omitted

(7) or om. = or omitted
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notes:

(1) In the Jewish Encyclopedia initial 'ālef is omitted while final and medial 'ālefs are represented or by a mark like a comma (,) or by diaeresis, e.g., Ze'eb, Me'ir.

(2) The Judaica also transliterated characters representing pronunciation which entered into Hebrew from other languages. It equated ַ to ּ, ֵ to ֶ and ָ to ַ.

(3) The characters between brackets are given by the Judaica to explain the pronunciation.

(4),(5) In the simplified column of the Judaica ֶ ('ālef) and ֵ ('āyin) are omitted.

(6) This simplified column of Judaica presents mainly the modern Israeli pronunciation.

(7) Levin invented two characters, one for ֶ (tet) and the other for ֵ ('āyin).

(8),(9) The use of many alternative characters with a variety of diacritic marks, in the scientific columns of the Encyclopedia Judaica complicates, instead of simplifying the equation of the Hebrew vowels. It also contradicts the general principles of transliteration, of equating
letter-for-letter and character for character.

(10) Harper does not equate the Hebrew dia-critic vowels but only describes them. We have equated them according to his description.

(11) Levin has invented new signs for some of the Hebrew vowel-points, while he ignored many others.

(12) Monis has completely ignored the Hebrew vowels.

Abbreviations:

Gen. = General

H.W. = Harper, William, R., Elements of Hebrew by Inductive Method

Heb. = Hebrew

J.E.01 = Jewish Encyclopedia, 1901

J.E.02 = Jewish Encyclopedia, 1902

Ju.1 = Judaica, vol. 1

Ju.8 = Judaica, vol. 8

Lev.S. = Levin, Saul, The Indo-European and Semitic Languages

q.q. = qāmeš qāṭān

Sc. = Scientific

s.n. = šēwā nāʾ
Sources:


"Systems of Transliteration and of Citation of Proper Names. A - Rules for the Transliteration of Hebrew and Aramaic", in The Jewish Encyclopedia, N.Y., Funk and Wagnalls, 1901, vol. 1, p. xxv.
TABLE 3 -- MODERN ISRAELI ROYALIZERS

A. CHARACTERS (KRȘQAKTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heb.</th>
<th>Y. Roz.</th>
<th>It. 1</th>
<th>It. 2</th>
<th>Jobo.</th>
<th>Aviron</th>
<th>Orman</th>
<th>Rotuš</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>a(f)</td>
<td>b(f)</td>
<td>a(g)</td>
<td>p, t(g)</td>
<td>a(t)</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>bh</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>bh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>dh</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h(2)</td>
<td>h(4)</td>
<td>h(7)</td>
<td>h(10)</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>v,u</td>
<td>v,u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ph</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>ph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>tz</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table continues with additional rows and columns, but the excerpt provided does not include all entries.
# Transliteration Tables

## Table 3: Modern Israeli Revizors

### B. Vowels and Vowel-Points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ð ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
<td>ð, ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>oy</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>æ, æ</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
<td>e, æ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>œ, œ</td>
<td>œ</td>
<td>œ</td>
<td>œ, œ</td>
<td>œ, œ</td>
<td>œ, œ</td>
<td>œ, œ</td>
<td>œ, œ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Some symbols may not render correctly due to Unicode limitations.*
Notes:

(1), (3), (6), (17) Initial 'ālef is omitted in the two romanization systems of Ittamar Ben-Avi, in the system of Jabotiniski and in that of 'Ornan.

(2), (4), (7), (10), (18) Unpronounced final "ḥē" is omitted in the two romanization systems of Ittamar Ben-Avi, in the romanization system of Jabotiniski, in the romanization system of 'AvInōr and in the romanization system of 'Ornan, while ḫ (ḥē mappīq), a well pronounced "ḥē", is represented by an ordinary "ḥ".

(5) In the second romanization system of Ittamar Ben-Avi Ṿ ('āyin) is omitted and the vowel, which follows it, receives a circumflex accent (ˇ), as is the case of the 'āyin of the word ṥrékḥ.

(8) In the Jabotinishi romanization system Ṿ ('āyin) is omitted and the vowel following it receives the ~ (zarqāh) mark above it, as is the case in the 'āyin of the word Lifʾāmim.

(9), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15) In the case of these newly invented characters of the 'AvInōr system I have written both the capital letters and the small ones.

(16) The characters which 'AvInōr invented,
Jan, jal and ğert for representing 't, 'j and 'y which are used in Hebrew for the pronunciation of French "j", English "j" and English "ch", are not included in the table.

(17) Ratus has made radical changes by using "w" for א (‘alef), "o" or "e" for ו (têêt) and "s" for כ (sin).

Abbreviations:

Avinor = The romanization system of 'Avinor
Heb. = Hebrew
It.1 = The first romanization system of Ittamar Ben-Avi
It.2 = The second romanization system of Ittamar Ben-Avi
Jab. = The romanization system of Jabotiniski
Omt. = Omitted
Ornan = The romanization system of 'Uzi 'Ornan
q.q. = qâmeš qâṭān
Ratus = The romanization system of Y. Ratus
Y.Roz. = the romanization system of Yiš/ḥaq Rozenberg
s.n. = ʾēwā nāʾ\n
Sources:

### TABLE 4 — NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

#### A. CHARACTERS (CONSONANTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ק</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>ב</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ג</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>ד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
<td>צ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ג</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>ט</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ד</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ו</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ו</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ה</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
<td>ז</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
<td>ח</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ו</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
<td>י</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ט</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
<td>נ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- The ISO and AFNOR columns indicate compatibility or equivalency across international standards.
- The characters are listed in a grid format, with each column representing a different standard.
### TRANSLITERATION TABLES

**TABLE 4 -- NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS**

#### 3. VOWELS AND VOWEL-POINTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>τ</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ò,ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ε,ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ε,ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ε,ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ε,ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ε,ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ε,ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ε,ε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>α</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>η</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Notes:

(1), (2), (3), (4) 'Alef is omitted at the beginning of a word.

(5), (6), (7) Cutter 1904, A.L.A. 1908 and Boletín de Bibliotecas ye Bibliografía did not mention the Hebrew vowels.

(8), (9) Ostermann and U.S. Style Manual described the short vowels as short ones, but they equated them to ordinary Roman ones, i.e. without adding diacritic marks of shortness, to them.

Abbreviations:

AFNOR = Association française de normalisation
A.L.A.08 = American Library Association 1908
A.L.A.49 = American Library Association 1949
B.B.B. = Boletín de Bibliotecas ye Bibliografía
B.S. = British Standard
C.04 = Cutter 1904
Gleic. = Gleichen
Heb. = Hebrew
ISO = International Organization for Standardization
Omt. = omitted
Ost. = Ostermann
q.q. = qāmeṣ qāṭān
s.n. = šewā nā'
sil. = silent
U.S.S.M. = U.S. Style Manual
Vat. = The Vatican Code

Sources:


Ostermann, G. F., Manual of Foreign Languages,
4th ed., N.Y., Central Book Co., 1952, p. 120-121.


The relationship between the Hebrew and Roman alphabets covers a long period of history. The Romans received theirs from the Phoenician through the Etruscan between 700-600 B.C.\(^1\). This alphabet was originally identical with the Early Hebrew. But, it went through many changes during its history by the addition and loss of characters and by the accretion of others to represent sounds different from the original in Hebrew such as the use of 7 - ? (gimal) for "C", the creation of "G" by adding a bar to "C", the use of the consonant ñ - ñ (‘ayin) for the vowel "O", etc.

Hebrew characters remained stable in their order and their form after they were replaced by an adapted Aramaic alphabet around 600 B.C.\(^2\). The major reason for this conservation was the fact that they were the characters in which the Bible was originally written. The main deficiency of Hebrew writing, like other Semitic, was that the vowels were unwritten, which could lead to ambiguous

\(^1\) Charles Higounet, op. cit., p. 74.

\(^2\) David Diringer, The Alphabet, op. cit., p. 186.
readings. This lack was filled at a latter period, between 500 - 800 A.D. by the Massoretic scholars who introduced the vowel points\(^1\). But even their system was quite complicated.

The problem of the present Hebrew includes two main aspects: the pronunciation and the writing.

To deal with the pronunciation problem first. The אָסַקְנָזִי\(^2\) is very far from the original, while the European branch of the סֶפָּרָדִי which has been adopted officially in Modern Israel is closer. But it remains dissimilar from the original pronunciation, especially in respect

---


2. In general usage, Jewish communities are divided in regard to their pronunciation of Hebrew, into two main groups:

a) The אָסַקְנָזִי (the term originates from the Hebrew name for Germany) which is the system developed in Germany and France and much used in Russia, Poland, Romania and other areas North of the Balkans, and then carried to the Americas and elsewhere.

b) The סֶפָּרָדִי (the term originates from the Hebrew name for Spain) which is a closer development from the original of Palestine. This, Sefardi pronunciation was much used along the Mediterranean and East of that sea. It was carried by immigrants from these areas to some West European countries and other lands where the faithful followers of these rites retained this pronunciation.

Within these two major categories of pronunciation some variations have come into being.
to the guttural and the sibilant characters.

The pronunciation of the Middle-Eastern and North-African Jewish communities, in particular the Yemenites and the Iraqi, is the closest to the original. These communities pronounce all the guttural and the 'extra'-sibilant characters in their prayers. But only few of them do so in their daily speech, and this only in respect to \( \text{י} (\text{ayin}), \text{נ} (\text{het}) \) and \( \text{ת} (\text{tet}) \). The majority of young Middle-Eastern and North-African imitate the pronunciation of \( \text{Askenazi Sabras}^2 \) instead of learning correct pronunciation.

Some Sabras and some immigrants from European countries find proper Hebrew speech difficult to learn because they are unable to pronounce the guttural and the 'extra'-sibilant characters correctly. They consider them as homophones. Therefore, some scholars of this group have made several proposals to reform the Hebrew alphabet by adding and subtracting characters or by replacing the

---

1. This opinion is based on the description of the original pronunciation of every Hebrew character by scholars such as Diringer in his *The Alphabet*, op. cit., p. 188 and J.J. Gelb in his *A Study of Writing*, rev. ed., Chicago, University of Chicago Fr., 1969, p. 137.

2. Sabras: Jews born in Israel.
vowel-points by vowel-letters. Others have suggested schemes of romanizing Hebrew writing. But, none of these schemes succeeded because most of them were suggested by persons without a thorough knowledge of the original pronunciation of Hebrew or else they ignored this pronunciation. Some of these schemes even complicates Hebrew writing further rather than simplifying it, e.g. the system of Yôsef Kaplan¹ and the system of Fineštayin².

The first serious suggestions that Hebrew be romanized were made during the third and the fourth decades of the twentieth century by Ittamar Ben-Avi and by Z. Jabotinskí. A new series of such proposals came again a few years ago by members of the Haifah Tekniyon (an advanced school of engineering studies). Their major hope was that the romanization of Hebrew will extend the reach of their numerous scientific publications. This argument has no strong basis. A change in the writing system will not increase the spread of Hebrew publications. To Englishmen, for instance, who do not know Hebrew it will not make

¹. Yôsef Kaplan, Ḥagifrāh, 1914 no. 95 and no. 101, as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 67 and p. 80-81.
². Z. Fineštayin, Heʿatīd, November 1928, no. 58, p. 8, as cited by Werner Weinberg, op. cit., p. 89.
much difference if the book is written in Hebrew characters, Roman characters or even Chinese. The best means for spreading modern scientific publications written originally in Hebrew is to translate them into the major international languages such as English, French, Spanish, etc.

Hebrew writing by and large fits the Hebrew language. It has been developed with it and is interwoven with it. As far as writing is concerned the Massoretes have fixed in great detail the written form of the classic literary monument of the Jewish people, the Hebrew Bible. They established the propriety of each word and each letter textually and grammatically, invented the vowel marks and formulated a system of punctuation and logic in the cantillation.

In spite of certain flaws\(^1\) they provided following generations with a visual authority which, unfortunately, lacks a sound dimension. So they have developed over the ages and across frontiers differences in pronunciation with no central authority.

The universally recognized objective is to return,

---

1. See p. 211-215 of this conclusion.
as much as possible, to the original pronunciation of Hebrew. The guttural and the 'extra'-sibilant characters have to be taught correctly at Israeli schools to the new generation and to new immigrants from European and other non-Semitic language backgrounds.

Among the best artificial means which have been developed already for teaching Hebrew pronunciation was the one used by Dr. Garbel, professor of Phonetics at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

There are no homophones in Hebrew characters. All Hebrew characters have been pronounced correctly, at least by Middle-Eastern and North-African Jewish communities, in their prayer, to the present day. The only exception is the distinction between \( \text{ש} \) (sin) and \( \text{ס} \) (samek), which has long been lost. Thus, we can find even in the Bible words which are sometimes written with \( \text{ש} \) (sin) and sometimes with \( \text{ס} \) (samek), such as \( \text{סומר} \) alongside with \( \text{סומיר} \) alongside with \( \text{סומיר} \), etc. But this is of minor importance. Many alphabetic writings have at least as many homophonic characters as Hebrew. For example in English, French and some other Latin alphabet languages \( \\text{c}, \text{k} \) and \( \text{q} \) are often used for the "k" sound. In Arabic \( \text{ך} \) (dād) and \( \text{ך} \) (dā) for the "gh" sound.
Even this distinction between אֵינָה (סָינ) and ו (סָמֶק) can be traced and restored. In the South-Arabian alphabet\(^1\); in Syriac\(^2\); in Jacobite, Estranguelo and Mandeans alphabets\(^3\); in Early Libyan scripts\(^4\) and in Ethiopic sillabary\(^5\) the סָינָ and סָמֶק both existed. But, these writings, except for the Ethiopic, belong to what are considered as dead languages today. Thus, a profound research of the pronunciation of סָינ and סָמֶק among Ethiopic tribes may lead to the discovery of their original pronunciation and therefore to the distinction between them. However, the return to the original pronunciation of Hebrew will solve the major part of the Hebrew writing problem.

The suggestion of יְהוּדָה בּוּרְלָא\(^6\) to reform some words which are currently pronounced a little differently from the manner of their writing has no solid ground. He

1. Marcel Cohen, op. cit., p. 128; also I.J. Gelb, op. cit., p. 137.
2. I.J. Gelb, op. cit., p. 137.
4. Ibid., p. 130.
5. Ibid., p. 134.
suggested, for instance, that רִָיָּסִּי (written רִיָּסִּי and pronounced רִיָּסִּי), be written רִָיָּסִי (רִיָּסִּי) i.e. to introduce (י) between the ר and the 'י. He also suggested that the words רֵָיָּס (רֵָיָּס) and לָי (לָי) be written רֵָיָּס and לָי i.e. to introduce a (ו) between the ר (ר) and the 'י (י) of the word רֵָיָּס and a (ו) between the (ל) and the 'י (י) of the word לָי.

But, in my opinion, it is better to pronounce these words as they were pronounced originally rather than to complicate their writing. According to many historians, including Gelb, (י), (י) and (ו) were pronounced clearly in Early Hebrew. He gave as examples the words יומ (יומ), יא (יא) and בַּא (בַּא). He wrote that they were pronounced as if they were written yowm, abiy and baniyy. The words ב (ב) and בַּי (בַּי) were pronounced bâ' and bâ'iy.

Thus, the word רִיָּסִּי before the Massoretic period could be pronounced רִיָּסִּי or רַסִּי, i.e. with a clearly pronounced (י). This is also the case with the word רַסִי (meaning principal) which derives from the same root רוֹק and which is pronounced, until now, רַסִי and not רַסִי.

The same situation may have existed with the word Roš (means head - Arabic Ra’s). In Early Hebrew it may have been pronounced Roš or Raš, i.e. with a short vowel preceeding the 'ālef, but with clear pronunciation of the 'ālef itself. This is why the plural of this word is written and pronounced, until now, Rašim and not Rošin. A similar situation existed with the word נב (Lo’). However, these few exceptions can be tolerated and left written as they are if we do not wish to return to their original pronunciation.

What really needs some reforms in Hebrew are not the characters, but the system of diacritic vowels introduced by the Massoretic scientists. It seems that in determining the vocalization, the Massoretic scientists did not seek the original pronunciation of every Hebrew word. They only prepared and determined a system for conserving the pronunciation of Hebrew as they found it at that time. This is why we found, for instance, the words bana(y)w (pronounced banāw) and the word pana(y)w (pronounced panāw) written יב and ינ, i.e. with yōq preceeded by qāmeṣ. The reform of this weakness has to be made not by omitting the yōq which existed long before the Massoretic period and which represented the plural of יב (ben), but, by replacing the τ (qāmeṣ), under the mūn,
by ̀(ḥāreq). Thus, the words will be written and pronounced רְנְבּ(bānîw) and רְנְפּ(pānîw) instead of bāna(y)w and pāna(y)w, etc.

Another problem which is a little more complicated is that of the furtive paṭaḥ. The words with furtive paṭaḥ such as חֹלֶם, חַשְׁמֵל, נַחֲלָ, נַחֲלַד, הַגָּלִים, etc., were written by the Massoretic scientists Ruḥa, Muḥa, Tappuḥa, Reḥa, Siḥa, Gaḥoha, Gilbo’a, etc. They are pronounced by Aškenazīm and some European Sefardim: Ruḥḥ, Muḥḥ, Tappuḥḥ, Reḥḥ, Siḥḥ, Gaḥoh (or Gaḥoha), Gilbo’ḥ, etc., and by Middle-Eastern and North-African Sefardim as: Ruwwaḥ, Muwwah, Tappuwwaḥ, Reyyaḥ, Siyyaḥ, Gaḥowwaḥ, Gilbowwa’, etc.

It is more likely that the latter pronunciation is closer to the original. The Massoretic scientists knew that the paṭaḥ really should be under the wāw or the yōd and not under the ḫēt, the ḥē or the ‘āyin. This is why they called it ṭוֹקָה (furtive paṭaḥ). Why they did not put it in its correct place? This matter needs further research.

This can be reformed simply by placing the paṭaḥ in its original place and also by pronouncing these words with furtive paṭaḥ as they should be pronounced. However, in romanizing these words if we use the ـ(zarqāḥ) as sign for gemination, the romanized form would be as follows: Ruwaḥ, Muwaḥ, Ta’puwaḥ, Reyaḥ, etc.
But, this is not all. Before the Massoretes the distinction between long, medium, short and very short vowels, were oral and imaginary. The Massoretes established a system of diacritic marks composed of dots and dashes. One dot above the character called ḥōlem (•), represents an ordinary "o". One dot below the character called ḥīreq (•), represents a short "i". Three dots under the character in a diagonal manner, called qibbūṣ (•••), represents a short "u". A dash, called paṭah (—) below the letter represents a short "a". They also used the : (šewā) to represent both the absence of a vowel and a very short "ē". They also combined the : (šewā) with the — (paṭah) to form the • (ḥāṭef-paṭah) to represent a very short "a", with the ṭ (qāmeṣ) to form the ṭ: (ḥāṭef qāmeṣ) to represent a very short "ō" and with the : (segōl) to form the •: (ḥāṭef segōl) for a very short "ē". They used the ṭ (qāmeṣ) to represent both a long "a" and a short "ō" etc. They established seventeen vowel points which it is really difficult today to determine what they represented. In addition, they used the period sign called dāgeš (.) to both represent gemination and to distinguish between the two pronunciations of begeḏkefaṭ.
This system is really a complicated one. It needs some reforms:

1) The τ (qāmeš) has to be preserved only for a long "ā".

2) The very short vowels should be abolished and replaced by their closest ones. Thus τ (qāmeš qātān) and τ: (ḥātef qāmeš) can be replaced by ḫolem, or the τ (qāmeš qātān) can be pronounced as the τ (qāmeš gādōl), while τ: (ḥātef qāmeš) can be replaced by just a τ (qāmeš) and pronounced as qāmeš gādōl; τ: (ḥātef pāṭah) and τ: (ḥātef segōl) can be replaced successively by pāṭah and segōl.

3) The ṣ (ṣēwā) needs be preserved only for a short "ē", while ṣ (ṣēwā nāḥ), which represents the absence of a vowel, can be ignored.

4) The ɔ (dāgeš) can be used only to distinguish between the two different pronunciations of begedkefat, while a new symbol, preferably the Massoretic  zarqāh can be placed above the letter to represent ge mination.

5) The distinction in pronunciation between ɔ (ṣērē) and ɔ (segōl) has to be restored. Segōl is supposed
to be pronounced like French "e". šērē like French "ē" while ג (yōd segōl) like French "eu" and ג (yōd šērē) like French "ē" or "ai". This distinction is still used in the prayer language of the mountain Jews of North Iraq.

The Bible, poetry and children's books must continue to be fully vowelled diacritically, while in advanced books and in correspondence the diacritic vowels need be used only for a few words which can lead to ambiguity if they are not vowelled such as in the case of the word רָפָא (DVR) which can be read רָפָא (D²V⁴R), meaning "thing" or "saying", and רָפָא (D²V⁴R), meaning "plague", if it is not vowelled diacritically.

These minor and much needed reforms and remedies will clarify Hebrew writing and will render its pronunciation very phonetic. They will also make its dictation among the easiest in the world.

However, it is not the function of transliteration schemes to introduce reforms in the Hebrew diacritic vowel system. Such reforms must be made by scholars knowledgeable in Hebrew and in other Semitic languages with the collaboration of linguists and phoneticists. They must also receive the acceptance of a majority of the Israeli
population who used Hebrew in their daily life. Under such conditions the ISO or other authorized organizations will be able to romanize these reformed diacritic vowels in an adequate manner. The only thing that transliterators can presently do, in this respect, is to add, beside the scientific table of transliteration, a simplified one, especially for the diacritic vowels, one which can be used and understood easily not only by scholars but also by the public at large. This approach has already been followed by the Encyclopedia Britannica, by the American National Standard Institute and by few other authorities.

---
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SUMMARY

THE
ROMANIZATION OF HEBREW ALPHABET

by

HESKEL SHABATH

This thesis defines the terms romanization, transliteration and transcription. It also surveys the historical development of the Hebrew alphabet. Proper romanization of Hebrew presupposes proper pronunciation, as well as familiarity with the regional and historical differentiation in speech. Even more than in English and in German, a sense of the roots and morphology of the words and their elements are essential to intelligible and acceptable speech — and therefore to transliteration and romanization.

By the same token it has proven necessary to examine, however briefly, the development of the Roman characters out of Early Hebrew and Phoenician.

The early systems of romanizing Hebrew are then dealt with carefully. In today's perspective, with the critical tools available to us, we find that these early systems were based on the linguistic knowledge of a limited number of Hebraists, often men of great personal authority, whose rulings and practices were uncritically followed down the ages. In many cases they ignored most of the
Hebrew vowels, the guttural, the 'extra-sibilants and the beqefefet.

In more recent times, about a century ago, various scientific schemes based on modern linguistics and phonetics were developed. These approaches are also carefully considered. In spite of these advances, most often on private, or at best national, initiative these systems were slow to recognize the limitations of the traditional Romanization and failed to benefit from the various oral Hebrew traditions which were kept alive by Hebrew-reading Jews in distant lands. Most of these early scientific systems still ignored many vowel sounds and guttural and 'extra-sibilant letters or equated them in various ways.

The International Standard which very seriously attempted uniformity is analyzed and criticized. This scheme is comprehensive and utilized all available scholarship and the oral tradition of three continents. It deals with all the vowel sounds, all guttural and 'extra-sibilants clearly, recognized the two pronunciations of all the beqefefet letters, equated each character by an equivalent character, did not have recourse to digraphs. A few weaknesses of this system are noted and remedies are suggested.
SUMMARY

Israeli and other Jews are keenly aware of the distance between their ancient language and the culture of the Roman alphabet world. During the past fifty years many have sought to lift at least the alphabet curtain by introducing romanization of Hebrew for daily usage. Various proposals of this nature proposed towards this end are examined.

The thesis is intended to serve as a guide for bibliographers and librarians in romanizing Hebrew characters and Hebrew personal and geographic names. It might also serve researchers as informational background for dealing with reforms or romanization of the Hebrew script.

In the past reading material, in the Hebrew language, in the libraries of the Western World were mainly of a theological and archaeological nature. Today the nature of Hebrew materials has grown to a considerable extent and covers nearly all the sciences. Simultaneously Library Science itself has become more developed, more accurate and more demanding. In our international world it is more important than ever to integrate the cultural activities of all nations into the whole unitary system of knowledge which is represented by modern libraries. This thesis will hopefully assist librarians working in the Western World to cope with this problem.